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day; Thursday

is political temperance day;
Friday is Governor’s day; Saturday is children’s day; Sunday gospel temperance day;
and Monday the closing exercises and semiannual session of the Grand Council of Royal Templars.
The Union Christian Convention, announced to be held at Ocean Park at the close of
the Free Baptist campmeetings, was given
up owing to the small attendance of delegate. Today two of the delegates held services in the Temple, which were well attended. In the afternoon, President Weston,
of the Christian Theological Seminary,Stamfordsville, N. Y., preached a sermon from
the text, “I am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ.”
Tonight the closing sermon was
preached by Rev. Mr. Chase, pastor of the
Washington street Free Baptist church, Dover, upon the “Influence of thankfullness
upon the development of personal character.” The sermon was preceded by a praise
service.
_

MAINE.

HOW IT IS DONE.

Bar Harbor News.

This

A marvel of purity
powder never vanes.
and wliolesomeness.
More economical
ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
can*. Koval Baking Powdkb Co.. 106
Waif St.
N. Y.
iuy2&wdtf

strength

than the

BEST BARGAINS EVER OFFERED
—
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—

GENTS’ FINE SUSPENDERS.
A large job let 87 cent quality to be
sold out at 60 cents pair. Not cheap
goods, but elastic and good quality. Examine them and be convinced.

Secretary Whitney

Received

on

the

Bab IIaruor, Aug. 20.—There was a reception on board the Galena this afternoon,
from 3 o’clock until 6, at which Mrs. Whitney received.
Secretary and Mrs. Whitney have accepted
the invitation of the officers of the Eastern
Maine State Fair to be present on the second
day of the exhibition, Wednesday, Aug. 31.
Secretary and Mrs. Fairchild have been in-

Bar Iiar»or, Me., Aug. 20.—A salute of
19 guns fired on board the flagship Richmond
of the North Atlantic squadron this noon
was tlie announcement that Secretary of the
Navy Whitney had called officially upon
Rear Admiral Luce, the commander-in-chief
of the United States naval forces on the

vited and

home station.

and Mrs.
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are expected to accompany Mr.
Whitney. General Manager Tuck
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cial train of Pullman cars to take the distinguished guests from Bar Harbor to Bangor
and return.
A reception will be held on board the flagship Richmond next Tuesday. The squadron will probably sail for Newport, Wednes-

day, although Admiral

Luce and his

will probably remain here a week

longer.
Tlie yachts are beginning

family
or ten days

Richmond with Naval

Courtesy.

Shortly after 10 o’clock this
morning. Secretary Whitney, accompanied
by Lieutenant W. S. Cowles, the commanding officer of the Despatch, boarded a barge
and was taken to the flagship Richmond.
As the Secretary stepped off tile ship’s gangway, the boatswain piped and the side boys
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Thn

Whitney reached the deck, the
Secretary’s flag, a blue flag with four white
moment Mr.

stars surrounding an anchor, was hoisted at
the main royal truck of tlie flagship.

DANCINC STRIKERS

Who ISay the Employers Shall Pay
the Fiddler.

State of the Trouble at the

Augusta

Cotton Mills.
Labor

Commissioner

Matthews’s
Action Regarding Strikes.

Augusta, Aug. 20.—The condition of the
weavers’ strike at the Edwards Co.’s mill is
practically unchanged. There seem to be
no signs of weakening on either side.
The
management of the mill say they will close
the factories before they will yield, and the
weavers have made arrangements to continue the strike next week.
They say an agent
of a mill from out of town has been here and
contracted for the labor of the families belonging to the strikers, and they will demand their pay of the company and leave
the city. The strikers engage in a dance
every forenoon, and in the afternoon they

RINES BROTHERS.
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STICKNEY & POOR’S

race

Aug. 25th.
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COMPULSORY PILOTAGE.
Canadian Laws Favoring Canadian
Vessels at Americans’ Expense.

of the various military and civic associations
of the United States, and were issued in
pursuance of the resolution adopted by the
*Case Where the Treaty Does Not
commission at its meeting in December last.
Afford Excuse.
Some few of those to whom such invitations
have been sent have misinterpreted the
character of the in\ itatlon, and have asked
Mackerel Scarce on Both Sides the
what provision the commission had made
for their expenses. To guard against future
Famous Limit.
the
executive committee
misapprehension
of the commission announced yesterday that
all such persons were expected to meet their
[Special to tlie Press.]
expenses. Certain special invitations, such
■rBiLirix,
Aug. 21.—Consul General Phe
the
President
to
of the United j
as those
States and the members of his Cabinet, the 1 HtaiTias not yet received a reply from the
chief justices of the United States, the pres-d
of customs regarding the important
ident of the Senate, the speaker of the 5
raised a day or two ago as to the pay
rgafait
of
the
the
the
general
admiral
House,
Army,
the governors of
;asst of pilotage fees fiy American fishing
the

PBaieter

of

States, and the
provided for vsewels.

Navy,

orator of the occasion will be
by the commission.

reached first on a wild throw on which
Andrus scored. Thayer was then given his
base on balls. Davin made a bit that brought
Dickerson in, and still the bases were full.
Galligan went to first on balls and Hatfield
Schoeneck’s hit forced
was forced home.
Thayer out at the plate, while he went to
first.
Lufberry put in a hit which sent
Davin and Galligan over the plate. Then
Mains went out on afoul to Hartnett, and
Andrus at his second time at the bat for the
inning filed out to Cudworth. The Portlands
had thus tied the game with one to spare,
The
intense.
and the excitement was
Lowells evened the runs up In the seventh.
D. Burns was given bis first on called balls,
was forced to second on an illegal delivery
of the ball by Mains, took third on a put out,
and came home on a hit by Duffy. In the
eighth they took the lead. Kennedy making
a three bagger and scoring on a put out. The
home team did not score until the ninth,
when they tied the game amid Intense excitement, Galligan. Schoeneck and Lufberry
each making hits on which Galligan scored
an earned run.
Schoeneck was on third and
Lufberry on second with only one man out
when Mains hit a long fly to Cudworth.
Schoeneck attempted to score after the ball
was caught but failed on a close decision
Neither side scored in the tenth. Following
Is the score:
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Drug Clerk Wanted.
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Constitution, officers of State
governments, members of the Legislatures,
judges, historians, newspaper men, inventors, explorers, railway presidents, members
framers of the
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fishes of Ohio; to the mountains of Virginia in 1840, and to Lake Champlain and

Ontario in 1850.
The work which he had already done had
called attention to his scientific qualifications; and in 1850, upon the urgent recommendation of the late George P. Marsh, he
was invited to Washington as assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, where
he has ever since remained, succeeding to
tlie secretaryship in May, 1878, upon the
death of Prof. Joseph Henry.
When Professor Baird came to the institution it
was in
its infancy,land
upon him, as
as assistant secretary, devolved the development of the natural history collections, which were; then quite meagre. He
contributed his own extensive collections,
and these formed the nucleus of the Smithsonian Museum to the interests of which he
devoted much care and attention.
The
growth of the museum has been very largely
due to the scientific explorations which have
been organized by the institution and carried
out under the direction of Prof. Baird. From
1850 to I860 there were several government
expeditions to the Territories, and their
work so far as it pertained to natural history was practically under his supervision.
Prof. Baird has been one of the
most
voluminous contributors to scientific literature in this country.
His works up to the
year 1882 covered 1063 titles, and a large
number have been added since.
In 1871 Prof. Baird was appointed by
President Grant to the position of United
States commissioner of fish and fisheries—an
unsalaried office—to the duties of which for
eleven years he has devoted a large portion
of his time.
Prof. Baird’s scientific attainments have
been fully recognized by numerous positions
of trust and attention from learned bodies.
In 1850 and 1851 he served as permanent secretary of the Americau Association for the
Advancement of Science.
In 1876 he served
as one of the government board of commissioners to the international exhibition at
Philadelphia, and was also a member of the
international jury. In 1877 he was present
as advisory counsel at the sessions of the

Halifax Fishery Commission.
He has received many medals from foreign societies,

and from the King of Norway and Sweden
the decoration of “Knight of the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olaf.”
«««
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National Academy of Sciences, and has for
many years been a member of its council.
Besides honorary relationship to many scientific societies in the United States, he held
a membership in many leading foreign or-

ganizations.

Prof. Baird received the honorary degree
of M. D., in 1848 from the Philadelphia Medical College, that of Doctor of Physical Science in 1836, from Dickinson College, and
that of LL.D. from Columbian University
in 1875.
Prof. Baird was a man of large physique,
and until recent illness had always enjoyed
the most robust health.
Devoted student
and hard worker that he was, he managed,
from love of it, to see and enjoy much outdoor life. He reaped the profit not only in
healthfulness of body, but also of mind, for
lie was a man of the utmost catholicity of
view and charitableness of temper.
Even
his most cherished convictions were held
and stated with a modesty and an absence of
dogmatism which hid from view the immovable tenacity of their roots.
His adherence
to the theory of evolution was stated with
and
courtesy
moderation.
Scientific literature did not absorb the interest or time of Prof. Baird.
He was widely read, even in the lighter realms of literature. The latest biography or novel was
regularly to be found upon the tables of his
study or parlor, aud the whole atmosphere
of his home was redolent of a culture of
which he was centre, but of which his family were generous participants. He and the
circle which his death may now
charming
break will long be missed and mourned by
tlie culture and scholarship of the capital.]

Professor Baird’s Successors.
The general belief is that Professor Samuel
P. Langley, formerly of the Alleghany, Pa.,

observatory, who

was elected assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institute by the board
of regents last spring, will be elected Prof.
Baird's successor as secretary and director,
and that Prof. G. Browne Good, assistant
fisfi commissioner, who has so materially
aided Prof. Baird to establish the service,
will be appointed his successor as fish commissioner. No one now should attempt to
imitate Prof. Baird by administering both
offices. It cost him his life.
Washington, Aug. 21.—The remains of
l’mf. S. K. Baird were brought to Washington this afternoon by a special train. The
body was met at the depot by a number of
the attaches of the Smithsonian Institute
and many personal friends. The casket was
taken to Oak Hill cemetery and placed

temporarily

in the

public

vault.

STANLEY’S STEAMER WHISTLES.
Natives Fleeing in Terror of the Unknown Sounds.

....

...

_

London, Aug. 20.—In letters of Ilenry M.
Stanley, written at Gambuyan, near the rapids of Arawiauii, June 19, just received in

London, the explorer says that the natives
evacuated the place upon the arrival of the
expedition, owing to fright produced by the
vigorous blowing of the steamboat whistles.
They returned afterwards very amiable in
disposition and promised to supply the expedition with provisions. They informed
Stanley that there were other rapids higher
up, more difficult to navigate, and that further progress by river would be impossible.
Sir Francis Dewitton, president of the
Emin Bey Belief Committee, commenting on
the letters, says he calculates that by this
time Stanley and Emin Bey have met.
Crand Army Affairs.
Chicago, Aug. 21.—A special despatch
from Madison, Wis., says: “Commander-inChief Fairchild stated that the opposition to
the Grand Army of the Republic, which re-

cently
idfy it.

only a tendency to solThe organization is growing rapid-

sprung up has

ly all over the country. Reports for the last
quarter, received so far, indicate an increase
of 12C00 members. In a general circular issued by the Commander-in-Chief today, it is
said that the attendance at the 21st National
Encampment In St. Louis, from the 28th to
the 80th of September will be so large it has
been determined that G. A. R. men and veterans
ans

of the late war, with

only, shall

rade.”

Sons of

Veter-

participate in the pa-

STANDING OF THE

Theodore Manke of Boston, shot his wife
are
and himself Saturday. Both
badly
wounded.
in
Virginia found
Saturday the grand jury
indictments against several participants in
the delivery from jail of Senator Klddleberger for misdemeanor.
Assignee Cromwell’s statement of the af*
fairs of Ives & Co., was finished in New
York at 3.15 p. m. Saturday, and gives the
liabilities as $16,470,723, and assets as $23,-

780,360.
Mr. Henry Whittley, who did business at
No. 4 Providence Court, Boston, was found
dead at that place early Saturday morning.
The cause of death was heart disease.
Express Messenger Bennett of Pocatillo,
Idaho, was arrested Saturday on suspicion
of being implicated in an express robbery of
$10,000 in transit from the Omaha National

Bank,

Over 3000 cows in New York city are reto have pleuro-pneumonia, or are Hale to become diseased.
I. V. Vincent ex-State Treasurer of Alabama, lias been sentenced to five years in
prison for embezzlement.

Eorted

Joseph Moulton, an ex-police officer was
arrested and bound over to the next term of
the Superior Court,at Weirs.N. U.,Saturday,
charged with incendiarism tin attempting to
burn a railroad building containing a telegraph office, baggage rooms and grocery
store.
Edward Uaulan left Chicago at noon, last
Friday for San Francisco, whence he sails
August 26 for Sydney to row Beach for $2700
a side and the world’s championship. Of
this stake Hanlan furnishes $1500, Mr. St.
John of St. Louis $500,and an English friend
of Hanlan’s $500.
John W. Hayes of New Brunswick, N. J.,
General Executive Board
Secretary of the
of the Knights of Labor, acquires his mem-

bership

from a

suspended division,

and his

consequently deemed

acts as secretary are
vniil

Melvina Payne and her daughter
discovered dead in their rooms
on Charles street. New York, Saturday.
They had been living in want and finally
sought to end their troubles by committing
Mrs.

Anna,

were

suicide.

At Terryville, Conn., Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. E. M. Smith of Bridgeport, was killed
by a railroad train and Mrs. F. A. Andrews
of Terryville, was dangerously injured. J.
C. Usury and Peter Hanson were instantly
killed on a railroad crossing near Lawrence-

burg, 'Penn., Saturday.

The New York Sun says: “In about a
fortnight the Evening Standard will unfnrl

its labor banner under the editorial quill of
Kev. Dr. McGlynn. A month later a daily
morning paper is to be started with well
known labor sympathizers on the editorial
staff. The name is to be The American
Workman. Among the names mentioned as
on the piojected corps of writers are Henry
Watterson, Allen G. Thurman, Geo. E. McNeil, Frank K. Foster and John Swinton.”

BASE BALL.
New

England League.

LOWELLS AGAIN TO-DAY.

The Portlands will play the Lowells again
this afternoon and a good game may be looked for.

Bishop

will

probably pitch

for the

Lowells and Small for the Portlands.
PORTLANDS, 7; LOWELLS, 7—TEN INNINGS.
The fact that the two leaders In the New

England league were to be the opposing clubs,
and that Mains was to pitch for the home
team, attracted an audience of nearly 3000
to the game Saturday.
Had Lynch or any
other good mand umpire, those 3000 people
would have left the grounds happy over a
victory for the champions. But Mahoney of
Lowell, who lives, eats and sleeps with the
Lowell team, was sent to preside over the
fortune or misfortune of

the game, and the

result was that the large audience was disgusted from the start to the finish. His
on balls
judgement
base decisions

and strikes was poor, his
faulty and two other decisions
made contrary to the rules—once when
he would not allow Thayer to take first after
beiug hit hard on the hand by a pitched ball
and again when he allowed a double play—
Uiggius purposely dropping a fiy to effect it.
All this was bad enough, and while both
teams suffered, Portland’s loss was the
greater. The worst feature of Mahoney's
work was, however, his complete lack of or
exercise of control over Cudworth and his
The game was delayed over one hour
men.
by the needless and dirty kicking of this
most disagreeable ball player—Cudworth.
He should have been fined early In the game
unless it is, as a Lowell reporter remarked,
that “fines on Cuddy don’t go.” The work
of Mahoney and Cudworth in their respective positions of umpire and cap’t was a disgrace to the game ami an imposition on the
public who attended the same.
were
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hit freely in but one
game and
nning, the fifth, when the visitors earned
This seemed to brace his nerve
four runs.
for in the remaining five innings but two
hits were made off his delivery. His support behind the bat and in the field was
good. Tlie champions were weak at the bat
and a little dull on bases. Burns, pitching
for the visitors, was very wild and yet at
Sullivan caught him well
times effective.
and the Lowells gave him about their average support in the field, not equal to the
fielding of the home team hut fairly good.
The game though tedious at times was rather
excitiug and interesting, and was called on
account of darkness at the end of the tenth
inning, the score then being tied.
The Lowells were first at the bat and
scored a run on a base on balls, a steal and
two sacrifice hits. The Portlands had three
men on bases in the third, but Thayer closed
the inning with a fly to left field. In the
fourth the game was tied. Davin reached
first on a base on balls, taking second on
Duffy’s fumble of Schoeneck’s hit, and going to third on a wild throw and home on a
put out. In the fifth the fun began. The
Lowells took the start Toffling filed out to
Andrus. H. Burns made a two bagger but
was run down between second and third. D.
Burns reached first on their play and stole
Hartnett made a hit
second and then third.
Cudworth followed
sending Burns home.
with a single, Duffy with a two bagger, and
Higgins with a single, which coupled with
an error of Andrus gave them four runs for
the inning. It looked dubious for the home
team, but they came to the bat with blood in
Andrus made a hit!and stole
their eyes.
second. Dickerson made a hit, and Hatfield

«;ood

was

Portland

64
61
Lowed
Manch’st’r 48

27
27
34

Per

The

Won. Lost. Ct.

.667 HaverhUl
.664 Salems
.686 Lynn

National

46
36
36

33 .684
42 .474
47 .422

Loaguo.

The following games were played in the
National League Saturday;
AT

BOSTON—FIRST GAME.
2
0

Innings.1

Washingtons.0

3
0

466789
0

0

1

10

2—4

Bostons.0 00000210-3
Base hits—Washingtons, 11; Bostons, 7. Errors
—Washingtons, 6; Bostons, 7. Earned runs—
Washingtons, 2; Bostons, 2. Batteries-Whituey
and Mack, Htemmyer and O’Kourke.
AT BOSTON—SECOND GAME.

23456789

Innings.1

Washingtons....1 000002000—3

Bostons.0 10000000-1
Base bits—Washingtons, 8; Bostons, 3. Errors
—Washingtons, 9; Bostons, 11. Earned runs—
Wasliiugtons, 2; Bostons, o. Batteries—Whitney
and Mack, Stemmyer and (PBourke.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

Innings.1
Philadelphia*.o

23466789
1002000 2—5

00001040—6
Base bits—Phlladelphias. 8; New Yorks, 9. Errors—Phlladelphias, 7; New Yorks, 6. Earned
runs—Phlladelphias. 3; New Yorks, 3. Batteries
-Casey and McGuire, Keefe and Brown.
New Yorks.O

AT INDIANAPOLIS.

23466789 10
Indianapolis.0 00000 3 00 2— 6
Detroits. 200100100 0-4
Base hits—Indianapolis, 9;
Detroits, 8. Errors—Indianapolis, 8; Detroits, 11. Earned runs
Delrolls.
1.
Batteries-Leltner
Indianapolis. 2;
and Hackett, Gruber and Bennett.
Innings.1

AT

PITTSBURG.

Innings. ..1 23466789
Chlcagos.1 0000002 x- 3
Plttsburgs..0 01010000-2
Base bits—Chlcagos, 8; Plttsburgs, 7.
Errors—
Chlcagos, 1; Plttsburgs, 4. Earned runs—Chica-

Plttsburgs,

Batteries—Van Haltren
aud Daley, Morris and CarroU.
go*,

2;

BiaMuuiu
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Per
Won.
Detroit 62
Chicago 61
N. York 49
Phils
46

Lost. Cent
34
36
39
40

Per

Won. Lost. Cent

.606 Boston 47
.593 Pitlsb'f 36
.667 Wash’n 34

.546 Ind’p’lis 27

40
49
46
69

.540
.424
.416
.314

Oth«r Games Saturday.
The Diamond Islanders defeated the High
School nine In a close and exciting game
Saturday afternoon on the ground of the
island club. The High School boys scored
one run each in the 1st 3d and 5tn innings
and the Islanders did not score until the Tth
and 8th when they made two in each. Gate-

ley and Connellan were the battery for the
High School and Taylor and Cole for the
home team.
Taylor struck out 13 men and
in two innings struck out all three men. Mc-

Cafferty umpired.
The Portland Stars defeated the Biddefords on the latter’s grounds by a score of 9
to 5. The playing of Buck on first base,

AFFAIRS.

Parnell Talks About the Proclamation of the
The Irish Tenants

League.

Deprived

of

Their

Hopes and Their Weapons.
Prince Ferdinand

and the

Powers

Cettlng Into Hot Water.
London, August 21.—The Irishmen of
Liverpool today adopted resolutions protesting against the proclamation of the Irish
National League. Similar resolutions were
adopted at a meeting of Radicals in London.
Numerous branches cf the League in Irelaad
held their weekly meeting as usual today.
It is rumored that, at the request of the
Pamellites, the government consents to
postpone the discussion of its action in prothe league. A delegation of members of the English Home Rule Union will
soon visit Ireland in order to give an expression to the good will of English Liberals
toward the Irish. A public reception will be
given the delegation in Dublin on September
14th, at which the Lord Mayor will preside.

claiming

Mr. Parnell Expresses His Views.
New Yokk. August 21.-T. P. 0111, M. P.,
in his London dispatch to the Tribune,
sends an interesting interview with Mr.
Parnell. Mr. Parnell said: “The proclamation of the League is a wanton and flagitious
ant. hut it ig hurrilv runra diairnuwful than

tbe wrecking of the land bill last night in
tbe House. One step deprives tbe Irish tenant of the hopes of relief which tbe alteration tbe land bill had undergone when It
first came down from the Lords had raised
In his breast; the other aims at depriving
him of the sole weapon, the weapon of orthat is left him when the Legis-

throws him
Bnization,
his

on his own resources for
It appears to be once
of the Irish tenant stripped
naked and left to defend himself against his
landlord who is backed ud by a coercion
government. Rut it is tbe last time such a
spectacle will be witnessed. I have no ap
prehension as to tbe issue should the government light out this struggle as wantonly as
they have begun it, and as brutally as other
coercion govei nments have done.
"There will he much suffering, of course,
but the people are in a position a thousand
times better than ever they were before.
They have a great English party, and one
which is daily growing more powerful, at
their back; a party- whose sentiments were
declared unmistakably the other day atNurthwich, and whose genuine and practical sympathy Is strikingly exemplified in the action
of the English members of Parliament who
have decided to come over to our antt-coercion meeting in Dublin on Monday and enroll themselves as members of the proclaimed National League. The people rely
above all upon the knowledge that the precious sympathy and support of their kin beyond the sea and of the people of America
will not fail them in their final struggle with
oppression and misrule.”
“Don’t you think,” asked Mr. Gill, "this
change of front, coming after so many
vacillations during the progress of the laud
bill and after Northwhicb. indicates a state
of panic on the part of the government?’’
‘‘Unquestionably,” answered Mr. Parnell, ‘lI look upon tbe proclamation of the
league as a proof that the, Tories have
grown desperate and have [ceased to rely
on the irritating support of the Liberal-Unionists.
The politicians in the House
of Commons have been
hopelessly dison
their
conduct
credited
by
them
tbe
land
bill, some of
proposing tolerably useful amendments and all
the rest of them votiDg against them and
hoping bv that means to hoodwink the public Into the belief that they were managing
successfully to sit upon two stools. In the
country the recent bye-elections have proved
that tbe Liberal-Unionists have ceased to
have any support among the voters, and the
Tories see that in the event of a general
election their party would be practieally annihilated. consequently the Tories have
apparently resolved to go their own way,
which Is the old way of weak and desperate
governments. Tbe weaker the government
the more reckless the tyranny as a rule, and
if the present government follows that rule
the Dext half year will be a trying time for
Ireland, but as 1 have said already, tbe
people were never better prepared, and if
our friends in America support us, as they
are sure to do. this threatened
tyranny may
prove a real blessing in disguise and be the
means of hastening instead of retarding the
return of Mr. Gladstone and a home rule
government to power.”
;ure

sell-protection.

again

a

case

Defending the Government.
London, August 20.—The London Times
defends the government’s action in proclaiming the National League. It deplores
the departure of Mr. Russell

from the Unionist party.
Tbe Standard says: "It is necessary that
the Irish be made to know who is master,
the League or the law. The fight has hitherto been fought on equal terms. It Is now
time for this end and the combatants to resume their proper places as criminals on the
one band, as officers of Justice on the other.”
Tbe Telegraph considers the government
course in proclaiming the League as eminently discreet, amf says that had they
adopted arbitration and total suppression of
the League they would have risked the full
opposition of dissidents.”
The Chronicle mildly approves the government’s step.
The News says: “The proclamation of the
league will have little effect, except that
thev will not call themselves members of
the League. The same men will meet for
discussion and to advise their neighbors.
Whatever is healthy and good in the League
will be able to work on as before.
We hope
and firmly believe that natural and just discontent in Ireland will not seek relief in a
secret

conservatory.”

the
of

The Post fully approves the proclamation.

The Willards defeated the Old Sports of
The latter club got only
this city 25 to 4.
four scatter hits off the Willards’ pitcher.
The fourth game between the Presumpscots and Yarmouth* for the championship
of Cumberland county was to have been
played on the grounds of the former Saturday, but on account of the non-appearance
of the latter the game was forfeited to the
Presumpscots. This gives the championship to the Presumpscots, they having won it
two years in succession from the Yarmouths.

The eclipse of the sun yesterday was observed for a few minutes at sunrise at CartThe sky was obscured
moor and Lorquay.
by clouds at Vienna. At the latter place
thousands were waiting to make observations. Professor Vogel of the Belgium expedition, stationed at Jurjewltz, in the Volga, telegraphs that the sky was overcast,

and the catching of Webster,
features of the game, while the

Kelly
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Notes.
Games to-day—Lowells at Portland, Haverhills at Salem, Manchester at Lynn.
No visiting ball player takes one's eye like
Duffy Of the Porilands. He is a daisy who
reminds us of Johnny Morrill.—Lowell Sun.
Comments by the Boston Herald—The
Portland infield was never as strong as it is
now.-Dickerson plays second base as if
he had never played any other position.Lufbery’s play at short during the last
month has not been equalled by any other
shortstop in the league.
It is just as sure as a two-headed cent that
there is a conspiracy in the New England
League to beat Portland for the championship, but it may fall short, as it did last
year. Euougli is already known to prove
conclusively that at least three of the clubs
have beeu working in each other’s interests
and that they will continue to do so till the
end.—Manchester Union.
Lynn can’t afford to fugle for games. The
only honorable way is to win a game squarely. To try and steal that exhibition game
which the Portland manager kindly played
for the sule benefit of Lynn, would be meaner
than robbing a blind man.
Even though it
would be legalW right it would be morally
to
take
from
that
Portland. No
game
wrong
club would profit oy the steal more than
Lowell, but we don’t want anything but
what is right and we can’t believe that Lynn
_...it kj_

The Herald says that E. J. Callahan of
Boston succeeds J. 0. Kyan as umpire on the
New England staff. He has had plenty of
experience in base ball matters, and ought to

be a satisfactory choice.
If Small and Duffey can only repeat today the good work they did at Salen Friday
the Lowells will go home disconsolate and
Portland will have a good lead to go through
the week with.'
There were large delegations present at
the game Saturday from Lowell and Windham. Probably the latter could have convinced the Lowell people that Mains is Just
wbat he is represented to be although the
Lowell papers foolishly insist that he Is a
pitcher from some unknown region, In

Sreat
isguise.
said

It is
by those who ought to know that
the Portland club will lose something like
82000 this season.—Globe. Those who ought
to know evidently didn’t.
There Is not a
word of truth in the statement.
The Haverhills play here Wednesday and
Thursday of this week, and the Pittsburgsof
the National League Friday.
The regular admission ticket will not be
good for the Pittsburg game. A new ticket
will be used and the price will be 90 cents.
Boys under 12, 29 cents.
The Manchester Mirror is in error when
it says the Press will not recognize any
centre fielder but Darin. Sheffler’s chances
in the second game last week were all easy or
else we should not have said so. The Portland papers asd public consider bhefiler a
splendid player—a fine hitter, a good base
He is a
runner but an ordinary fielder.
valuable man for any team, but we do think
the same position who is a
we nave one in
Is there anything
little better thau he is.
very wrong in that?

Behind the Clouds.

but that the solar

protuberance and

chrono-

pbere were observed, although the corona
was invisible.
The Kussian observers were
more successful, their various stations obtaining numerous drawings and photographs
of the corona and its spectrum.
Wanted at Their Poet.
W. H. Smith, government leader in the
House of Commons, has issued an urgent
circular to the Conservative members of the
House, which tells them imperatively it is
necessary that the government be strongly
supported in the House during the remainder
of tne session, and entreats them to remain
at their posts and decline to pair. The whip
is the strongest issued for many years.
The Ameer’s Activity.
Bombay, August 20.—Taimer Shah and
two officers at Herat have been executed by
the Ameer of Afghanistan In conssquence
of having conducted social negotiations with
Ayoub khan. Abull Katunan Shore, general
in chief and for some time past a pensioner
on the Ameer's
bounty, has been placed
under arrest charged with a similar offence.
The Ameer has ordered a compulsory enlistment of able-bodied men among the Candahars who have refused to render volunteer service. The Uhilzais are breaking up
into small parties and disappearing.
Bread and Salt for Ferdinand.

Sofia, August 20.—Prince Ferdinand arrived at PhilUppopolis, the capital of Eastern Kouinelia, yesterday evening.
He was
formally received with the offering of bread
and salt from the municipality and numerThe city was
ous addresses from the clergy.
gaily decorated in honor of the Prince s enr___i i_1112_2ii_2_.._,i„.b
The parade received Prince Ferdinand with
much enthusiasm. None of the foreign consuls have yet visited him. Germany instructs her consul not to consider himself at-

tached to the Bulgarian governmeut. The
tiag has been lowered from over the consulate.
Philippopolis, August 21.—Prince Ferdinand has refused to accede to the request of
the foreign consuls for an unofficial interview. The French consul insisted that the
Catholic bishop lower the tricolor which he
and Tontcheff
displays. MM. Radoslovoff
have refused to form a ministry.

Russian and Turkish Occupancy.

August

20.—Kuala
has, through Marshal Chakir Pasha, proposed to the Sultan that Russia and Turkey
jointly occupy eastern Roumelia and Buigaria. The news of Russia's latest dispatch
to the Porte was to emphasize this proposal,
Constantinople,

and Russia advised Kiamel Pasha, the Turkish prime minister, to take immediate and
energetic action, in view of recent events in
Bulgaria. To this Kiamel Pasha replied
that

Turkey

could not assent until she had
leared the views of the other powers that
are parties to the treaty at Berlin, and that
concerning the situation of affairs in Bulgaria the Porte entertaiucd no anxiety.
Respecting the conduct of Prince Ferdinand in entering Bulgaria, and accepting
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The Consul General says that In
i-Wder to insure perfect equality of (lag, no
compulsory pilotage should be levied from
SPENCER FULLERTON BMRD,
American vessel under 120 tons burthen,
tone is levied from Canadian vessels of
of
A Scientist
Distinction, the f
same tonnage, whereas, now, the pilotage
POKTLAXDS.
of Audubon and Agassiz.
U-esmpulsory to all American craft over 80
AB. B. BH. SB. rO. A. B.
He further says that under
tons burthen.
1
11110
Andrus, rf. 6
Woods Hold, Aug. 20.—The funet&I ser- j the 1818
6
0
0
7
1
1
meet to talk over affairs.
They have made
treaty, Canada has no right what- Dickerson. 2b. 66
3
0
0
0
3
1
Hatfield.
F.
S.
3b.
Professor
Baird, who died on ever to levy pilotage fees from American
arrangements to continue these next week. vices of
0
0
2
0
1
0
Thayer, e. 3
Friday, were conducted by Rev. H. H. Neals fishing vessels putting Into a harbor for Davin, cf. 3 2 10 4 0 0
The latest statement of the disagreement
10
10
0
If. 3
2
Galligan,
of the Church of the Messiah at the resi- ■shelter when the services of
between Superintendent Cole and the weavpilots are not Schoeneck, lb. 5 O 2 0 13 O 1
dence of the United States commission. The
ers is that Mr. Cole promised if the commitrequired and not used. At the present time, Lufbery, ss. 6 0 2 O 3O 24 O
0
A
ft_ V
Mains, p
casket was borne ta.thejailroad stack*ft by
tee which went out found any plaoe in
jj
ten sailors of the United States steamship
4 30 17
8
8
Maine where more was paid for the same
Totals....38 1
in to Halifax are compelled to pay pilotage
LOWBUJ.
class of work than at Augusta their wages Fislihawk, in charge of Lieutenant Cleve- fees, while the Canadian vessels under 120
tons are exempt.
Thus Canada discrimin4
0
0
1
0
Burns, rf. 3 3
should be raised accordingly; but the strik- land, where it was put on hoard a special ates
against the United States. In the next Hartnett, lb. 3 1 1 0 8 0 0
traiu for the Fall River steamer to New York,
ers say his agreement was that if any mill
v
u
u
vessels
into
p
»
American
....
fishing
tuuwunu,
place,
running
from whence the remains were conveyed to
4
2
1
1
3
3
the mouth of the Halifax harbor to escape
Dully, 3b. 4
was found out of the State or in it, the emWashington.
3
6
2
6
0
1
0
2b.
HiggtDs,
nlciirno r\f nrVtSnli niKnffno
fliAti tlinie
[Spencer Fullerton Baird was born|in Read- the fury of storms, are refused clearance I Kennedy,
3
10
110
H. 6
uuhii aiKi
biiin
wiv-j paj
iaituvu^u mvj
ing, Penn., February 3,1823. His ancestors
0
3
1
2
Sullivan, c. 4 0 1
A mill in Pawwages should be increased.
n’uiu nf Ti'.nirlialt
Sinndnh und Hapman nrirrin
not only do not obtain the services of a pilot,
2
Toflllug, ss. 4 0 0 0 1 5
tucket and another in Amesbury wore found His father, Samuel Baird, a lawyer, was a but do not even see one.
The Consul Gen- Henry Burns, p. 4 0 1
0
1 10
0
paying a slight advance over Augusta prices, man of fine culture and a great lover of na- eral is confident of gaining both points.
Most of the American anackeral fleet are
Totals.:.37 7 9 7 30 16 17
ture, who died in 1825. Spencer and an eland as the Edwards Company would not pay
on their way home with small fares.
It is a
der brother, William, inherited the father’s
Innings.1 23466739 10
the advance the weavers went out.
Portlands.0 01 6000100— 7
tasts, and at an early age developed a great significant fact that the Canadian catches
Lowells.1
000401 100-7
Labor Commissioner Matthews has been interest in natural history. Spencer at the inside the charmed limit are very little larger
American catch outside the limit.
Earned runs—Psrtlands, 2; Lowells, 6. Twoinvestigating the Augusta strike and con- age of 13 entered Dickinson College. While than the
base
hits—Dully, H. Burns. Three-base hlthis course there, he formed a great
versing with some of the employes. He has pursuing
Keunedv. First base on illegal delivery—Hartfriendship with Audubon, and in 1852 the
HIS
RELEASE
DEMANDED.
Hit
nett.
by a pitched ball—Mains. First base on
prepared lists of questions which he sends latter gave him a large proportion of his excalled balls—Portlands, 9; Lowells, 4. First base
tensive collection of birds. Mr. Baird gradout to manufacturers aud strikers in case of
Struc k out—
on errors—Portlands. 4; Lowells, 1.
uated in 1840. He was prevented at this time
Missionary Dean Must be Set at Davlu, Sullivan. Wild pitch—Mains. Passed
strikes, hotli lists being similar, to obtain
balls—Sullivan.
Double play—Dickerson and
ill health from accompanying Audubon
by
Liberty.
the statements of both sides in regard to the
Lufberrv. Dickerson and Scnoeneek, Higgins and
as his secretary on a six months expedition
Hartnett. Higgins and Toflllng and Dully, Cudstrike, what caused it, etc. Following are in the Yellowstone country. In 1842 he foland Sulllvau. Left on bases—Portlands, 10;
wo.tli
Madrid, Aug. 21.—The United States Lowells,
lowed a course in medicine at the College of
some of the questions taken from a manu5. Umpire—Mahoney. Time—3 hours 10
and Surgeons in New York city.
has requested the release of
Government
Physicians
minutes.
facturer's list which are almost precisely
In 1843 he made pedestrian tours for the colon
the
Island
of
arrested
Missionary Dean,
MANCHE8TER8, 7; HAVERHILLS, 5.
like those asked strikers:
lection of specimens in natural history, travPenope, contrary to Spain’s agreement to
Doyle, late released by Lowell, pitched a
What demands, if any, were made on the part
elling a distance of over 2200 miles.
the Protestant missions m the Carorespect
of the employes? Were they acceded to by your
fu 1845 he was chosen
winning game for Manchester yesterday. la
professor of natural line Islands.
firm? Wiiat demands, it auy. were made on the
history in Dickinson College, and the next
the 9th with a man on third and only one out
Were they acceded to by
part of your firm?
the
work
additional
of
chemyear accepted
A Long ! Pastorate.
your employes? How mauy, if any, old employes
be retired the next two on a strike out and
istry. He remained in this position until
were refused work after the strike or lockout
NewbuBTPOBT, Mass., Aug. 21.—Rev. D. foul tip. Clare made a good catch and Ilal1850, declining a call, which he received in
ended? What was rate of wages previous to
and Trash fielded brilliantly.
his
farewell
serT.
I).
pin
Fiske,
I).,
preached
1848, to a corresponding chair in the Universtrike or lockout, per day?
If piece-work, what
I linings.1 2 3466789
was average rate of wages per day? or per week?
sity of Vermont. He found time to carry on mon this morning in the Bellville CongregaMaucbesters.O 0 1 2 4 0 0 0 0—7
tional church, closing a forty years’ pasterWhat was rate of wages finally agreed upon?
the work begun in previous years, and to
What was the total loss to employes lit wages, as
at% during which he has performed 060 mar- Havernms.1 00010210—6
make, in summer, extended collecting expea result of strike or lockout?
lias the reduction
Base hits—Manchesters. 8; HaverhiUs, 8. Erditions to tlie Adirondacks in 1887, to Ohio in
riages and attended 686 funerals.
of the hours of labor resulted lu a diminution of
rors— Manchester, 16; HaverhiUs,
13.
Earned
to collect, in company with Dr. KirtPitchers—
production? If so, to what extent ? As result of 1848, from
1; HaverhiUs, 0.
runs—Manchesters,
the original localities types of the
luud,
strike was your firm unable to fill any existiug
and Burke.
CENERAL NEWS.
Deyle
fishes described
him in his work on

Hear Admiral Luce, Captain Robert Boyd,
the entire persouel staff of the commanderin-chief, and all the officers of the ship staSupposed to be Insane.
tioned on the starboard side of the quarter
deck
were at the gangway to receive the
BiDDEFOitn.Aug. 20—Patrick McCarthy, a
Job lot Boys’ Suspended at 10 cents
The officers were dressed in
florist of this city, has disappeared mysteri- Secretary.
pair.
special full dress uniforms, wearing swords.
ously. He left his boarding place several The sailors in their blue mustering clothes
days ago, end has not been seen since. He were drawn up on the port side and were
uncovered. The marine guard, under comis believed to have become insane from demand of Captain F. 11. Harrington, also in
aug22
d2t
mestic trouble. Friends fear he has put an
full dress, fell in under present arms, the
end to his life.
drums gave four ruffles, the bugles four
blasts, and the ship’s baud played “Hail to
A Former Freeport Man.
the Chief” as the Secretary walked along the
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Aug. 21.—Les- quarter deck.
ter Donohue, formerly of Freeport, Me.,
While Mr. Whitney remained on board the
aged 20 years, fell from Steamboat wharf flagship iiis flag was kept flying on the main.
When the Secretary left tlie ship again, he
last evening, and was drowned.
“BEST” EXTRACTS.
received tlie same honors as upon his arrival
on board.
As soon as the Secretary’s barge
The State Fair.
had cleared tlie ship’s side a salute of iff
Absolutely l'ure, of Great Strength and Fine
20.—The
State Fair trusLewiston,
Aug.
guns was tired. Tlie Secretary and Lienten
Flavor. Cheap Extracts 8|M>il the best Ucclpe.
contracts? What was the loss to the firm from
tees closed their meeting today. They arant Cowles did not return on shore after
this cause? As a result of strike was your firm
lly buying Slickncy & Four’s you are sure to get
tlie best.
to refuse any new contract?
What was
tlie
but
on
went
board
the
leaving
Richmond,
details
the
of
which
ranged
obliged
fair,
opens
the
As a result o£ strike
loss from this cause?
the Despatch. After luncheon on board the
AMK IOIIK r.BOCRR FOR THRU.
0th. Secretary Dennison says that all
Sept.
was any portion of your trade diverted to otlier
29
Mr.
j>
smil in
Despatch,
Whitney also paid official manufacturers or States? Estimated loss? Wiiat
advices indicate a deeper interest than has
visits to the steel cruiser Atlanta and tiie
was the approximate amount of loss, if auy, by
corvette Galena.
been expressed in any previous fair. The
reason of injury to goods or machinery l>y strikGreat credit is due to Captain Robert Boyd,
ing employes? What was the appruximateihy the
trustees made an inventory of the property,
executive officer; Lieutenant Commander
loss, if any, lo goods or machinery occasioned by
which foots up to over $50,000; nearly 82 for
T. A. Lyons, ail the officers and crew of the
lack of experience on the part of new employes?
Were
auy of the employes taking the places of
every one of indebtedness, dispelling the reflagship Richmond on account of tiie splen- the strikers
assaulted, and if so, how mauy?
did appearance of their ship. Decks as white
port that the society is not on a good footing.
Were such assaulting parlies arrested?
What
as snow, brass work as bright as gold,
Must 1h> competent and registered.
was made of the eases?
Was your
disposition
In answer to Mr. Manley’s letter concerning
in
were never in a
the
glistening
sunlight,
and
linn
if
what
was
the
so,
result?
reference
and
Address, giving
funner ex- the
boycotted,”
giving up of life-membership tickets, clearer and brighter condition, and Bar Har- Has the "boycott” been discontinued? Has your
perience, “PHAKMACY,” Press Offlee.
Mr. Prince, president of the State Agricul- bor’s visitors who are thronging on board firm ever made auy discrimination betweeu 'UnauglB
«suit
day after day are full of praises for the ion aud non-uuiou employes?
tural Society, assures him that his request
handsome appearance of the warship.
will be granted, and the matter brought up
This afternoon Secretary Whitney enterTHE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
tained a number of his friends on board the
before the board of trustees.
Despatch at breakfast.
A New Method Proposed for RecruitTrotting at Fairfield.
The citizen residents of
Bar Harbor,
Fairfield, Aug. 20.—In the three-minute in order to keep the fun going and afford a
ing Uncle Sam’s Forces.
variety in tlie amusement of the large numrace, t.he first money was won by Rebekah,
Washington, Aug. 20.—General Henry
ber of guests here, have very generously
second by Hattie Pearl, and third by Nellie
subscribed a purse of $100 to be offered as A. Morrow of the army has made an importF. All were straight heats. Time, 2.41.
prizes for the men aboard the men-of-war ant recommendation concerning the supply
herein the anchorage; $60 to be divided
CLOSING OUT SALE.:
In the free-for-all, Lawrence was first, Surof recruits, which will probably be favoraamong the successful double-banked boats,
prise second and Mand II. third. Time 2.29. as first, second and third prize,(and $40 for bly considered at army headquarters. In
The State of Maine colt races occur Monday
the single-banked boats, also to be sub1 have a large quautity of Waterbury Watohes
the opinion of General Morrow the present
divided for the three successful boats. It is
width I sell
afternoon.
of supplying recruits to companies
practice
the
on
race
proposed having
Tuesday next,
hut once a year, and then in large detachCamden and the Railroads.
on which day the flagship Richmond gives
AT
“at home,” and a large number of guests,
ments, should he discontinued, and recruits
Camden, Aug. 20.—The railroad town an
Kwy boy arm afford t» bare oac.
who are greatly interested in tlie race, will
should be sent to companies to fill vacancies
meeting this forenoon voted against aidiug be present and have a fine view of both start ro
>>
iu Lino
y
11c biiiuao a oirauicj wtui.
flip Pnclrlatwl Rnplfnnrf Mr. Paniilpn railrnoH
and finish, which will be near the ship. The
dy stream of fresh men would be continually
276 to 56.
Everybody seemed to favor the distance to be rowed will be one mile to a flowing into companies, and would, so to
stakeboat and return, making two miles in
speak, be quicker assimilated by the system.
railroad, but opposed the locatiou, which all. It is expected
that at least two cutters
Under tlie present custom nearly every comwas through liaid rock and ledge nearly half
and two whaleboats from each ship will be
pany in the army receives each year from six
the way, according to the engineer’s report. entered. The men-of-war to which these to a dozen new men in a single batch.
boats belong are the Richmond (flagship).
This works badly in all respects. The new
Had the road been laid out through West
Galena, Yantic, Atlanta and Dolphin. The men do not readily fall into the ways of the
Camden to Rockland, instead of on the shore
race is expected to be a very exciting one, as
company, and being so numerous they form
marl 9
eodtf
the town would have voted to favor the road. the sailors of our warships are all considered cliques among themselves.
Gen. Morrow
men.
great
sporting
thinks a better plan would be to All, as far
There Is talk of running a railroad from
No in tern it I or external pain can exist
as practicable, vacancies as they occur.
It is
Camden to Augusta, through West Camden,
where
» —
thought that if the system suggested by Gen.
COLOROW’S BAND.
South Hope, Union, Washington, Somerville
Morrow is adopted, it will have a tendency
Whatever the cause, be it BURN er BKITIMK,
and Windsor, connecting with the Maine
to lessen the number of desertions.
NTK41S or NFKAIN, CUT er HCALD;
Be the suffering from ConlrarlioB* or Hwell.
White
Men
Killed
in
an
Encounter
This
Central at Augusta.
would be accepted
Happy Maine Pensioners,
■
S.ripr. or Crump., in man or beast, this
wi*h the Fighting Utes.
by Camden, making Camden a port for the
B1N4S OR FAIN always cures. VACBT8The following pensions have been granted
I**' nml HORSKISEN Remember the name
back towns.
to Maine people:
iniNAKD’M I.INlinKNT. I-arge Bottles onDenver, Col., Aug. 20.—Whatever may
Deborah J., widow of Beniamin F. Shaw,
ly 26 cents. Sold by all druggists.
Young Wanderers.
Prepared by
have
been
the
cause
of
the
Indian
in
Princeton.
trouble
NKbsONACO., Hmiou.DIu..
Biddeford, Aug. 20.—The community Colorado
David F. Oaks, Pittston.
febl6 rT&Stl st.2dor4thpnrni
and whether it was justifiable, or
Kichard W. Hall, Cliuton.
here was alarrapd this morning over the loss
Charles F. Lawrence. Gardiner.
not, the fact remains that there is difficulty
of Roscoe, aged 14, and Bert, aged 10, sons
the
weather.
Lewis W. Wentworth, Plymouth.
ahead. And it will only be averted by the
of Charles A. Moody, cashier of the First
Edgar D. Ames, Hartlaud.
return
of
the
to
their
Natium
reserrenegades
Sukens, Belfast.
National Bank. They left home yesterday hasty
Washington, Aug. 22.
Silas Hagerty, Bangor.
vation.
me state authorities nave gone
and
went
toward
the
Kennebunk
Horatio
W. Harris, Oldtown.
The indications for Maine are light local forenoon,
too far to retrace their steps and the Indians
Esther W. Sprague, Sorague Mills.
showers, south to west winds becoming va- woods. At night, as they did not return,
John
Wharton, Six Mile Falls.
give no sign of intention of giving up.
men were sent to search for them. This
Herrick E. Nash, Bath.
riable, warmer followed by cooler weather.
Sheriff Kendall staited from Meeker, Wedmorning the neighbors turned out to search
Floating Batteries.
nesday, with nine men to locate the Indians,
the surrounding country.
At Kennebunk it
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
In tlie present naval appropriation bill is a
whom he found still in camp near the old
was learned that they were seen walking
Portland. Me., Aug. 21, 1887.
Thornburg battlefield. They were looking clause appropriating $1,000,CO “for floating
Mr. Moody drove to Wells
toward Wells.
17 a m | 3 r m |1Q p m
for him, however, and got in nis rear. After
butteries or rams or other naval structures to
Barometer. 29.89 120.90 20 92
and found them at a relative’s house.
They a stubborn fight, in which four of Kendall’s be used for coast defence,” with a qualifying
men were wounded, and three horses killed,
66.0
Thermometer.|«2.0 177.0
had
all
the
from
Biddeford.
walked
way
l)ew Point. 61.0
163.0
69.0
the party succeeded in escaping.
provision to the effect that the final cost of
78.0
Humidity. 66.0 164.9
the structures shall not exceed $2,OLD,COO. exThe Militia.
This was the first wliita blood drawn.
Wind. NW
IS
SW
clusive of armament.
To give effect to this
Couriers were hastily sent to Glenwood, who
19
4
Velocity. 6
Augusta, Aug. 20.—The following com- met a
clause
tlie Secretary of the Navy has apof
well
armed voluncompany
fifty
Weather. Clear Iclear Cloudy
missions have been issued from the Adjutant
teers from Ospin on the road and the latter
pointed the following board of naval officers
Mean daily bar...29.90 Maximum ther....76.7
which is to meet at the Navy Department on
General’s office: Clarence S. Lunt of Ban- party went forward. Information was conMean daily ther..68.3
Minimum ther....66.7
veyed to Glenwood Springs, where troops the call of the president of the board, not
Mean dally d’wpt.64.3
Max. vel. wind ..10 S W
gor, Assistant Adjutant General, First Brithan Sept. 5th next: Cant. Phythian,
later
from
Denver
and
other
are
Mean daily bum.. 62.7
parts
Total precip.
0
encamped.
gade, M. V. M., with rank of Major; Alfred
This morning men left Glenwood for the
Constructor Hichborn, Lieutenant ComK. Paul of Norway, Quartermaster of the
mander
front with the possibility that they would
Converse, Passed Assistant Engineer
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Brigade, with the rank of Captain; Arthur have an encounter with the Indians on the Mattice, Assistant Constructor Bowles, and
Assistant
Constructor Nixon as recorder.
road.
(Aug. 21, 1887,10.00 P.M.)
T. Moore of Portland, First Lieutenant and
A despatch from Meeker says that the maObservations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations
aide-de-camp.
jority of the citizens there are dissatisfied
THE ARCENTINE REPUBLIC.
with Sheriff Kendall as a leader and are
lnenmrter
Wina
To Extend Their Road.
anxiously awaiting the arrival of troops.
Bangor, Aug. 21.—A special to the Whig The courier also reports the country filling A Country Where American Crimi®
Place of
3
6
from Dexter says that quite a full meeting
up with ludians and a fight inevitable if the
nals are no Longer Secure.
authorities persist in arresting the two Iu
d
was held in that town yesterday afternoon,
dians indicted. There is a general feeling
£
a,
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at Philadelphia. Nor has the Leging Company, which lias also undertaken to Aztec emperors, this morning was an represeutatlou
islature the authority to make an appropriation
supply the village with water,desires to con- occasion of unusual interest and signifi- for such a purpose. I have therefore deemed it
Civen Up Hope.
Hie attention of tlie people to the
cance.
Very few Mexicans of Spanish de- proper to callthe
nect with this pipe in order to further exview to excite their interest and
subject with
Philadelphia, Aug. 21.—The English
scent were present, but thousands of Indians,
tend its system, and for this privilege ofTers
to ask their co-operation.
steamer Madrid, which sailed from this port
from
of
whom
came
miies
around
the
In
it
many
to lay the pipe and keep
repair.
May 25, for London, via Bull River, South
capital, bringing with them great quantities
Not a Success.
Old Orchard Meetings.
Carolina, where she loaded a cargo of phosof flowers, attended the ceremony. When
for
lost
been
with
lias
up
given
City of Mexico, Aug. 20.—Central railPresident Diaz unveiled the statue, the specphate rock,
Old Orchard, Aug. 21.—The New Engin such
tators cast flowers upon the
all on board. The last seen of the missing land
road officials declare that tlie backbone of
Royal Templars of Temperance com- profusion as almost to hidepedestal
it. The event
steamer was on June 26, when she steamed
the strike is broken, and that tlie strikers
coaled
menced
an
of
Norfolk,
having
session
campineetlng
tlie
Indians
eight days’
shows that
cherish memories of
out of the harbor
here this afternoon. Rev. Theodore Ger- their ancestors’ patriotic struggles against will have to leave the country for lack of
at Lambert’s Point. She was commanded by
with him a
Capt. Matthew Garson, who had
rish, pastor of tlie Methodist church in Bid- the Spaniards at the time of the conquest. employment. The company is employing
An address in the Azetic language was decrew of 25 men, several of whom slapped at
Mexican, negro and American engineers,
deford, made an able opening address to a
were
and
cargo
steamer
The
livered by Francesco del Pazo.
this port.
and more are coming. Some 70 men are now
vast audience. A praise service was held in
valued at $150,000.
out. and will not bo likely to get back. The
tlie Biddeford tent in the evening, followed
The Nationalist Party.
high wages paid attracts engineers from tlie
War.
Like
Much
an
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Very
interesting temperance sermon in tlie
States, who are coming daily to Paso del
Philadelphia, Aug. 21.—The Press toof
The order to staNorte in search of work.
last
days
grove by Rev. Dr. H. If. Brown of Norwich,
Enfield, 111.. Aug. 20.—The
morrow will contain an account of the sotion agents not to take perishable freight
the reunion of the 77th Illinois Regiment and Conu. Tlie session will be one of the most
Trains are running
called Nationalist party which is to hold its was rescinded today.
interesting temperance conventions ever
soldiers of White and Hamilton counties, reconvention next September. It’s principles on time.
80Maine.
Two
in
Prominent
a
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sulted in
temperance are modelled somewhat after the
deadly sham
style of the
Must Pay Their Own Expenses.
pound cannon prematurely exploded with speakers from throughout New England will old “Know Nothings” and a membership of
mutilated
were
who
effects.
Those
Philadelphia, Aug. 21.—The Constituawful
General Master
is claimed for it.
be present, and participate in the exercises.
150,000
and will not survive their injuries are: Jas.
Workman Powderly is one of its prominent
tional Centennial Commission has issued
Monday will be Royal Templars’ day, and
Brcchett. John Wilson, Robert Johnson,
members, and delegates from 38 States will thousands of invitations to residents of the
tlie
of
will
be
officers
organization
Danleading
Gabe Sulteuger, Orwin Reeder. William
it is probable a
attend the convention,
them to be present at tlie
iels, Emanuel Barry. Many others received
present. Tuesday addresses will be given convention will be held in July.lalso, for the States inviting
The cannon had not been
ceremonies in this city in September.
slight injuries.
Tlie
renowned
speakers.
purpose of electing a Presidential and State
Wednesday
several
by
used for years, and were fit for nothing but
invitations have been sent to descendants of
Christian Temperance Union ticket.
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the popular demonstrations In his behalf before the approval Oy the powers of his election to the throne, M. Vnlcwitch has explained to the Porte that the Prince’s
phrase, "the independence and liberty of
Bulgaria,” was only intended to please the
Bulgarians, and was not meant to imply a
definite policy on the part of Prince Ferdinand, whose telegram to the Sultan humbly
declared that the Prince was the Sultan a
obedient vassal.
No Joking This Time.
Paris, August 21,—A duel with swords
was fought today between M. Lebruycre, a

writer on the Crl du Peuple, and an officer
named Melville.
Both was dangerously

wounded.

Forolgn

Notes.

Gen. Van Novsky, Russian Minister of
War, after making a tour of inspection, has
reported to the Czar that tne troops and
fortifications in the Caucasus and Transcaspian territory are in an excellent condition
and are prepared to fulfill any duties which
may be Imposed upon them.
The Czar replied to Gen. Van Nevsky that he was extremely pleased though not astonished at
the admirable condition of the army.
The Cunard Lane steamer Servla, Captain
McKay, from New York, arrived at (Queenstown yesterday and reports that she saw
nothing of the missing ooat of the burned
steamer City of Montreal.
The St. Petersburg Gazette says that since
the establishment of Prussian hegemony In

Germany

and the overthrow of Kranee with

Russia’s help, the Germans have become
proud, haughty, cynical, egotistical and
Russia has therefore been
domineering.
compelled to resume her liberty of action.
While France Is without a stable goverument an alliance between France and Russia
is impossible. War with Germanv would be
a national calamity, and is therefore undesirable. Relations between Russia and Germany will become normal as soon as Germany lavs aside her pride and shows due
for the legal rights of her neighbors.
respect
Murderer Llpski, to be hanged at London
today, has made a fall confession. Tinstory shows that robbery was not the principal motive for the crime.
Mr. Chamberlain addressed Ills electors at
a garden party at his residence In Birmingham Saturday.
Yesterday’s cholera returns from Malta
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tania 24 new cases and three deaths ; Palermo, IS new cases and nine deaths.
Michael Davitt and the Archbishop of
Cashel promised to attend the opening of the
piscatorial school at Baltimore,
county
Cork, but Mr. Davitt, learning that the
to
be
absented
himself.
toasted,
Queen was
The Archbishop was present and joined in
the toast to the Queen.
THE DOMINION.
Manitobans

at

Disgusted

Premlor

Noquay’a Reported Vaccination.
Winnipeg, Aug. 30.—A message has been
received here to the effect that Bit John McDonald has stated that Premier Noquay has
been down to see him to try and arrange a
compromise in connection with the building
of the Ked River Valley railroad, and
settle the difficultiet that are so fast leading
to another rebellion. It is generally believed
at Winnipeg that Noquay is weakening and
the announcement is causing a great feeling
of disgust. If he goes back on Tils record he
will certainly be ousted from the premiership of the province. It is expected that the
crisis between the government and the Pa
cific railroad will be reached in a day or two.
Unless the latter weakens, as members of
the government now say, they will run a line
despite any action.

Th« Jubilee Yacht Race.

Halifax, N. S., Aug. 20 —In the Halifax
jubilee cup race today the Galatea was successful, beating the Stranger and Dauntless
by a mile and a half. The Halifax yachts
The race
were left away in the distance.
occupied six and a half hoars.
In spite of the great efforts put forth by
the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Club, the Halifax regatta succeeded In attracting only two
foreign boats, the Dauntless and the Galatea.
The club foolishly changed the date of Its

regatta for July IS, when It bad been promthe Gitaua, Mohican,
ised four yachts,
Stranger and Galatea, In order not to contact with the cruise of the Atlantic Yacht
Club. It is so hard to get the New York
yachts around Cape Cod that tbe Eastern
Yacht Club has tried for five years in vain,
and it was not likely that they could be in——
duced to go as far as Halifax.
The Dauntless seems to have the lion’s
share of international contests. She has
sailed several transatlantic contests, and
now has bad a shy at the two late cupchallengers, the Genesta and the Galatea.

CENERAL

NEWS
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Tbe Montreal Supreme Court pf Foresters
in session has resolved that bar tenders, saloon keepers and hotel keepers In whose
houses intoxicating liquors are sold, shall be
put in tbe proscribed class.
Dr. N. A. Archer, Professor of Hygiene In
tbe University of Pennsylvania,was drowned
while surf bathing at Long Port, two miles
below Atlantic City, N. J., yesterday.
Gov. Hill of New York, has gone to Newport to spend several days with Gen. George
Magee and Gen. Austin Lathrope, of Cornlag, N. Y.
The dead body of Austin H. Norris, well
kuown in theatrical circles throughout the
country, was found in his room at the Loeede House, in St. Louis Yesterday. He had
evidently committed suicide.
The village of DeGraff, 1200 Inhabitants,
Logan county, Ohio, was almost entirely destroyed by fire Saturday night. Loss £30,000.
A sliding scale has been agreed upon between the cokers and the Carnegie interests
In Pennsylvania, after aa all day conference
between Superintendent Lynch and the joint
The Amalgamated
committees of miners.
ami k'liiffhtg

nf I.atwir nriritniiatiiina

vputtir.

day succeeded lu affixing the signatures of
It Is thought the
the Interested parties.
scale as adopted will prove satisfactory
throughout the region and further trouble be
obviated.
The National Croquet Association tournament closed at Norwich, Conn., Saturday
Wambold took first prize,
afternoon.
Jocobus second, Dickey third, Merch fourth.
In
Johnson captured the Whitman mallet
the future the tournaments will be played In

four classes to which the clubs of the association will be invited to elect and send

delegates.
The Canadian Knights of Labor are dithe course to be pursued in referhome rule” problem. A few
favor the continuance of.the present system;
some propose that the Canadian Knights
have one representative In the general executive board and one in the co-operative
board, while the majority favor a State Assembly for Canada, with enlarged power.
Joseph E. Ham, Jr., of Qroveland, Mass.,
lie heard
was robbed of $7B Friday night,
a noise from
the hennery, and went out.
Two men were skulking about and fired
twice, one ball passing through Ham's hat
The
rim, tile other through his clothing.
men knocked him senseless, and stole the
from
his
pocket.
money
The first reports from the Arctic whaling
fleet this season were received by private
despatches at New Bedford from San Francisco yesterday. The trading bark f'earl arrived at that port yesterday from the Arctic
Ocean, having 1100 barrels of oil and 30<M>00
pounds of bones. She brought advices from
the fleet up to July 15. At that time all
vided as to
ence to the

were

well.

Bradford Burrill, who shot Mary Ellen
Kerrigan at Lowell, Mass., Thursday night,
suicided at the jail Saturday night. He tore
up the sheets and hung himself to a spike.
Julia Dalv. wife of Warren Edgarton. died
at Newfleld, X. J., yesterday, of paralysis.
Years ago she was a noted actress and vocalist, playing in the principal theatres In the
United States and Great Britain.
Samuel N. S. Stevens of Boston, an electric light lineman, received a severe shock of
electricity while high on a pole Saturday,
and Imng high above the street entangled In
the wires. tie was rescued with difficulty.
Samuel Beverly, the oldest locomotive engineer on the Worcester, Nashua aud Kochester divisiou of the Boston * Maine, died at
Nashua very suddenly of apoplexy Satur
day morning, aged 53. He was superintendent of the round house, but for years run
pas lenger trains, tmviug worked lor the road
since it first opened.

Steamer Columbia from the Mediterranean
has arrived at Brooklyn with damages to her
bow and forward bulwarks, sustained by a
collision with an iceberg, which threw tons
of ice on the steamer’s deck.
Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]

HAVANA. Aug. 21,1887. -Sugar-The utmost
the wees,
quiet prevailed In the market during
and nothing was done. Sellers
The
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aud
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*°°n as
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estates are preparing to begin *r,ndmg
possible. The market closed
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24.000 boxes, 484,000 bags, and 3,200
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Wc do not read
anonymous letters and coiniimnleations. The name and address of the writer
»re in all case*
indispensable, not necessarily for

publication but

fornia it shall bring to the human eye celestial scenes never yet viewed. A prominent
scientist has pointed to ilr. Clarke’s career
as an example of “tardy recognition of
genius.” It is also another proof that before
well ordered middle age, as well as before

youth, there

guarantee of gm*d faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

absence at the distribution of the colors, with the knowledge
of the unsatisfactory state of the Crown

Emperor Williams’s

Prince’s health, might well cast a shade of
gloom over the spirits of the German regiments at Potsdam. The army and the House
of Hohenzollern have been a support to each
other iu many trying times.
The process by which the National
League
Is to he proclaimed
bythoEuglhh govern™ent is specified
in the Crimes

plainly

Bill,

which provides that “if tlie Lord Lieutenant
is satisfied that any association”
formed for
the commission or encouragement of
crime
exists in any part of Ireland, he
“may from
time to time by proclamation -declare
that
tlie enactments

of this act

relating

to dan-

associations shall come iuto force.”
Proclaiming tlie National League is merely
proclaiming that certain prowisions of the
Coercion Act 'hall go Into force.
Under the
teim crime the Coercion Act
specifies that
all proceedings of the nature of
boycotting,
or such as Mr. Gladstone
terms “exclusive
shall
be included. After the issue
dealing,
of tlie special
proelamtion, and as long as it
remains unrevoked or unexpired, the Lord
Lieutenant is empowered to publish from
time to time au order suppressing the
proclaimed association, which in this case is the
National League, in any district. Then the
association conies under the law, the meeting* of its members becoming unlawful, and
gerous

calling or attending such meetings becoming criminals, liable to be tried
summarily before courts created by the Coany persons

ercion Act.

Bulgaria began to exist as an automatic
principality under the sanctiou of the treaty
of Berlin, by which the Powers settled the
Turko-Russian war. Article 3 of that treaty

provides

as

follows

.-

The Prince of Bulgaria shall be
freely selected
by the population, and confirmed by the Sublime
1 orte, with the assent of the Powers.

The confirmation of the new Priuce is left
by the treaty with the Sublime Porte because Bulgaria, though made
autonomous, is
nevertheless left under the suzerainty of Ills
Majesty tile Sultan, and subject to the payment of a tribute. That the assent of the
Powers should be required to the election of
a Prince, is very
natural, since they stood as
sponsors for the young principality. Prince
Ferdinand lias been elected by the Great Sobranje of Bulgarin, but the Porte lias not

formally confirmed this election, nor has a
single European power formally assentedNevertheless Ferdinand has gone to Bulgaria and begun to rule as if his title to the
throne were undisputed. Ho lias undoubtedly taken this step upon advice. The Porte
is friendly to him, and so are believed to be
the other powers, except Russia. Russia’s
attitude is uncertain, and very likely not

fully determined upon by tlie Czar himself.
It may even suit him better that the Bulgarian question shall remain open, since it
would preserve at his hand a pretext for a
war of aggression whenever he may wish one
or be forced to one by the spirit of his
people. It is certain that at present Prince Ferdinand sits on the throne only ty the sufferance of the powers,
nis title is not sound,
inee tlie conditions of the treaty of Berlin
have not yet been carried out.
Tardy Recognition of CenlusThe death of Alvan Clark, of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, attracts attention to another
instance of the attainment in later life of
fortune and fame, of which the earlier years
gave no indication. In politics rarely, in
military l'fe more frequently, men who have
apparently loug since disclosed the measure
of both their ambition

and their

abilities,

lifted by fortuitous circumstances, by
development of unsuspected genius, or by
a combination of
both, to an unexpected elevation in the estimation of their fellows.
In political life President Cleveland is a
most striking illustration ol an obsuro man
lifted suddenly by fortune; in military history General Grunt was a most remarkable
example of the achievements of unsuspected
genius operating under n sudden and exceptional opportunity.
Both of tnese men

are

tho

the prime of life without giving
hint of the possibilities of their
lives. So Alvan Clark reached middle life
and sent a sou to college before he had ever
directed his attention to the art of making
in which he was to cam a worldwide reputation and make for himself an
enduring place in the history of astronomical science. Born in Ashiield,
in
reached

hardly

a

telescopes,

Mass.,

1804, he

developed in early life a taste for
painting. From 1826 to 1835 he was employed
at the Merrimac works at Lowell in

design-

ing patterns

for calico. During all that period he kept up his practice as a
painter, so
that when he discontinued his business as a
calico designer and engraver, he went to Boston and established a studio on Tremont

street, selecting Cambridge as a place of residence. For twenty years, or until he was
over forty years of age, he painted
portraits
in Boston, making a living and a little besides. As a portrait painter he acquired considerable reputation, and as this was the occupation of his early fancy and later choice
it was not to be expected that a man of forty years would meet great success in a new
business. But some time previous to this
his eldest son, George B. Clark, had returned
from college much interested in a treatise on

“Casting and Grinding the Speculum.” It
was natural that the boy should try to make
a telescope, and that the father should become interested too.
They worked together, and succeeded in making an instrument.
From that time telescope making was the
business of Alvan Clark. In 1850 he went to
Europe and spent a great deal of his time
with Mr. W. 11. Dawes, the English astrono-

While in his observatory, he discovered
a new star, now known as
companion to “09
Hercules.” Soon after his return to this
country in 1860, he received from the University of Mississippi an order for an 18-i
Inch telescope, larger than any he had yet
made. The breaking out of the war rendered
the Southern University unable to purchase
it, and the telescope became tile property of
the University of Chicago. With this glass
a scientist who had before that been using
the largest and best refracting telescope of
European manufacture in the world, discovered twenty stars in the nebula of Orion
which had never before reached telescopic
vision. It was with this instrument that Mr.
Alvan G. Clark, Mr. Clark’s son, in 1862, discovered the companion of Sirius, receiving
the reward of the Lalande medal from the
French Academy of Sciences and $120 in
gold. Then followed the construction of
mer.

+

illnaomi

are

abundant possibilities.

.as a

t..I_1..

being disposed

of to the University of Virginia and the other placed In the observatory
at Washington. With the latter instrument
Professor Hall discovered that the planet

Mars bad two satellites, and received the reward for the greatest astronomical achievement of that year.
The construction of such

instruments was a great achievement for a
man who had never seen a lens in the
process of construction outside of his own
shop.
During the war the firm, for Mr. Clark had
his two sons
as
partners, were kept
busy turning out field glasses for the
Federal Army.
Then the fame of the
Clarks began to be world wide. When
Dorn
Pedro of Brazil visited this
country a few
he
said
years ago
there were three persons
in Cambridge he had a strong desire to
see.
viz., Mr. Longfellow, Professor Agassiz and
Mr Alvin Clark.

In 1870 the

Emperor

of

llussia had heard of him, and « hen the observatory of Pulkowa wanted a telescope
greater than any other in the world the contract was given to the American. The telescope was then the largest in existence,
costing #33,000, having a clear aperture of
30 inches, a 43 feet focus and weighing in the
iron cell 418 pounds. It possessed a magnifying power of 2000 diameters, and was 7
inches longer in diameter than the instrument at Princeton Observatory, a few inches
larger than the Washington telescope, both
of which were made
by Alvan Clark & Sons.
Of the last achievement of the Clarks—the
construction of the Lick telescope, everyone has heard.
With its thirty-six inch glass
it is the most powerful
instrument in the
world; and scientists of the whole civilized
globe are impatiently
awaiting the time
when through the clear
atmosphere of Cali-

CURRENT COMMENT.
jay’s plain duty.
[Boston Transcript.]
With tlic honors and
responsiliilities of belug a grandfather upon him. Jay Gould
ought to bethink himself seriously of trying
to leave
something besides bis millions to
sweeten the history of the family he has
founded.
naval ambitions of

a society man.

[Providence Journal.]

Secretary Whitney and the North Atlantic
Squadron have rendezvoused at Bar Harbor
and are

enjoying

the social festivities of the
the meantime the fishermen are
of
the Canadian cruisers.
mercy
It is a great tiling to have a Secretary of the
Navy wlio iias social ambition and likes to
show his fleet to the fashionable world.

In
place.
left at the

A SOUTHERN CRAVE.
Ono of Old

Quaintest

Alexandria's
T raditions.

Ever man, woman and child in Alexandria,
v. rites Col. Fred I). Mussey from Alexandria
to the
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette,
knows all about the history and the legends
of the Female Stanger, and can poiut you the
way to tier grave and add to your store of
‘•knowledge” about the sad-'ated, beautiful,
and mysterious stranger. Under the cedars
and oaks in the old St. Paul churchyard of
Alexandria is the grave of the
Female

the care
of this famous tomb, and it is now well kept
and guarded. The tombstone is an sxSft
marble tablet laid horizontally upon six elaborately carved white marble pillars.
Upon
the tablet is the inscription
TO

THE MKMOKY OF

flu iv urn

that

wan

fomwl

■ n» n ■

It

..>.ri

1 l.,«

casioually bouquets

are

placed

upon

which are specimens of the finest and costliest work of tlie florists and made up of the
rarest aud most delicate flowers from the
conservatories. Choice exotics and beautiful
flowers from the conservatories of Washington have been placed on this mysterious
grave in midwinter.
There is no man or woman. Alexandriaborn, who will not readily recount to you the
legend of the female stranger, hut they differ essentially in minor details, and i'udeed
iu some of the principal points. One tiling
is sure, the woman who was buried there
was unknown in Alexandria, as was the
man who claimed to be her husband.
They
came to Alexandria upon a foreign vessel
and took quarters at the leading hotel.
Some say it was the City Hotel, or the Indian Queen Hotel, aud that it is now the old
Braddock House of which 1 wrote. She was
a beautiful young girl, and lie a handsome
and distinguished-looking man.
They had
one servant, and gave evidence of
being people of high rank and great wealth. The old
legends of Alexandria are still full of the
stories, dimmed by distance iu time, of her
beauty, her jewels and her magnificent
wardrobe.
Tlie two had the best quarters in the hotel
nothing that money could buy did they deny
themselves, hut they absolutely refused to
make auy acquaintances or give any clew to
tbeir identity, and all inducements to the
valet who accompanied them were in vain.
He would never speak, and nothing could he
gathered about them beyoud the beiief that
they- were English iu blood and noble in rank.
The ship they came in had sailed away,
and her people knew as little about her as
the Alexandria folks did, and with her departure all clew to them was lost.
One gentleman tells me that his mother
often told him the
story of the beautiful Female Stranger, and lie had heard it told hundreds of times. His mother and grandmother united in declaring tier a very beautiful young woman, kind and gracious, evidently a ooru lady. They say she and the
gentlemau with her were Engiisli in appearance. She was above medium height, with
full voluptuous figure and masses of blonde
hair. Her eyes were large and expressive,
her mouth particularly Hinall aud sweet.
Her manner while diguilied, was condescending and pleasant, aud as she drove about
Alexandria no person ever appealed to her
in vain for charity.
To tlie charities and
charitable organizations she gave liberally,
hut refused to attend any meeting or receive
any visitors.
Five months after they came to Alexandria, the young wife became ill with one of
those low fevers peculiar to a newly settled
country aud died.
Whenever the physician was present either
the husband or valet was also present.
She
was never allowed to be alone with any person except those accompanying her, and when
see died she lay in the arms of her husband
with his lips pressed to hers.
Only he and the valet were present to bury
her. He sought the pleasant spot where the
tomb bow stands, upon high ground and already taken for a cemetery by St. Paul’s
church. He and the valet were the only
mourners
He staid long enough to order
aud see completed and placed over the grave
the elaborate and handsome tablet as it now
stands, left a sum of money to keep it in repair for a term of years, with a promise that
he would come again or send money when
that was expeuded, took ship and sailed
away, aud was never heard of after.
There are persons who assert that persons
who saw the gentleman iu Alexandria saw
»im afterward in New Orleans,
and
some even say that he came to Alexandria
years afterward and visited the grave of his
wife. Another story pretty well believed in
vuiuiug

nu

auui

icuauic

iiuuiuill),

IS

L Sawyer. 537 Congress St,.

FAMILY

LITTI.K

that romantic title.

Colonel Robert Harlan of Cincinnati is one
of the most prominent colored men in the
country and holds the office of State Senator
in Ohio. His influence over his race is second only to that of Fred Douglass. Colonel
Harlan is well on in years, but he has not
lost his love for horse racing. He is a con-

I'itriniuglou, Maine.
Address A. H. ABBOTT, Principal.

Jly30eodlGt

A SCHOOL
FOR

—

—

BOYS & YOUNG MEN
will be OPIfNBD in Portland, on

MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

19.

The locatlou is yet to be determined.

To

AND

Thia Nchool in Character and Grade will
be Nccoud to None.
A large number of students have already been
secured for the opening. The Faculty, when completed, will include a Professor of Greek and Higher Mathematics: a Professor of Latin,
History aud
Literatu e: an Instructor in Science and the Common School Branches; an Instructor of the Modern

Languages;and

a

Primary Teacher.

A Preliminary Circular
be had of any of the geutlemen referred to below, or may be found at the store of Lor lug, Short
& Harmon. Kefeieuce* (by permission) .lames
P. Baxter, Esq., Geo. S. Hunt, Esq., Itev. L. 11.
ilallock, Geo. E. B. Jackson, Esq.
can

the

I’KI.IIIMI,,

ST. CATHARINE'S HALL, ADSfiETA
IHOCEBAIH NCHOOL FOR GIBLN.

Tlie Rt. Rev. II. A. Neelcv, 1). 1)., President. The
Rev. W. I). Martin, A. M.. Principal. 20th year
Terms *275 aud *260.
opens Sept. 14.
Strong
corps ot teachers. Special advantages in Art and
Music. Send for circular.
jy26eodl0w

Op|>. Cily Hull,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,^

Institution, established in 18G3, offers

This

perior advantages
women
......

...

......

WOLHAUPTER,

by Kxperiruerd AMMiNinuftw,
September 15,

oil

AT

—

KE>

The aim of the school is to furnish a thorough
education iu the English Branches and the LanFor further information address Miss
guages.
Wolnaupter, at Drake’s House, Rye Beach, N. H.,
until September 1st; after which date, apply at
No, 148 Spring street.
jy25eoatf
SCHOOL.

begins September
or special mfcrm;u
SMITH, LL. 1)., Dean,

year
THIRTY-SEVENTH
6th, 1887. For circulars
address
E.

tion,

HORACE

Albany, N. Y.

Jel7eodluw

MBS. PERRY’S

School for Children,
NO. 119 WINTER ST.,

will begin its 5tli year Sept. 19,1887. The special aim of tile school is to do really thorough primary work. A completed course will prepare pupils
for the grammar school. The

SEWING CLASSES

Great Mark Down Sale!
$15.00 Suits for

.....

10.00 and 12.00 Suits for
8.00 and 10.00 Suits for
4.50 Pants for

....

$8.00
6.00

Boston

IRA F. CLARK.
augi7

dtf

SPECIAL SALE of NEW GOODS
TURNER

BROS.

50 iucli All Wool Tricots, 55 cents,
50 inch French Diagonal 75 cents,

regular price

New

Julius
Instriii

Eichberg's
.-on

iu

75 cents

BARCAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.
488 and 490 COMORESS
aujilO_

STREET.
dtl

FURNITURE"! BARGAINS !

Address

or

Opens Sept.

apply

19,

knuge.

Wikk to Nkw Yohk ani> Boston

INVESTMENT SECEKITIES FOR SALE.
I'OKRKKPONUKHri'H.

NKW YORK

Season is

to move these Sets.

ting ready

for the fall

over

and

we are

decl

goods.

PARLOR SUITS

Frank

C. Chockbk.
«odtf

P O It T L AND

PARLOR

prices that will astonish
Why, how long are you going without a Parlor
you.
when
Suit,
you can buy one for $33, $35, $38, $40,
$45, $55, $65, and on up to $400, and we will sell
you these Parlor Suits for 1-4 down and the balance
For instance, on a
in weekly or monthly payments.
and the balance
we
down
want $IO
$40 Plush Suit
five dollars per month. Now think carefully over this
and don’t wait until the last of the week and find
that some of your neighbors have been smarter than
you.
Then there are all our Ranges for the Kitchen, best
Ranges in the world, and yet no doubt some few of
you go and pay a long price on those goods that we
can sell you at awfully reduced prices. Why, we have
RANGES as low as TEN DOLLARS with all the
ware and on to $15, $18, $22 1-2, $25, $28, $30, $34
and up to $100 for Hotel Ranges and Bakers. THEN
IT IS almost time you were thinking about buying
Parlor Stoves which you can now secure at a bar-

gain

for

week

or

Cash,

quarter down and balance by the
Come in this week and take advan-

or a

month.

tage of the

Special prices.

First National Bank

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.,

Portland,

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON

/^any people

....
6s
Maine Central It. IS.
7k
Miami County Ohio Court
.....
House
6s
Cusco National Bank Stork.
National Traders Bank Stork.

SWAN

&

BARRETT,

BANKERS,
ISO niildle Street,

Portland, Tie.

augi>_tltl
WE OFFER FOR SALE

sit

Par

and

Interest

SOME CHOICE

H. M.

PAYSON &

CO.,

iy!5_-Itt

HOME BONDS.
Koeklund,

V, and Is
-Os and 4.

Bath,

Portland,

seem

in

OgdensbnrK 1st,

Waldoboro,

Anson,

•

tin
«.

■

------

Portland,

...

—TO—

BOOTHBAY,

SQUIRREL ISLAND, &.C..
But there

is to be

one

Thursday, Aug. 25th
VI*

—

Maine Central K. It. and 1,'nstern
Steamboat

Co.,

by regular train, leaving Portland at «-tr> a. in.,
or special at tl.50. returning same day.
Pare from

Portland, Westbrook Junction. Palmoulti and
Cumberland, 61.10: Varmoutli $1.ihi, Pree port 1)0
cents; llruaswlck 70 cents. U( course you are
nug22dat
going

BASE

BALL.

[National League Team]

v».

PORTLANDS,
26.

Friday, August
called
augl'.t

Came

at S.

....

Admission

So cents,
did

New England Fair!
—

AT

—

WORCESTER, MASS.,
August :to and :u,
September 1 and

Middle

pqcuiiiu? i

an

a

aikiiiavmv

■

Will be the. Finest! inhibition
Held in New l.'iitfliiiid.

ever

REDICED RATES 0\ ALL RAILROADS.
Oat).

U. E8TABKOOK,
local Sec'y and Tress.,

augl5-l7-l»-22-24-2C

Worcester, Mans.

at!

Jeao_

Par and
First

at

in

vwvivv

V

Street,

PORTLAND,MAINE.

We Offer

tmnnnnn

The Many Thousands Sold Establish Them As
UNEQUALLED.

Interest,
Mortgage

Six Per Cent Water
Bonds due in twenty years without

option.

MOULTON,

Exchange

Sts.

0

Ut7

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BAJJK.TTR.S,
218 Middle Street,
—Offers for sale—

Portland & Ogdeushurg 1st Mortage «V
•
Maine Central consols
7’s
...
t»s
City of Portland
1st National Bank, Portlaud.
National Traders Bank,
1st National Bank, Bath,

Bills of Exchange on England, Ireland
and all the Continental Cities, bought
and sold.

LAZY]

»ug20

eodtl

In

our

stock may be found

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
EVERY BLIND.

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in

Every Instance.

will Re-open September 20th

SEELEY’S HARD

RUBBER,

PATENT WATER

PAD.

HOWES’

PENFIELD’S CELLULOID,

QUAKER BITTERS, VEPCUE^YLE.
Speedy Cure

of

DYSPEPSIA,

NERVOUS

PROSTRATION,
DEBILITY, DEPRESSION,
GENERAL DEBILITY,
SLEEPLESSNESS, etc.
lire

imperially

Valuable

to

WOMEN'

Send to QUAKER MEDICINE CO., Providence, It. I., for Circulars and Cards.
QUAKElt BITTBBS have been In the market 25 years, and have been thoroughly tested; and to
prove that they possess the merits we claim for them, any one purchasing a bottle ot Quaker Bitters,
aud after using two-thirds of it can show that they have received no benefit from Its use can nave their
money refunded,—and we hereby authorize all dealers to return the amount paid
Je20MW&K0m-cw

NOT GONE TO CALIFORNIA!
Lamson, tlie Jeweller,
But still doing business at 177 Middle St. As
lie expects to remove later, lie Is selling Watches,
Clocks and Jewelry, Cheap lo Clone.
Silver
Ware, Spectacles, Opera and Sp\ Classes, Toilet

Sets. &o

jly20dft

TEN!

BOSTON,

MI.K. corner of two prominent streets,
and dolug an A-l cigar and soda trade.
Price ijr'JOOO. Sold on account of ill-health of
proprietor; great bargain and an excellent opening for a bright young druggist. Write DOOLITTLE & SMITU, Boston, Mass.
augl»eod3t

FOR

MARSH

PATENT,

STANDARD,
HOWES’ PATENT.

FRENCH

REVERSIBLE,
_’
RADICAL CURE,
.

ENGLISH CROSS BODY.

We would call special attention to our Water Pad and Radical Cure Truss.
By their use the most difficult forms of
Hernia can be

retained._

GEORGE

C.

eodtf

POnONfSHSr

TEN !
TEN !

COMPLEXION

COE,
can show ten different colors In
Light Stiff Hats
in the new shades and rafts in ordinary colors

NO. 197 MIDDLE ST.

WOOD, BISHOP & GO.
BANGOR, ME.

m?9

eudOm

uiiBUAin

uuu a irealise on

APOPLEXY!

augS_ewlly
MANY LAMP CHIMNEYS ARE
ottered for aalo represented
as good as the Famous
BIT THEY

A

^OT!

Aud like all Counterfeits lack the
Keinurknblu I-ASTIMi Qualities
or THE OEYCINE.

ask Foa the:

PEARLTOP

MAGEE FURNACE CO’S

“I«OSTO.\JI EATER”
This Furnace is of recent construction,
haring been used with uniiuralleled success the past two seasons. The rcputatiou
of the Magee goods being second to iioue.
so there is no discount but they hare put
on the market the best heating Furnace.
This Furnace has the wrought iron lire
pot and the brick linings are brought
near

the radiator

so

there is

a

great im*

prorement made and increasing the power—the surface being at all times kept
hot with a moderate consumption of fuel.
We can glre the most satisfactory lefer-

of a number that hare used the
Ho stonHeater. He sure and see the Itoston heater before you purchase.
ences

TENNEY &
Jy2*»

DUNHAM,

Agents for Magee Furnace Co s Gocds.

eotltf

Brilliant Transparency to the Skin.
Removes
Freckles and Discolorations.
For Sale by
First-Class Druggists and
Fancy Goods Dealers.

Imparts
all
all

Sold by leading STOVE DEALERS. If not
for sale in your vicinity, send
your address for
information to the mannfhcturers

Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart
Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney and Bladder trouble. Dyspepsia, Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all druggists. Price $1 a bottle /dx
bottles for 85. Send to Da. F. 8. Hutchinson a Co,
Enosburgh Falls, Yu, XT. & A., for circulars, testi-

FRYE,

Corner of Congress and Franklin Streets.
mar30

MEDICATED

DRUG STORE
IN

Furnished with Plain LEGS or with CABINET
BASE. LOW HOT CLOSET. ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF, END TANK,
WATER FRONT, or BRASS COIL; also, our
WICKET OVEN DOOR, and patent PEDAL

PREVENTS

Among the largevariety may be found

BITTERS

potent remedies known
preferring the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and the Integrity of the
Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dizziness or
Pressure In Head, 8pots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation of Heart, Pain In Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation. Ringing Sound In Ears.
Numbness or Prickly sensation of Limbs, especially
tho \rm, r«iu between Shoulders and In Bide, Dry
Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering
from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procure a bottle of Antl-Apoplectlne, It not only
to Medical Science for

OF

QUAKER

MARK.

to a combination of the moet

Our long experience enables us to furnish Trusses practically constructed of the best material.

Safe,

With Low End Hearth
and Lar^e Ash Pan.
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.

EVERY RANGE WARRANTED.
TRADE

_^\dbaliby.

Sure and

RION
|COOKING
OYAL j URANGE.

ATTACHMENT, making the most complete
cooking apparatus yet produced. Made by
skilful mechanics from the best materials.

J>2 ami »« PAltK STREET,

l ice from Merta*»le I up re«1 tents.

EXCURSION

4i
4*

Aretas Shurtleff,

aug!7

need of

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Y<

aug22dtf

lor Some Time Ha* There
Been an

Not

<>>

Portland A

Cor. Middle &

CO.,

MRS. CASWELL’S

r‘

mirelinusil

H EXCHANGE ST.

PORTLAND MAINE.

jankl__dtt

\

ran

Ht.VKKKM.;

pives renewed

143 PEA Hi. STREET.

.y

‘20 cents «xtr».

PITTSBURCS

Water Works Six Per Cent. Bonds,
Principal and Interest of
which are Guarcnteed.
We also have for sale City of Portland 6s, Maine Central K. B.
7s and many other reliable
Investment securities.

QuakenBlbbers

€OL€OH i>,

In<ige lion.

%„».

Fr«f. I.oiai. V. Hid. naad Orrhr.lria.

Bancor

and other first clsss Investment securities.

bonic!

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

hrm.MON, MtW lork.

Manager.

Week commencing rioia.lii.,

Every Afternoon and Evening. Grand Sacred Concert Sunday at 2.30 p. rn.

eodtf

WOODBURY &

W.tl. U. MliUU.
dlw

wKen simply

a

IN EMU AND CLASH
1€AL STUDIES

*or Liver. !'«•<'.
*i
cury: «•>
Agent: C. .N.t

ISLAVla

ENGAGEMENT EXTRAORDINARY!
Mile. Catharine Nelson’s Metropolitan Novelty Company.

DEPOSITS

lelO__

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

Nos. 4 and. 0 Free Street.

Hit’ll HER.;,

PILLS,

Vmr

other First-Class Securities.

194

any goods in the House Furuisliing Line.

CHAS. L. WILLIAMS &

20, 21.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY

PAVILION,

S. P. NORMAN,

seats lOaiid

City, County and Railroad Ronds, and

DON’T FORGET THE NAME AND NUMBER.

Playing.

COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

_au32dlw_

CITY

Take the Forest City Boats, Custom House
Wharf: Coupons admit to Pavilion; Krserved

Building.

BANKER AND BROKER,

SUITES, CHAMBER SETS, BEDDING,

Wtl'UilU.

dlyurm

Take star Line Steamers, Franklin Wharf.
Steamer Gr.enwiNHl, Buriihiini s Wharf. The only lines running with tickets admitting t.» the

EVERY ARTIST A STAR.

TRUST COMPANY

For EVERYBODY and at

Having purchased the stock and fixtures of the above Old Stand,
pleased to announce, that with the newest goods, low prices
we hope to receive a call from those looking for

iTsTRUCTIOY

myl2

Mlaur Hitad Vlu.lrr Tka. Wnk.

Grand Prize Carnival and Gift Week Next Week.

—

we are

aUblt>

and Wellesley
Pupils will be fitted for
Colleges.
Mrs. Caswell Will conduct classes in History
and Literature to wliicb special students will
be adminitted at special rates.
In connection
with tiie classes in Publish LiK iutme, Mrs.
John A. Bellows will give a series ot readings
from the English Poets.
Children are admitted to the school when they
can enter existing classes.
Positively no seats will be reserved unless previously engaged.
Mrs. Caswell will beat home to business callers
daily ni'ter Mepieuiber 1st from eleven
o’eioek to one p.ua. Letters should be addressed to VO Pork Ntreet.
augl3dtd

Thursday, Friday and .Saturday.

PKtM’

HEAD & CO.

T. Fullkn,

Opera Co.,
tuiu.i i'4,

PINAFORE.

FOREST

(Quotations constantly displayed.
Stanley

l‘Kof’ltIKT<>!!.

l'..i.r.rii( .Hoad.;,

HtfNTON,

CHARLES

HOUSE.

Wilkinson’s

....

get-

and fair dealing,

Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
Mention this paper.
jlyl 2eod2m

W.

OPERA
H. KNOW LTON,

UlU'ifn.__

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

154

J.

GREENWOOD GARDEN

Street,

to

JUl.IEB

Kii

and 26.

U4

Robert K. Homers Jk Co. will give a Silk Hat to
my player of the Portland club that will mako a
mine run on the home grouiMls in a league
dtd
auglH

Tuesday and Wednesday,

•

CHAS. L. WILLIAMS & CO.,
Nos. 4 and 6 Free
Junction Middle Street.

all branches of Vocal and Instrumental Music.

Fall Term

SETS.

—

School for Violin

Phi vatic

a

52

_

AND

.HraMben of the !f. Y. Mtor>

Admission 25 emits.

o’clock.

Coming—IIAVKKIIILLM, Aug.

to

3.25

Mg reduction in prices of all Summer goods to make room for FALL STOCK. We
hare just purchased Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dollars worth of new Nobby Fall
Styles of Clothing which will be sold at lower prices than ever.

Conservatory
—

lame called at 8

Bankers and Brokers,

by the week or month, or if you prefer why we "WE!
OFFER
never object to all cash, but we want you to come
Mubjecl
Male,
Biddeford
li
Municipal
See
our
enormous
and see the goods and styles.
Denominations. $500,
4s
assortment and buy bargains this week only. Bound Bath Municipal...
4k
UecriiiK

5.00

...

We have on hand 50 dozen of the Best 36-cent Unlaundered Shirts in the city of Portland.

or

YEAR.

TWENITf-FIKST

<

Seventh Week and Tremendous 8uc<»hh of

PULLEN, CROCKER it CO.

a

J3A1

Portlands,
vs.
SATURDAY and MONDAY, AUG. 20 and 22.

Lowells

ance

NO. 148 SPRING ST.

ALBANY LAW

for

Come and see how good a Set we can give you for
$5.00 down and $5.00 per month, or Chamber Sets
for $7, $10, $12, $15, $20, or $25 down, and the bal-

inches wide, $1.25, very desirable
Suitings,
Children, 100 doz. Ladies’ Fast Black Hose 31c, regular price 50c

will
her

School for Young Ladies and
—

offering

BASE

stockbrtdge's Music Store.

worth $1.25
BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL. Full line of Silk Mixtures at.50 cents
OPBN

are

CHAMBER

for

special branch of study. The 25th year will open
August 1st, 1887.
For circular or information, address
L. A. GUAY, a. M., Principal.
augleodSm

aided

we

lot of Prime All Wool CARPETS that
we cannot duplicate, and which we shall close out
at about what they cost us.
DO YOU WANT a
CARPET for the PARLOR, DINING ROOM, SITTING ROOM, CHAMBER, HALL and STAIRS for
65c that always retails at 85c, or a Body Brussels
for 90c that always sells at $1.25 and so on right
through the line; if so come in this week. Don’t put
off, for first come will get the best bargains, they are

su-

preparing young men and
for business pursuits. Students may enter
inwi f,
It... f.,11
f,...

MISS A.
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Also for sale and recommended to Investors
Urmigly guaranteed Mortgage ftftoud.s In various
ilciiomiiiutioiis from $160.00 to fcOoOO.OO bearing
seven and eight |»«r cent,
interest.
Interest paid on
deposits.
Correspondence solicited.
HKLDON CONN OX Pres.
W. F. MILLIKKN, Vice Pres.
I II AKI.hS L. M AK8TON,
Sec’y.
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come to our

SMOOTH.
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stant attendant at the Saratoga track and always wagers a little money on each race.
It appears from the record that when the
first rebel flags were brought to Washington,

in 1802, Mr. Crittenden, Mr. Conkling and
Mr. Dawes all opposed the public presentation of them in Congress, which had been
arranged for by the War Department. The
House voted not to have them presented, by
a vote of (i«l to 62
The Massachusetts members were divided, but
Alley, Bufflnton,
Rice
and Thomas voted
Hooper,
UiV?<*s,
with the
majority. Some weeks later the
Massachusetts House of Representatives vo
i.o„t"i.^W some of these flags hung in its
Advertiser of March 7
eriti.’.i^au1® ®<iston
and referred to the action
Of tin.
Ib..!’ndt!ts
V!’V;
of
national
House as altogether better.
Governor Richardson, of South
Carolina, is
reported to be about to carry out the instructions of the joint resolution of its
Legislature
of 1861, renewed in 1886,
ordering a gold medal to be presented to General Evans,
the nominal Confederate commander at Ball’s
Bluff,
in recognition of his conspicuous gallantry
on that occasion.
A writer in the Worcester
Spy, who was present at Ball’s Bluff and
was taken prisoner, declares that General
Evans was conspicuous by his absence; that

THE
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Many believe this story to be true, and that
if the grave were opened an empty coffin
vault would be found; for the coffin, according to account, was placed in a solidly constructed stone vault six feet beneath the surface.
Half a dozen different novels and stories
have been constructed upon or woven in
with all that is known of the Female Stranger. and so much fiction and imagination have
still further served to confuse and obscure
the real facts. One of the stories is entitled
“Narration of John Trust, translated from
his MSS.”
This purports to have been done by
“William F. Crane,” and the latter says by
way of preface
“I owe it to candor to say that the memories of the oldest inhabitants, the newspaper files, and John Trust’s Narrative, are
in perfect accord,
but I do not intend that it shall rest on my voucher, and I
distinctly avow that if proofs of its credibility are not found in the Narrative itself, they
are found nowhere else.’,
This is given as an extract from a letter
from Mr. Crane,” dated Julv 10, 18S6.
John Trust’s Narrative 1 think a fiction,
built upon the
mystery of the Female
Stranger, but it is quite a plausible one. and
adds greatly to the interest of the matter and
its fascination.

Professor O. S. Fowler, the noted nhrcm.logist and lecturer, is dead.
Mrs. Cleveland hai grown very brown
at Marion. Her complexion is one which
is improved by a coat of tan, and she
now looks like a Spanish
beauty. The
name “Donna Frances,”
which was given
her by her friends at Wells College, has fidlowed her to her present abiding place, and
even the country folk about Marion call her

r'riisteo0,1

IT WILL NOT
ROT NOR INJURE THE

PURE.

Portland,^.

will be coutiuued on Saturday.
Pupils not belonging to the school will he admitted to these
classes. Circulars on application to the Principal.
eodtf
auglG_

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

is

I

that oue evening a vessel, evidently a foreign
man of war, anchored just below Alexandria. During tlie night the commander and
two boats’crews came off and went to the
grave of the Female Stranger, exhumed the
remains, took them to the ship,and at davbreak dropped down the river and disap-

peared.

soap

going fast, and you can pay all cash, half cash, or
quarter cash, and balance by the week or month.

...

the tomb

index

Nicnography.
Pupils thoroughly instructed iu shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort he Caligrup 1 u

nearly

every day this occurs, aud the
tomb is seldom without its tribute of flowers
iu
the
extreme wintry mouths. Mauv
except
of these offerings are wild flowers—heurtseasc, golden rod, clover and daises—but oe-

the
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man, weighing about 190 pounds, is about
five feet eleven inches in height, is of light
complexion, and has bright blue eyes. Notwithstanding his severe arctic experience on
the Jeannette, from which he suffered many
months after liis return, he is quite supple
and athletic. When he returned from the
Polaris Search Expedition, m the Tigress,
ill 1873, a friend greeted him at the navy yard
with “YY oll, George, how do you feelf" He
replied, "As bright as a new uniform would
feel on me; I never felt better.” And to
bis assertion he turned a handprove
spring without any difficulty.

A

FEMALE STftANUEK.
Whose mortal sufferings terminated
on the 4tti day of October, 1810.
aged 28 years and 0 mouths.
When I saw the tomb u bouquet of fresh

miMCBLI.ANKOU*.

AD'

ability and many other qualifications are appreciated by all of Ills fellows. He was born
in New York in 1831, and consequently will
not reach his retiring age until 1903, but having been chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering he will, if he serves a full term of
four years, be exempt from sea duty, except
in time of war. In Melville’s schoolboy
days his family was well known among the
old Knickerbockers. He is a heavy-built

Stranger. liclic-hunters have made sad inroads on the ornamentations, and the iron
railing that once enclosed the tomb has en-

tirely disappeared.
Lately the city has taken In charge

AlMrCLLANKOrM.

the actual Confederate commander on the
field was Colonel Eppa Hunton of Virginia,
and that moreover Evans was drunk. The
Spy writer says that Evans came upon the
field late in the evening and was peculiarly
insulting to the captured Union officers, lie
ordered Colonel Hunton to bind the Union
officers with ropes. Colonel Hunton refused
to obey this order, and at his own peril stood
between the prisoners and ill-treatment.
George YY'. Melville, who has been promoted to the highest position to be attained in
tile Navy Engineer Corps, that of engineerin-chief with the rang of commodore, is a
man of striking appearance, and despite the
fact that he is junior to fifty others on the
active list, not a murmur lias been heard
from his seniors, who might be supposed to
be jealous of the selection. His superior
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WAS IT IDEAL OR REAL?

she must look cold and heartless, and 1 beUsveshe looks as tho’ she was in love with
the skipper down there; and in this one I
cannot depict the misery that there ought to
be on tlie face of the skipper; then, too, the
rocks are not rugged enough ; now won’t you
help me with this? I am sure you can
“I will gladly try,” replied Karl. “When
shall we

[Christian Register.]

They were both In love; there was no
doubt It, for both acknowledged the fact.
They had met at the artistic society, and
there discovered the fact that both were lovers.
Their love was of a very high order; It
grasped the ideal. Do not for one moment
think that they were in love with one another ; for if that had been the case they would
have met at the sea shore, and Cupid would
have walked with them on the sands of the
shore and would have spoken in the soft
murmurs of the waves; or if among the
mountains he would have floated down on
the moonlight: but nothing of this kind had
happened. They just loved art, that was all.
Her name was Madeline Holmes. She had
come from the “sunny South” to New York
in search of art.
The perfumes of the
orange and the magnolia, and all the beauties which the landscapes of the South possess had filled her heart with love of the
beautful. Nothing short of
such a love
would have drawn ner away from home and
friends to a great city, where she was unknown and alone. Charles
Irving had come
from the mountains and canons of the “far
West,” also in search of art. A nature wilder than that which surrounded her
sunny
home had filled his heart with a love like
hers.
“How strange it is that such different surroundings should have inspired within us
the same love,” he said to her one evening,
as

they were at the “society.”
"Yes, indeed.” Madeline replied,

“what an
omnipresent lover nature is; she has won us
both and yet we were so far apart.”
“Do vou know, Miss Holmes, I believe we
can be of great help to each other in our
study and love of art. Majestic mountains
and grand canons have, I fear, rather desmvjwu

hij

aruoc ui

uuci

there.

too

ut*»uiy.

mature

is

Her mien is too
pretentious
haughty; but you, reared amidst a more
and
tender nature, may help me to
kindly
grasp the liner beauties.”
"And you can help me, Mr. Irving, with
something of your reliance and severity, if
you choose to call it so. 1 fear I should be
overpowered amidst the grandeur of which
you speak. But we will form a ‘mutual aid
society of two, if you like, to help each other m the pursuit of art.”
“Well, as others are getting ready to go,
we had better go too; we can talk
perhaps
over the by-laws and constitution of our ‘mutual aid society’ on the way home.”
So saying they
joined the throng of artists
and musicians who were taking tlieir leave
and still were busy talking over the
coming
academy exhibition, the symphony concerts
and other artistic matters. After th?y had
arrived at Miss Holmes' cosy quarters she
invited him in, a6 tliev had not fully agreed
upon the rules of the prospective society.
Although Charles, or Karl as his name was
neatly engraved on his visiting card, with
"Arts Club, Fifth avenue*” in ths lower left
hand corner, had often noticed how charming everything was about the room, he could
not keep from glancing around at tlio dainty
furniture and thinking how well such surroundings were iitted for an artistic soul.
“Well, said Madeline, “this society is then
to be for the study of art alone. We are to
talk art, read art. dream art, and if it were
possible, eat art.”
“Yes,” replied Karl, “art shall be the
motto, constitution aid epitaph; the latter,
though, 1 hope we shall not waut very
soon/’

“Now, Mr. Irving, do not be shocked if I
suggest that the ideal is not always the substantial, and that a cup of tea, rolls, cake,
fruit and other 1 ike delfcaeies are, and that
we indulge in these things.”
“I have not sustained so severe

a

shock

that I have lost my appetite,” laughingly replied Karl; "but I suggest Uiat hereafter the
members of this society drop the formal
titles of Mr. and Miss, and that we substitute the Christiau names of the members instead.”

"Oh!” faintly sighed Madeline, as slio
stopped pouring the ten.
“i)o you object, then?” asked Karl, with
an amused smile on his face.
“O no, not that, I only burnt me.”
At this both laughed.
“I think,” continued Madeline, “that Mr.
and Miss are too formal. Now, Karl is a
true artistic name; why, lots of artists iiave
the name Karl; it seems to belong to art.
When I see the name I always think it belongs to an artist; and Madeline, well,” after a
tic.”

thoughtful

pause,

"thatjs^iot

so

artis-

“But more poetic,” put in Karl.
Mudcliue blushed slightly and looked at I
him inquiringly. “Oh yes, I suppose it is I
tic

I dislike the dull, work-a-day
world, and I dislike what is termed romance
or romantic, even more.”
“Oh, so do I,” replied Karl. “Now, our
meeting and our love for art might lead to
something very romantic, and we might he
guilty of all the abominations of love-sick
young people, but we will not, for we are
not so silly as that.”
"No, indeed,” protested Madeline, “no
‘mutual admiration society’ of that character for ine. We love art for art’s sake. I,
for my part, do not believe in romantic fancies and follies. But now, Mr. Irv -, Karl, I
should say, we must not neglect these eatables in our disgust at lovers’ plaints and
sighs. My good landlady will feel slighted
if we don’t do justice to whatjshe lias sent
sense.

up.”

Then botli were silent for a little. The
deep, mellow eathcdral chime of the French
clock on the mantel over the fireplace had
set botli to thinking. Nothing was heard
for a little time but the silvery clinking of
tlie china cups as they touched their fragile
sides witli their spoons in sipping the tea.
Karl broke the silence by saying:
"Do you know, I was thinking of your
name? It seems significant of the sunny
land of tlowers and fountains and the palm;
and it is so musical, too.”
"Yes,” said Madeline, absent-mindedly.
“X have written it in my note hook ^ let us
see, have I spelled it right—M-a-d-e-l-i-e-n ?”
“No, 1 i-n-e.”
“Oh! Well, I can’t rub it out.”
“Now that’s romantic,” protested Madeline.
“Why not at all; I haven’t an eraser.”
“0, that’s splendid ol you,” exclaimed
Madeline, laughing and spatting her hands

merrily.

“What is splendid?” asked Karl, a little
mystified.
“Why, for you to say that you did not have
an eraser and could not rub it out; that was

not romantic a bit.”
“O, 1 see,” said Karl, laughingly; “well, I
have it now spelled botli ways.”
They had now done very well indeed by
tlie little spread, as both declared; and Karl
insisted that site should Bing to him, and
asked that he might play her aocouipaulT
nieiits.
bo botli went to the upright piano
which stood in tlie cosy little alcove; Madeline chose Heine’s “Lorelei,” which Liszt
has set to such exquisite music. Madeline
astonished Karl by the feeling and expression which she put into the song.
“I have a notion of trying to win
your
love from painting to music,”
said Karl
when she had finished; “you must certainly
sing more and must he heard. I am going to
speak to tlie director of the music festival
about you, and have him put you down on
tlie programme.”
“No indeed! You shall do nothing of the
kind. Neither can you win my love from
painting. We must make another by-law to
our society i see.
It shall lie tilts, that neither shall entertain a thought of anything
but art, or that we both confine our love to
canvas, in other words.”
“Well, agreed to that,” said Karl, “but
you must sing to me at least.”
“We shall see,” laughed Madeline, “but
now you shall see my academy piece.
1
have not mentioned it to you, hoping that I
inifeUL

iiniwji

it,,

uui

mu

iu

uespair

it. i hiii going to ask you to aid me.
Come, ami you shall see.”
Then she leil the way to her studio, which
opened out of the music alcove, as they
called it The studio was larger than the
sitting room, hut furnished with the same
taste, and the rare and curious bric-a-brac
which artists love so well was
arranged and
strewn about the room iu careless
profusion.
On an easel stood a
very large picture,
which seemed to consist of two
parts, as it
had a gold hand down the centre
The song
which still lingered in his
mind, and the picture so unexpected, fairly made Karl start,
for the subject of the picture was taken from
the song which lie had just heard. The
picture to the left was that of the Lorelei as
she was sitting on a cliff
combing her golden
hair, bar below her tile 1 thine was seen
and
flowing
while about
peacefully,
her the twilight was deepening. On a card
which lay on the easel were written these

“Oh, right away; we have no time to lose
we get it ready for the
exhibition.”
“Well, then, say to-morrow, for my picture is all (hushed but one little white rosebud, and that you must paint for me; you
shall see the picture to-morrow.
I will
hring it with me.
After admiring the many little sketches
which adorned the wall, Karl
thought it
time to go, as the little marble clock had
warned them of time’s rapid
flight.
if

..ii

.•»

meet.

1 wonder if lie meant to flatter my
singing to-night, or if he really meant it; he
acts sensible, anyhow.”
On his way home. Karl thought to himself
“Ilow seusible she is. What a pure devotion she has for art; why, she won’t let even
love for music come in between her and her
art. By Jove, what a voice she has though.
I wondered if she thought 1 flattered her;
she must not think that, for she hates flat
terers and romantic lovers; well, so do 1.
What a picture
Art is the true love.
she
would make, tho’.
‘As soft and as sallow as autumn—with hair
Neither black, nor yet brown, but that Huge which

the air
Takes at eve in September, when
lone
Thro’ a vineyard, from beams of

uiglit lingers
a

sun.

low-setting

Eyes—the wistful gazelle’s; the fine foot
And

fairy;

a

hand fit

a

airy;

of a

fay's wand to wave—white and

voice soft and sweet as a tune that one
knows.
Something in her there is sets one thinking of
those
Strange backgrounds of Raphael—that hectic and
A

deep,
Brief twilight, In winch the southern suns fall
asleep.’
“By Jove, 1 must paint her picture.”
At
this Karl stopped and burst out
laughing,
“law getting really romantic, 1 declare,” he
said half aloud: “what would Madeline
say,
did she know my thoughts just now!
But
then, 1 am not in love, neither am I going to
be; this little experiment of ours is just for
art’s sake.”
Thinking this, Karl reached
his room before he was aware.
There he
found a note from one of his brother artists
awaiting him; he read it half aloud:
my in,<i nan:—non [ you arrange It so mat 1
can meet tlie lovely angel whom you were with
to-night? Of course, you won’t be jealous of me,
for you are in love with art, you kuow.
But I-.
Oil! I fear 1 am hit hard.

daisy, she’s a darling,
angel without—
You know the rest, Karl. Now, dear old leiwhen
the
low, say
day shall be.
Slie’s
Blie’s

a

an

Yours

as

Tom.

ever,

Before Karl has read half of this little perfumed note, ho burst into a lit of merry

laughter.
“vV'hy, what would Madeline say if she
should read this, and what mould she say to

Tom with all his gallantries, his bows and
smiles, and his heart in liis eyes! I guess my
day would surely come in that case, and our
little society would be broken
up pretty
quick. No, I guess not, Mister Tom, you
must not frighten this poor little
wingless

angel.”

i lius talking to himself, Karl prepared to
ret re, laughing softly to himself every now
and then. The next day Karl
spent at'Madeline^ studio. He took with him Ills acadeto
which
he
picture,
wished
her to put a
my
^
touches. It was a picture of
still life; its subject was
“Wine, woman and
A table with a dark, richly colored
song.
spread, and bit of delicately tinted wall,
made up the foreground and background.
On the table lay a beautiful Stradivarius violin, its graceful outline, its exquisite warm
color, its antique carved head betokened its
classic make A copy of Strauss’s waltzes,
“Wine, woman and song,” lay by it; while
near it a cut glass decaliter of sherry wine
cast its amber light on a silver cup with a
A lovely white rosebud lay
gold liuiug.
near the violin and denoted the woman part
*
of tiie subject.
“What

a

charming picture!” exclaimed

Madeline. “You have done beautifully.”
“I don’t know,” replied Karl, “1 am not
sure about that.
1 did not like the rose bud.
It should l>e so exquisitely drawn that you
could breathe its perfume, and it should at
once suggest a beautiful woman to one.”
"Well, 1 think lean fix it a little, shall I?”
asked Madeline.
“Certainly, and l will see if I can make
your Lorelei look a little more heartless, and
your skipper more miserable,
in the last
picture shall we have a storm cloud coming
up the Rhine to engulf the poor skipper?”
“Yes, that is just what is needed,
replied
Madeline.
So we both went to work. As a result, the
rose bud grew under Madeline’s lingers until
it seemed to possess life, and to he at that
point when the bud is just ready to burst
from the bud to tin* rose.
Karl succeeded
equally with his work, aided quite frequently
by Madeline. So the days passed bv until
the exhibition, when unbounded praise was
bestowed upon both works.
During those
days when they were working together, their
•onversation was mostly about art.
Sometimes they sang together, or Karl would read
her favorite poems to her; yet they were always severely artistic. Whenever they talked
about the love affairs of others, as they came
to their notice, it was with magnanimous
pity and commiseration for the “poor
things,” as they called them. One day Karl
ioiu maueune aooui me noie

more.

At last the

day

when Karl was to de-

came

part, and he had come to bid Madeline goodbye. She was as self possessed as ever, save
a pallor,
which overspread her features.
Karl was quite nervous.
After they had
talked over the past and the future, which

did not seem to contain much hope of Karl’s
immediate return, he at last arose to go.
“Good-bye, Madeline,” lie said, grasping
her hand.
“Good-bye,” replied Madeline, almost in a
whisper, and dropped her face to hide the
tears which were gathering fast.
■‘Why, Madeline, what does this mean?”
asked Ivarl, much bewildered.

“Go, nothing, nothing,” pleaded Madeline,
“only I mil so lonesome, but don’t mind me.”
Karl began to see a new hope which he
hardly dared believe.
‘Madge,” lie murmured softly, as he
elosped both her hands in ids and drew her
nearer.
“Do you really waut me to stay?

And may 1 be witli you, and love you forever?”
Whatever her answer was, it was not artistic, hut very natural under the circumstances.
Soon after this interesting good-bye,
which did not result in a parting, a couple of
artists made a journey to the mountains and
canons of the west.
He was tall and rather
distinguished looking, while she was “a perfect southern beauty/’ some of the ladies in
the cars whispered to one another coutideutially, and that “they must be on their bridal
tour.” However they lived after this, whetliilleMi
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words :

“And see there sits a lovely maid
No young and fair on yonderlheight |
Wlulo her golden Jewels sparkle bright
Ami her iiair iu a golden braid
She combs with a golden comb;
Ami sings a song there-by
That has such a strange aud weird
And powerful melody.

The other picture showed a man in a boat
on the
river, utterly heedless of all about
him. but looking up at the distant cliff very
intently, where yvas seen the figure of the
Lorelei.
Kor tiiis picture Madeline had translated
these words of Heine's song:
“It has seized with sudden misery
Iu his little skiff a skipper;

looks not to the rocks of the river,
But with longing eyes on high.”
As Karl looked long and earnestly at this
picture, Madeline repeated very softly:
‘And the skipper and skiff will be lost
In the waves, 1 know, ere long:
And the Lorelei hath done this
With her cruel, cruel song.”
"But, oh dear, I am afraid I can never tell
this story with my brush,«for the laws of
perspective are so exact; the poets are not
namiiered by anything of the kind, but now
*n this picture you can
only just seethe Lorelei, while it would seem that you ought to
see her plainly, hut
perspective won’t allow
It.
in the other picture 1 have almost failed
yvitli tlie Lorelei. ,Slie must be
beautiful, yet
He
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wisdom.

few journalists belter known or of
more important rank in Ainosica Ilian Isaac
llroinley. wlio for many years wielded a iniglily
pen in Hie editorial deprlliieiit nf the New Vora
Tribune. Ills sou entered 1 lie Tribune city department mi leaving college to begin iiis earear as
a journalist.
One day the city editor told him to
go somewhere and interview ‘ome odd character
in New York.
•Uive full play to your humor,” said lie, ‘‘and
you can have a column and a half m tiie bumlay
The young reporter sought his father in the editorial room ami told him with great glee.
“llut.” be said, tuiuing kind of solemn, “father,
how did lie know 1 had any humor in me?*’
“Well,” said Mr. Bromley, straightening himself up, “perhaps lie thinks you may have inherited it.."
The sou puzzled a moment; tlieu, w ilh a sudden gleam of comprehension, lie said:
“Does lie know mother?”

Prompt relief in sick headache, dizziness, nausea, constipation, pain in the side, etc., guarau.
teed to those using Carter's Little Liver Pills. One
pill a dose. 25 cents.
Madam—You must buy you some rubbers,
Bridget. I cannot liave you sick again.
Bridget—Bure, inaa'in, 1 think it's rather a good
warrm liiKid that 1 nade; for it’s
always a eowld
in me head that 1 eateli to
begin wid.
Make no mistake; Quaker Bitteis is (he name
of tiie medicine that will cure
you. After a thorough trial ail symptoms of Nervousness,
Debility,
Headache, Sluggish Circulation, Dyspepsia .anil
Liver Complaints completely
disappear. Quaker
Bitters are recommended by physicians, and are
the best and purest medicine in the world, We
have testimonials from all sections. Be sure and
ask for Quaker Bitters.
Little Quaker Pills are small, sugar-coated, and
easy to take.
Colored Individual (recently encaged in stealing a watermelon, indignantly)—“Is you de gentleman dat tired dat bullet froo dls yer watermelon 1 hab under my arm?”
Irate Farmer—"Yes, I am.”
Colored Individual—“Weil, you clean done spile
de melon, an’ come mighty nigh hittiu' dit niggali,
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Barge Shores 76®4 001 Mess.16 00*10 60
Large Bank3 60®4 OOtBeel—
Small.3 0013 251 Ex Mess. 7 60® 8 00
Pollock.2 60 *3 00
Plate....
8 60*9 00
Haddock.1 60*2 00
Kx Plate. 19 00*9 60
Hake.1 2.r>®l 76 Lard
Herring.
Tuta*> *>..7 ®7%c
scaled ^ bx. 20®22c
Tierces.... 7 @?y2c

Ood. t? qtl—

Nol.ll®|15c

Dec.

73%
73%

Receipts— Flour, 19,000 bbls; wheat. 38,000

Pails-7%®8%c

I

SI

n tier.

I.eussus.
ICreamery i> #,...2 M2C
Palermo.6 00*7 "O'Hilt Edge Ver....22*23
Messina.(1 00*7 OOlCboice.19*20

kiood.10*17

Malagers....

Oinuges.
I store..14®16
Florida-Eggs.
Vaieucia
I Eastern extras ..18 ,. 19
Messma and PaCau & Western.. 18* 19
Palermo ivbx.o 00®6 001 Limed.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Aug. 20, 18s7.
Keceived by Malue Centra! Railroad—For For,
smi 34 ears miscellaneous me.enamuse; for con
necilng roads 88 cars miscellaneous mere ban
■Use.
Crain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by H. hi Pin khain, bnker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CH1CAUO BOARD OF TRADE.

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Sept.

Aug.

Opening.6Sy»
Highest.68ys
Lowest.68%

Closing.8&y.

Oet.

68%
69%
68%

70%
70%
70 V*

69 Vs

70%

Sept.

Oct.
41%
42%
41%

73%
73V-.

COHN.

Aug.

Opeuing. 41%

41

Hlglles:.41V.
Lowest.41 Vil
Closing....'.41 Vs
OA'l

41%
41

41%

42%
41%
42%

s.

Aug.

July.

Oct.
2n%

Sept.
25%
25%

24%

Highest.
1

Nov.
42

42

24%

20%

25
24%
Closing.
24%
25Va
Sal onlay's limitations.

2.5%

unrest.

20

WHEAT.

Opening....
Highest.
Lowest.

Clostug.

Aug.

Kept.

63%
67%
67%

60%
08%
68%

Oct.

Dec

70%
70%
70%
70%

00

73%
73%
73%
73%

COHN.

Sept.

Aug.
41%
41%
40%
40%

Opening—
Highest....

lowest.

Closiug.

41V*
41%
40 Vs
40%

Oct.
41%
41 %
41V*
41%

Nov
42
42

41%
41%

OATS.

Sept.

Aug.
24%
24%
24%

(petting....
Highest...

Lowest.
Closing.

Oct.
26%
26%
25%
26%

25
25

24%
26

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Hankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
8TOCH.8.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 162
163
Casco Nat. Bank.100 160
162
First National Bank.100 120
122
Juninerlaiid National Bank.. 40
51
62
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 122
124
National Traders’Bank.100 140
142
Ocean Insurance Co.100
So
75
Portland Company.
85
loo
Portland Gas Company. 50
65
70
B.O N D 8.
State oi Maine 6s, due 1880.106
106
Portland City 6s,Muulcip’l varlouslOO
116
Portland City 6s, K. R. aid 1907.-.125
126
Bath City 6s, Muu. various.102
106
Bath Cl’.y 6s R. R. aid various.... 101
i(;3
lie
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid_113
'25
Bangor City 6s, long Muu.123
Belfast City 6s, It. R. aid. 104
.06
Aud. a Ken. It. R. 6s. various... 106
106
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896 111
113
Leeds A Parniiutg’Ui It.)(. ds.ill
113
Maine Central It. IL 1st uitg 7s. .121
123
'lame Central K. R. Consol 7s_185
137
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fuud 6s. 108
1 lo
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg6s_101
102
107
2drntg6s.106
’•

3d nits 6s... .111

112

Boston Stock Market.
quotations of stocks

receive*

are

213%
10%

Mexico Central

n.,Topeka and
New York and
ai

Santa Ke

Railroad.105%

New Falkland hailroad.

43%

-I r.ref
20
Boston .v Albany.2oo
i. 4. & U.139%
Mexican Central R 4s.70%
Wi‘< nil dn Central preferred.. 40
P int si Pere siarqueile Railroad com_
ci rref
09%
boston A Maine R.
218
..
boston & Lowell Railroad.162
W1 n or sin Central 2d series. 50

Wisconsin Oen’ral ...•

New York Stock and Money Market,
[by Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Aug. 20. 1887.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 4 to 6 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper d% *9 per cent, sterling
Exchange dull ami unchanged actual business at
4 80%ia4 81 fur no-day hills and 4 83:a4 88%
for demand. Government dull and shade firmer.
Railroad bonds dull and sieadv.|The|stock market
closed dull and a shade above lowest prices.
Iran

in.
ion, at
oe
61.677 -mires
gi
.re nwiav’s m
* no louowui
•»
v
Mi !t.lC6
1 <h <i*>, b
Ut»- H
w
...
e

-a

k Kx«-nan.

t-

.:ie

n

-Inn..-

o.

Cent:;*
v

•t

iv

i.-oern-

oi

126Va
...U-BV*

.*

c^-vV#y, rep

107
coup.1 OK
!\i- ti,c tMi
.ilii%
<t
»m>.
izoy*
*

...

it-.

&;t:c

i. iihJ O
siiiKiitv

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Aug. 20, 1887.—Consols

........

rants

Fuads..
The follow.ug quotations of stocks arc received
daily by Pullen, Crocker & Co., Exchange street.
Rutland, Me.:
Aug. 19.
Aug. 20.
Open-

ing

St. Paul. 82%
Erie Seconds.
Erie common.31%
Erie preferred.

Clos-

ing

hid.
82%
97%
31
69

at

10134
for botn money and the account.
LONDON. Aug. 20, 1887.—U. S. 434s, 110% 1
4s, 130%.
LIVeRP OL, Aug.20, 1887.—Cotton market is
firm; uplands at 6 7-10d; Orleans 6 7-10d; sales
7,000 bales; speculation and export 600 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Aug.20. 1887—Quotations—Winlei Wheat 6$ 2d;*6s 4d
j Spring wheat Cs 1<I ads
tern 4s 2Vkd; peas at 6s 2YYd. Provisions. fc—
Pork at 71s;iiacou 41s fur long clear and 41s Gd
for short clear. Cheese 67s Gd. Tallow 21s 'Jd.
Lard 34s Ud.

mouth; AUaretta

Open- Clos-

lug

83

80%

ing

hid
82%
30%

N. Y. Central.109
108% 108% 108
Northwestern.116% 116 % 114% 114%
PhihiiSi Heading.
50%
65%
66%
54%
Delaware, L. & \V. 131% 130% 130% 130%
94 %
Hake Shore. 94%
94
93%
76%
Jersey Central. 70%
76%
76%
Kansas Texas. 27%
27
26%
26%
Union Pacific. 66%
66:%
66%
55%
Oregon Transeon... 26%
20
26%
26%
Western Union- 74%
73%
73%
73%
Canauasoutnern.
64%
54
64%
54%
Delaware u II.101% 101% 101 % 101
Eousisvme * is— 63%
03%
63%
62%
N. Y. & N. E.45%
44
45%
45%
Oregon Navi. 94
94%
93%
93%
24
Valley...
24%
24
Hocking
23%
Richmond Terminal 29% 29
28%
28%
Stocks by Associated Press;
K. Tenn, new. 10%
EastTeon. lsturef.
;oo
a itou & Terre Haute. 38
do pref. 75
Boston Air Line, pref.
98
Eulin rtou * Cedar Rapids. 40
Canton.

Metropolitan El.154

Mobile & Ohio
18
Oregon Nav.
92%
Wells. Karg-o Express.128
Norinwestern preferred.145%
Adams Express.148
American Express.108
Chesapeake & Ohio. 6
Chicago & Alton.147

Chicago* Alton preferred.155
hlcago, Burlington * Quincy.139

Hiimus Central. 118
Norfolk & Western pref..:.
43%
Hake Erle&JWest. 17
Michigan Central. 86

Allow your Clothing,

11

Campbell, Bnugor.

washed in the old

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of
sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.

('aI’E

HKNRY—Passed lu 17th, brig Hattie M
Bain, McDonald. Wood Holl for Baltimore.
BALTIMOKK-Ar 19th, schs M V B Chase,
Plukham, Plukham, Feruaudina; Flora Condon.
French, Jacksonville.
Also ar UHh, sells W 1, Roberts, Bray, aud Chas
I, Mitchell, Prost, Kennebec; M Luella Wood,
Spaulding, do; Kate M Hilton, Johnson, Keuuebee; Willie 8 Sheppard, Reeves, do: San Domingo, Benneett. Wilmington, NO.
Old 19th, schs Nathan Knsterbrook. Vesper, fm
Hoboken; Clara K Colcord, Spear, Boston, (aud
both sailed )
FllILADKLFHIA—-Ar 19th, barque Ada Gray
lMunmier, Havana; Carrie Heckle. Collins, Fort
Spain; schs Belle Hooper, Gilkey, Barbadoes;
Fannie K Wolstou, Marr. Wilmington, NC; Carrie
Bell, Seavey, do; Frank Learning, Norton, Kennebec.
Ar 18th, schs Lltzie V Hull, Clouting. Kennebee; Maud, Robinson, do; Adelia Corsou, Corsou,
and E A Gaskill.Wilson, do; Co* & Git-eu,Thompson, do; Surali P- WWh, Wixon,do; W F Parker,
HalloweU, Boothbay.
Cld 19th, sch* WLermond, H upper, Salem:
Ada S Bailey, White, Galvestou; Elizabeth M
Cook, Clark, Boston.
NEW YORK-Af mh, sells Harry White, Hopkins, Jereinie: b LJgjchardBon. Balano, CharlesWSJWRer. AiniMlV

fnn

Your Clothes

advantage

your

Bafitmoro;

delphia.

NEWPORT—Sid. schs Grace K Green. Seward,
Hoboken for do; FT Drisko, Drlsko, Amboy for

Ipswich.

N E W BEDFORD—Ar
Baltimore.

19th, sch Henry P Mason

VINEYAltD-llAVEN— Ar lOtli. schs Heleu
Montague, (ram Pensacola for Boston; Fanny
Flint, werhawken fordo; Elbridge Gerry, New
Yol k for Portland; Morris W Child. Boothliay for
Philadelphia; Ella M Watts. Kennebec for do.
8ld 1Mb, sebs Helen Houtague. H J Cottrell,
Fanny Flint, Loduskia. Brave, Elbridge Gerry,
St Eiino, W Saulsbury, frank Herbert, Speedwell,
Martinique. T W Allen, liolphlu, Pusliaw, A Peters.

—

unniBir u

veering,

auu rinra

out more
to

Bonthbity: Emily A Staples. Deer Isle.
NEW BURY PORT—Sld 12th, sch Laura Roblu
son, Matthews, New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 19lh, sch Lizzie Brewster,

New York.

CONSUMPTION should

use

Adamson s

Ar at Rockport, NB, 16th,
F'alklngham. Jonesport

sch

the IHurdock Liquid Food Company, Boston, is being recognized in
all parts of the United States. Ladies suffering for the want of an
operation (known as capital case)
are coming from all sections.
Liquid food is given before and
after all operations.
The quarterly report,
ending
June 1, 1SS7, shows

Wasson, Rockland.
Cld 19tli. schs E K Smalley. Robinson, N York:
Nettie B Dobbin, ltumery, do; Cathie C Berry,
-Smith. Philadelphia: Sea Bird, Andrews, Rocklaud ; Westfield, Wilsou. Thomaston.

Spoken.
July 16, lat

29 8, Ion 46 W, ship Nancy
ton, from New York for Portlaud.
July 20, lat 33 N, ion 41 W, barque St
Cook, from New York for Yokohama.

Peudie"
James,

mm
ANODYNE

...

LINIMENT
FOR

-A.3KHD

I

t

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL TJSE.
Most Wonderful Family Remedy ETer Known.
•J* CURES Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness. Influensa, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Kidney Troubles,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
aud Soreness In Body or Limbs. Circulars free.
I. 3. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.
The

—

MAKINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND

132
stud the

1 from Texas.
3 from Colorado.
1 from Montreal.
3 from Alabama.
3 from Prince Edward Island.
i from Ithode Island.
4 from Connecticut.
4 from Vermont.
IO from Mutne.
4 from New Hampshire.
97 from Massachusetts, from 30
towns und cities.
Any physician having a surgical raar can
a bed assigned In him
by informing
of ihe case.

hare
un

to onr

BEDS,

have juNl completed a Meptic Hospital
of 14 Free Reds, all for.Mnrgical C ases.
we

2.45 p.

Frauklin

Pterce,

Holmes,

LED—Barque John li

1 he

Mnrgical Mtaff at DIirdMll’a Free
Hospital for Women arc in daily attendexamine

pa-

EVERT BED FREE.
Cases have been built up by the
use of our Liquid Food for30 to 60
days so that the wound healed
without the aid of an operation.
We also have cases where life lias
been sustained by its aid alone for
several days. Wrlieu not retained

Liquid Food

be

can

is
for all ages, In health or
disease, as It will make, by the use of oue tablespoonful four times daily for an adult, eight per
cent, new blood weekly.
It is recommended by

baby does nai
ihrire, never
change it* food, bnl add live or mare drape
nl each feeding, and its loel ar needed vitality will be developed in 30 days.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 30 beds, and is located at 11 to 111
Causeway street. When any of the hoys
suffer from Nrrofula, Ectems or other
shin diseases, they recover quickly by the
a

of

use

Liquid

our

PillS
Make New, Rich Blood!

These pills were ft wonderfhl discovery. No others
like them in the world. Will positively cure or relievo
all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. On»
PILLADOSK. Illustrated pamphlet free,
gold everywhere, or sent by *mU lor 2ft cts. in stamps. Dft. I. S.
Johnson & Co.. 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass

lioslnu.

ton) for fleer Isle.
EAST

MACHIAS. Aug lD-Ar, sell 0 V Minot,

Hathaway, Boston.
Sid, sell Zampa, Lambert,

New

York.

FROM MERCHANTS’ KXCIIANOK.
Ar at Auamaboe, Af, prev to July 25,
barque
Klmiranda. Havener, Accra.
Sid tin Hilboa Aug 14. barque Olive Thurlow,
Corbett, New York.
At at Aguadilia dtli lust, brig lion Jacinto.
French. Mayaguez. (and sld 8th for Boston.)
Sid fin Dunedin July 14, barque Elinor Vernon,
Berry, Auckland, NZ.
Slu tin Turks tslaud Aug 10. barque Florence
Carter, Boston,

Memoranda.
Sell Liz/ie Wilson, (of ThOmaston) Chadwick
from Baltimore lor Boston, with coal, was run
down and sunk IStli, py steamer Atlas, from New
York lor Port Lirnon. The captain's wile and
daughter, and two seamen, were drowned. The
steamer returned to New York.

Fishermen.
IDtn, sell Caroline Vaught, Heed, fm Bav St
Lawrence.
Ar at Port Hawkesbury 17th, seh Maud 8, Thomas. from North Bay for North Haven.
Ar

Domestic Ports.
SAN FKANCISCO-Ar 10th, ship M P Grace
Williams. New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 17th, seh Milford, HasNow York.
DAltlEN—Cld 18tli, sell Hannah B Ogdeu, for
Darien.

Beth Hetela Open July fat, 1887.
Transient
Board <7.00 to $15.00 per week.
11.60 to 82-60 per day.
gy Best 3-mlle Beach in New England, either
for walking or driving, aud Surf Bathing unsurpassed ; grandest views ou the coast of Maine.
Discount of 25 per cent In prices of board from
July 1st to July 20th. Address A, B. PKItK 1.NS,
Engage
Manager, Huunewell’s Polut, Malue.

miles) Dawa Caeca Bay

rooms

Food.

We use in our Hospital 200 large bottles of every lot made. This gives a guarantee of sweetness of every bottle sold, and is not
given by any
manufacturer of any other preparation In the
world.

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
Uiy22
MW&Stf

at

once.

Proprietor.

P. O. VICKERY,

jelddtt

Popbam Beach. June 18.1887.
STB A iHK Bn.

Portland & Boothbay
Steamboat Co. Excursions.

Every Saturday, during August and September,
Excursion tickets good to return the following

Monday will be sold.
To Squirrel Island and Boothbay and

return

*1.00.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE
Leaves Franklin Wharf at 8.30 a. m.
Returning-I-eave Dainarlseotta at 7.00 a.m.,
South Bristol and Heron Island 9.30, Boothbay
10.00, Squirrel Island 10.30, arriving at l’ortlaud
2.00 p. m.
The Boothbay

House, at Boothbay ana Chase
House, Squirrel Island, furnish excellent accomHENRY W. RACE,Manager.
modations.
dam
Jei7

Bostons Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

LIME.,

From BOSTON *nrj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
from PHILADELPHIA Mtn TUESDAY ind FRIDAY

lows:
Leave Portland 5.65. 6.45, 8.30, 9.45, 11.00 a.ui.
1.46, 2 45, 3.46, 4.45, 6.16, 7.25, 8.20, 9.30 p.m.
Leave Trefethen’s 6.20,7.06, 8.60, lu.05, 11.20
a. m., 2.06,3.06. 4.06,6.06,6.36.7.56, 9.60 p. in.
Leave Jones’ 9.05, io.2(), 11.36 a. in., 2.20, 3.20,
4.20, 5.20, 6.46. 7.45, 8.00, 10.16 p. m.
Muuday Time Table— Leave Portland at 8.30,
9.45, 11.00 a. m., 1.46, 2.45,4.45 p. m. Returning,
leave Trefethen's at 8.50,10.05, 11.20 a. m.. 2.05,
3.06, 6.05 p. m. Leave Jones’ at 9.06,10.20,11.35
a. ni., 2.20, 3.20,5.20 p. m.
The above trips will be run rainy days, same as

Long Wbarf, Boston, 3
From 1'tue Street Wharf,

,-j»

p.

m.

at 10 a. m.
UKfiwfN Philadelphia,
Insurance one-half the rale of
Sm-mwsaUIng vessel
the

a*

.....AIkAW

Fenn. R. R., and
Freights for the West by
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
K...4 Trip «IA
Pum«. 910-00.
Meals and Room Included.
Por freight or passage apply to
li. H. SA.HPSUV, Ag.ll,
Bldtt
__TO •.««« Wfcerf. Rem.

South

Boston and Savannah
Steamship Co.

II VIUVI TlIV

WEEKS. Treas.lelidtt

THE^_ISLANDS.

Only Direct Line from New
England to Savannah.
Tbence to all points South.

FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
KVKRY Tlll’HsntY.at 4 P. M. from 8avanuah Pier, Congress street, Boston.
A. Re AY. s,uap...,C. R. R. Agent, 201 Washington street.
«. PKAKSOV, 8. F. and W. Railway
Agent, 211 Washington street.
RICHAKDSO.V Ac HAHN till),

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf for Peaks’ at
6.45, 6.45. 7 30, 9.00, tl0.16, 10.30, *11.00 a. m.;
12.05, 1.00. t2.00, 2.16, 2.60,13.30, 4.30, 6.16,
7.30, 7.40, t8.30 p.m. Returning 8.20,7.15,8.20,
9.30. tio.35. 10.60, til.30 a. m.; 1.00, 1.30,
t2.30, 2.36, t3.10, 6.05, 6.10, 6.30, 18.00, 9.00,
10.16 p. m.
For Cushing's at 5.45,6.45,7.30, 10.30 a. m.;
1.00. 2.16, 4.30,6.16 p.m. Returning at 6.00,
7.05, 8.10,11.00 a.m. ;:1.20, 2.46, 6.00, 6.40 p. m.
For Cape Cottage, (weather permitting) at 7.30,
10.30 a. in.; 2.16, 4.30 p. in. Returning at
8.00. 11.10 a. m.; 2.65, 4.60 p. m.

5.

Jy27eod3m Agents. Savannah Pier. Boston.Mags

BOSTON

Steamer leaves State Street Wharf at 10.15 a.
m.; 2.00,4.15, and 7.30 p. m. The 10.16 a. m.
and 2.00 and 4.15 p. m. trips affords an elegant all

STEAMERS.

round sail.

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

NUN DAY TIMS TABLE.

Leave Franklin Wharf for Peaks’ at 9.16, 10.30
(State street 10.15)11.00 a.m.: 12.45,(State street
12.30) 1.45. 2.15. (State Street at 2.00) 2.30,
3.15, 3.30, 4.30,6.15 p. m. Returning at 9.35,
10.50. 11.30 a. m.; 1.00, 2.00, 2.36, 2.60, 3.40,
4.45, 5.16, 0.30 p.m. The 9.16,10.30 a.m.; 12.66,
2.30 and 4.30 p. m. trips run to
10 30 a. in., 12.46, 2.15 and 4.30

J. F. LtSCOMB,

MUHHK£R AKRANGE.HKNTS.
THl

leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHAKP. Boston every week dav evening at 7 o’clock.
SUNDAY TRIPS leave Portland and Boston at

Treas._Jylldtf

Capt.

S. F. Hamilton,

3uest,

DAILY EXCURSION.

je!4tfJ.

B.

CAPT. II. B. TOWNSEND,

Commencing June 27, will leave Burnham's
Wtisrf, Portland, dally (Suudays exoepted), for
So. Freeport, touching at Couslus and tireat CheWill
beague Island s, at 10.30 a. in. and 6 p. ni.
leave So. Freeport dally at 7 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
For passage or freight applv to the captain on
board. Carriages In attendance upon the arrival
passengers tor

Freepor’

and

vicinity.

Je26dtf

HAY FEVER

COYLg, Jm. Manager.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
—LIN* FOR—

aug!2

Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes,
will dye everything.
They are sold everywhere. Price lOc. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal for Btreugth, Brightness, Amount
in packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-faddo
not
crock
They
or smut.
For
ing Dualities. Heseltlne
& Co.,
sale by D. W.
Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. <i. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Congress. corner Urove street; K. W.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Tarris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Midale and Franklin streets; D.
P. iforr, Druggist, 088 Congress street; William

They

Banks, Druggist, junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danforth
s.

street, Portland,

Maine._jlylleod 1 y

fistula™

detention from business, also si 1 oilier dlsCure guaranteed. WM.
of the Rectum.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1842) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1876), Evans llnuae, No.
178 Treinont Street, Boston, References given.
Bend for pamphlet.
Consultation free.
Office
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M. (Bundays and holidays
or

oases

this

LIQUID, gives

PC»E

COMPLEXION.

Roautiful still

a

It renders the

Beautiful ami restores the

more

and Loveliness to the faded
It is guaranteed absolutely harmless and

Bloom of Health
cheek.

bciug

a

Liquid,
CAN’T

is

applied

BE

readily

as

as

water.

the

Hot

a

uremeuts of every

description.

tho health-blush of the

rose.

It allays all Irritation from the RITES
and
STINGS of INSECTS.
Its SOOTHING,

properties

render it

FULLY REFRESHING

a

DELIGHT-

application

to

use

Garrisons, Hudson Biver, N. Y.

Oreat reduction In rates to Sac Pranclsco.
Prom San Pranclsco. 1st and Bran nan sis.

Forlapaa

aid I'hiaa.

CITY OF NEW. YORK sails Thursday, Sept. 1
Por

apply
113

HI.

Freight, Passage,

to

or general Information
address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A.
tilths A CIO.,

or

a late

"Iren, Car. Bread

at.. Bailee.

etO_dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. in. Returning, leave Pter
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LK, J n.
Saturdays at 4 p. m
General Agent
sopt31-<ltf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
FOR

Long Wulk or Drive in the Hot Sun. 8EASIDKRS, LAWN TENNIS PLAYERS and
MOUNTAIN RAMBLERS will llud it a great
comfort a* well as BEAUTIFIED S
a

and

—

Is the most Perfect Toilet
ever

Jy22

or

sent

free

on

STOUT,

the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON.
nov24

BOAT CO.
V3TII. FlUllltK NOTICI.
the Steamer City a( Hichasead, Capt. Wm. E.
Deuiilsou, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week ou the route between Portland. Bar Harbor and Marhiaaport. via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. in. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machhtsporl at 4.00 a m.

Monday

and

Thursday.

PAYSON TUCKER, Oeueral Manager.
F. K. BOOTHBY.Uen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 23,1887.
Jc26dt1

k Saco River Railroad Co.

Bridgton
Mummer

Arrangement,

June

r.eerana.

‘dr. INM7.

Trains leave Brldgton 6.10, 10.10 a id., and
6.40 p. m.
Trains arrive at Portland 8.46 a. m. and 12.36
aud 7.60 p. m.
Trains leave P. * O. K. It. 8.36 a. tu. and 1.00
and 8.16 p.

in.

Train* arrive at Brldgton 11.10 a in. ami 3.20
and 8.56 p. m.
[J. A. BEN N L IT, Supt.
u
lean

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. H.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
4 ouimo

iM'iiiK

27, 1187.

Juno*

train* will leave Portland a* follow*»
* .1.1 a. m. for ail statlou* on through line, all
Whit- flouataia Kr«oro, connecting with
all point* In Nerthera New
If mui|y.hiir,
Vrrm«ai. Thl* train run through to »tea*re-

Passenger

•I,

Ogdeaabarg. Niagara

KurliiEivn,

Palls and Weal.
I.OO p. mb. express for 4-ileu
far«l*, Pakyaa’a, Pralllr

Ha ear,

4'raw.

Haaar, Uounl
Wnihiagtaa, K«lhlrh«m, Jrlfrrwa uni

Praacaaia.
(ft. IA p. m. for 8 a. 4'aawar, ( rawUrd’a,
Piibraa’a, l.ittiriaa, Wrll’* Mirer. Ac.,
arrive* '■•aircal *.i> a. aa. dally, Huuday
Included.
Parler Cara fer Weal real oil 8.36 a. ni.. arrive Vleairral N..'lV p. aa.
Wagaei Palace Cara far Niagara Palla on
8.3ft a. m arrive al Niagura Palla Ml. Ill
a. aa., connecting for ail point* West.
Wagarr Palace far* for Pubyua'a »u 1.00
P* in. Pa*.*euger* by this traiu reach all Waite

Paciir nirrp«ra (or fflaalrcal ou
0.15 p. m., arrive Jlaaircal (AM a- im
all
train* connect at HrUlgton Juiie. with H. A K.
K- K. (or
*giaa, HarrlMM and Waterf«r4
Arrival* ia P*nl*a4, 8.45 a. m., 12.35, 7.50
in.

p.

Parlor and Sle«plr»K Car accmn modal ion* secured
to >t. L. William.*, Agent, Portby

<jjp(>hcaik>n

J. HAMILTON. Sapt,
CHAM. H. FOYK.U.T. A.
Portland, June 24, 1887.
Je24dtl

Ruioford Falls k Burk field Railroad
duns over

la

(effect Jaa.

4,

INST.

Leave Portland, via U. T. Railway, T.10 a. m. :
I-ewtston n.OO: Mechanic Kalla (mixed train)
8.45: arriving at W. Minot 9.0ft; E. flebrou 9.30:
Buckfleld 9.46; E. Sumner 10.3ft; Uarttord.
10.S6; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00,
Mechanic Kalis 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.04;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27; Uilbertvllle 4.36 p.

'RET UKNINU-Leave Cantou 4.30, 9.16 am.;
arriving at Portland 8.26 a in., 12.06 p. m.
Ou Saturdays only, a third train leaves Canton
2.46 p. in.; Buckfleld 3.26; arrivlug at Lewiston
6.10; Portland 6.46 p.m.; returning on arriva
of train leaving Boston
1.00, and Portland
6.37 p. m. Excursion tickets will be sold betwecu Portland, Lewiston and Stations ou K. K. &
B., good to return same day or Monday. By leaving Portland at 7.10 a m. several hours can be
spent In Oxford County and return same day; or
a trip taken up tbe Androscoggin Valley to Rumford Kalla returning Monday.
ITAUI

t’ONNKCTION*.

DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m. ; arriving at Perm
6.30; Dtxfleld d.OO; Mexico 7.00 p.m. also (or
Brettuu's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dtxfleld 7.00 a m.; arriving at Portland 12.06 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
R. C. BRADFORD. U. T. A.
Jun3dtf

ia

effect

Jaae

MKKVH I,

26, INMT,

WESTERN DIVISION.
THA13N

LIA7I POM PE.AND

Par Ha-la. at «7.30, t8.40 a m..f 12.38 71.6,
3.3i 16.30 p. in.
Bala, far Portia a 4 7.30.
Put
8.30, 70.16 a in.. 1.00,400 aud B.Oo p. in.
Ncwrbera
Hrarb. P.ar Kami 7.30, 6.40,
10.26 a m.. 2.00 8.30, |6.00,6.10, -8.10 p. m. Did
Orrhard Br.ik. s.r...il Haddefard, 7.30,
8.40, 10.26 a. m. 12.88, 2.00. 3.80. tft.oo. 6.30,
8.10, -8.10 p. m. Kraacbaab, 7.3o, 8.40 a. in..
12.38, 3.30,(7.00,6,30, -8.10p.m. Weil. Hrarb
7.30, 8.40 t. m.. 3.30, tft.OO, 6.30 p. in. North
Dcrarirb, Ureal Palla, Darvi, 7.30, 8.40
a in., 12.38, 3.30, {5.00, 6.30 p. in. Ksrier, Hararbiil, Laarcacv, Lrwell, 7.30, 8.40 a. in.,
12.38, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Hacbeatrr Parmaagteo and Alloa Hej.8.40 a m., 12.38,3.30 p.
m.
Wallbara and Cearivr Harbar, 8 4o a. m..
12.38 p. in.
.Vlaarbeaser ana l asrord via
Lawrence 8.40 a. m., (via Newmarket Junction)
3.30 p. m.

NU17DAY TRAINS

for Moaaaas 11.00, 16.30 p.m.
Mcarbora
4.16, t&.30 p, m.

Dover, 11.00,

Hrarb
Pier
Paiat. 1114 Orebard Hrarb, Mara, Haddefard, 10.00 a. m, ll.oo, 2.00. gy-3 30, 4.16
15.30, -1.00 p. m.
7These trains will commence running fair itb.
Portland passengers will ta e and leave these
trains at M. C. K. If. Congress street Statlou. Bos
tou and Mt. Desert limited, composed entirely of
Pullman Vestibule Palace Cars, on which an extra
fare is charged. (Connects with all Kali Llnea fur
New Vors. Bomb and West.
tVia East. Dtv. to
Scarnoro Crossing. -Stops at Old Orchard Beach
one hour.
Pare to Okl Orchard and return Sundays 30 cte.
tVla Eastern Division to Scarboio Crossing.
■arstop* 30 minutes at Old Orebard Beach.
•Stops at Old Orchard one hour.

EASTERN DIVISION.
2.00, a. in., dally. 19.00

Par Ho.leu at
IU.VV

5.1)0

y. III.,

a.

innu'ii

UVIIIIUIIIK.

in-.

i.uv,

ill., 11.30 p. in. (••7.DO p. in. daily). HHide ferd, Ptrna«lk, Newbarype.t, *alra
in
aud l-yaa, il.uo, P.OO a. in.. 1.00, d.oo p.
Ameekary n.ooa. m., l.OO.ttoO p.m. Pullman cars
o» above trains.
(Connects with Kail Lines >r New York, South
a.

lUil Went.

fCVimecta with Bound Linen for New York.
••Went Division—North Berwick to Bcarboro
Crotsi’ig Sundays.
_
Through 1'icaeta to all pemto Went and South

AHHAN6EMENT

Street.
dtf

«~aw

The celebrated l.onis Roederer
Champagne wine* have stcudily
grown in public favor for more
than fifty years.
Rich, dry and
delicious.
They are without a
in
the
market.
superior

Carte Blanche
Brand Vin Sec

Rich.

Schreider
Schreider

Anchor.

....

Dry.

Dry.

185 and 187 Stato street, Boston.

For sale In the Original Packages by
Leading Wine Merchants and Sneers.
PR. HAM S INVIGORATOR has cured many of
de wont caw. of I>y.p*p.la,EUlnry amt Llvrrt'omplaiuU. Gives lustauinliiX lu Hoover He years.

eod&wGm

.14

feb28

eod6m

D1MV ItefoiinrlsMl niwatOea
rpTTTO 1>
17 U
1
Cj
H" wc! I * Co » Nf WH^IWI
▲flTertUlnff Bureau (ft Spruce Street), where »■ lverth*
l> ;uud*rurU 15
YOJUfc*
uu •uutrasu

I Illo

4

Al

1U'.

OF

TRAINS

alter .Monday, J oar *1,
w<l<m. Passenger Trams will l.ea»
Parllaadt
Merteasrr, iliaien, Ayer JsacilM.
Ou auO

*

JOHN 3. & M. WILLIAMS, Asa

tny20

ratea.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT ft MACHIAS STEAM-

Per

Just Landed, Ex 8. 8. Sardinian.

Fore

Bar

Portland Ac Rochester R. R.

—AND—

410

to

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

Bass’ English Ale
For Sale in

dared

une»6_

eodfiw

GUINNESS’

bevohil Bangor, executing

Ticket O Ace aud
for sale at P«> ilwad
at Dales I •< k« Oii««, lu kachaaM* Ntrcrt
JAs. T. KUKBKR. liea't Mauser
U. J. KLANDKKS, Gen. P. A l a
M. L. WILLIAMS, Geu'l Agent.

A. P. III SII & CO., Ho.lon.

Jyl8_

or

(.•■sited Ticlteta, drat tad ecewd elaue, fee
■II palate la the Province.
eale at rc-

reeelpt

BEAUTIFIED

F&Mlui

SPUING AHU4NGEUENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of SUte street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY ami FRIDAY at 5.00 P. M„ for
KASTPURT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. EF“Krelght received upto 4.00 r.
Por Tickets and Sutermims, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, fix.1
of SUte street.
J. B. COY LE, J R.,
novSlhltf
Oen’1 Manager.

91-00 by

yet discovered.

ONE TRIAL PROVES THIS!

—

hosts of former sufferers of Hay Fever and

Ask your druggist for it,
of

Dexter

_

IMPORTERS,

MAGNOLIA
BALM!

AND ALL FARTS OF

HriMwkh. Nova Nc«ll«, Princr Ka«
ward! I stand, and (Apr Brrtnn.

Catarrh.

feblleodly
HOT

—

N«w

m.

PAMB1MIKR TRAIN

H. W. Wilder. Bethlehem, N. H.

after

excepted.)

IVATEK UEATEB.
Warm your dwellings by this system, using the
Gurney Hot Water Heater. It gives a steady and
uniform heat and rnalntatas a healthy atmosphere.
Perfectly safe, cannot explode, requires less care
and saves 80 per cent. In tuel over any other method. Manufactured by the
Gl'KMEY HOT 1VATEB HEATER CO.,
'487 Franklin Ml., Ilsilon, Tinas.
JOHN A. FISH, Managing Director.
Works at East Boston. Scud for descriptive
catalogue. 77m; Trade can furnish estimates as
to cost of JUt imj same. If not send to us.
eod3m
jly9

men:

Jos, Howard, Jr., New York City.

BALM

It keeps tho Skin of tho Face, Neck, Arms
and Hands, Soft and Pliable. Ladles using
nAGAN’M MAGNOLIA BALM, find that it
keeps the SKIN COOL and HE FRESHED ill
the HOTTEST weather, allaying all HEAT and
SKIN IRRITATION, making and keeping the
SKIN SMOOTH, WHITE and PEARLLIKE, while it appears to have been kissed with

COOLING

following prondnent

Hon. Edwards Pikrrepont,

Complexion from all the bad
Sun, High Wind, Hard
Water, and drives away Tan, Freckles, SnU
lowness, Moth-Patches and Skin 1>UAS'
Preserves

effects of

the U. S. Hay Fever Association, and used by the

DETECTED l l

MAGNOLIA

ecxt&wly-nrm

LADIES !

knife

LADIES,
BLOOMING

Tlie only remedy endorsed by the members of

and

and South Anwrica and Motioo.

j

at 12.38 p.

Harbor on Sunday morning*.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morn
lug train from Watervllle. Augusta and Hath
8.46 A m.; Lewiston, 8.60 A m., day tralas
from Bangor at 12.43, 12.48 and 12.83 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Waterville, Bath, Au
gusta and Rockland at 6.36 p. tu., Marauacook
and Lewiston, 6.40 p. m.
Flying Yankee 6.46
p. in. Night Pullman at 1. 60 a m. and at Con.
street
sta.lon.
Boston
and Mt. Desert
gress
ton and after July 4th [Limited), 1.67 p- in.

NEWPORT.sails Saturday, August 30, Noon,
Prom New York, pier toot of Canal St., North
River, (or Maa Fraacieca v|» The luhoui, af

—

HAKKA CREAM.

(Express),

IF" All trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at Congress street station,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained lor principal points East and West.
tThe 11.16 p. in. train the ulght express with
sleeping car attached, runs every nlgbt Sundays Included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegau ou Monday mornings or to Belfast

BOSTON AND MAINE R. IT.

California, Japan, China, Contral

3 p.

STEAMER HAIDEE,

STKAMEK8

alternately

stormy weather.
J. B. COYLE, Mgr.

or

after June 6, will run as follows:
Leave Burnham’s Wharf at 6.00, 7.00, 8.30,10.00
a. ra.; 12 20, 2.00, 3.00, 6.00. 6.15 p. m.
Leave
Casco Wharf (Diamond Island) at 6.30,7.40,9.16,
10.20 a m.; 1.30. 2.30. 3.20, 5.45 6.45 p. m. The
10.00 a.m. and 3 00 p.m. trips will be made around
the Island, touching at Diamond Cove at 10.45 a.
in. and 3.45 p. m., and at the Farm Lamllng.on reat 11.00 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. EARKiIngle trip 15 cents: Round trip 20 cents; sail
lug trip 25 ceuts (Diamond Cove and return).
Make all arrangements for sailing parties or excur
Ions with the Captain.on hoard,or with L. A. UOUDY^Manager, at eor. Pearl aud Milk Sts.Je29dtf

FLR8T-CLAJ8

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

Cushings’. The
trips run to Cape

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND and
DIAMOND COVE.

STEAMER ISIS,

Kur Ha agar aad Har Harter ualy, at 12.16
p. m. t(Limited).lor widen seals must be secured
and extra (are paid, and for Hraavwirk. Oardlaer, Hallawell, Aaftaaai Water’ Hie,
Kllewerlh aad Har Harter,
■laager

From

(air.
Round trip tickets: Adults 25 cents, Children
16 cents, with admission to Garden. Special rates
to campers and cottagers.

Cottage.
tMay be omitted In foggy

—and rao*—

CONGRESS ST. STATION.

every

EASTPOHT. CALAIS ST. JOHNN. B.. HALIFAX. N. S

Chase.

FROM OUB CORRESPONDENT.
BOOTHBAY, Aug ID—Ar, sells Ellen Mcrriman
Low, Bangor lor New York; Charleston, Eiskins
do for Elizabethport.
Aug 20—Sid, sen Stella Lee, Treat, (Iroin Bos-

MAINE.

OCEAN VIEW AND EUREKA HOUSES.

BY

Trcmout—N

Sell Davlda, (Br) Newc mb, Parrsboro, NS—
Coal lo G X lly Co.
Sell.I P Ames, Brown, Moncton, NB—Kittles
Sell Eddie Pierce, Mclvown, Bay St Lawrence
Sell Oregon, from Kockport via' P.iddeford Pool
for Boston. Cargo on lire. Has been sealed up
and anchored on Cape Elizabeth flats.

IN

POSITIVELY CURED

Baripie Glcneida, Corning, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
lirig Screamer; Holmes. Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
VesscUo Halil, ltusssell
6i Co.
Scb|J Manchester Haines. Matthews, Baltimore
—coal 10 Portland & Ogdeushurg RR.
nipin-in,

FINEST SEASIDE RESORT

and after MONDAY, June 6th, Steamer
Greenwood will leave Burnham's Wliarl for Trefetlien’s, Jones’ and Greenwood Garden, as fol-

adapted

the Medical Profession as the ONLY HAW
FOOD KNOWN, free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids, and carries the
blood corpuscles.
If

BEACH.

POPHAM

DIRECT LIKE TO GREEK WOOD GARDEK

by the stomach, injections
givcu with success.

HOUSE,

Weal

I

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT GO.

to

VIEW

Asbars, Malar,
Opens J une 8th; one ot the flnest
_located Summer Hotels In Ma ne;
all modern conveniences; accommodations for
s»er 100 guests; 300 feet of broad piazza;
large
otable; croquet, bowling, billiards, lawn tennis,
etc. Terms very ow. Send lor circelar.
B. K. CLOUGH. Proprietor.
je4eodtsep6

On

I

SUNDAY. Aug. 21.
Arrived.

ncu rucimiunu,

GRAM)

Steamer Greenwood.

ot

Sen Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor—Paris Flou
lug Co.
seh All.uidale, ltemiek, Ellsworth—N Blake.
Sell Arrival. Stewart, Camden—N ltlake.
SA1

NLMMKK KKSWHTS.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

Rowenu, Dawes, Bangor for Boston.
Cynosure, Gray. Rockland for Boston.
Delaware, Rockland for New York.
Sch Wm MeLoou, Rockland for Boston.
Cleared.
Steamship Wtuthrop, Bragg. New York—J B
scu

JOSEPH HICKSON,General Manager.
WM. EDGAK, G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Bupt.

m.

FOR

ance, except Mnturdayx,
tients and assign beds.

Detroit, Cblrage. Milwaukee,

May 16.1887

Round trip tickets Sundays to Harpswell, 35
cents; other landings 25 cents.
Je30dtf_ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.

II

and 12.46 p. m. HrrdSrld Oaklaad aad
Narftfc laws 7.00 a m, and 12.40 p. ra
Walerrlllr aad ftkswkrgaa, via l.iiwla.
leu. 7.00 and 12.40
p. in., via Augusta, 0.45
а. in., 12.46 and tl 1.16
p. in., and w atewllle
б. 06 p. in. Helfaai aa.i Uvster, 12.40. 12.46
aud 111.16 n. m. Baaivi via l.rwi.iw,. ; uo
a. m. and 12.40 p. m.; via
Augusta, 6.46 a in.,
12.46 and 111.16 p. m.
B,a|,r 4 Piaraia*ai» K. B.,«.46and7.0Oa m.. aud 111.16
p. m. Kllvwartb aad Har Harkvr, til 15
p. m. Mi. Hlrpkea (Calais), Arw.t«vk
Caaaly, Ml. i.ha Halifas, aad me Pru.
vi*ces, 12.40,12.16 and 111.16 p. m

Cincinnati, M,. I.uuia, Oataba, Magiaaw,
Ml. Paul, Malt l.akr City, Dearer, Man
Praaclaca. and all points In the Nurlbwr.t,
tYeat and Mautbwest.

B. J. WILLARD, Manager.

P

fllHIMV, Jaae «, 1**7,
Pas-eager Truiua will leara
eariluud as fallawsi
for A a ta ra aad l-ewiaftaa- 7.00 and 8.S0 ft.
m., 12.40 6.00 p. m.; I-ewiatau rta Hr,.,
wick* 6,46 a. ni., 12 45 111.16p.m. Kor Ham,
0.46 a. m.. 12.46 aud 6.06 p. hi
and mu Satur
drys unly at 11.16 p. in. Kaeklaad and
Haas aad l.iarala K K.t 0.46 a. in. and
12.46 p. m., and mu Saturdays only at 6.01 p. m.
Hi satwii k, l.ardiarr Hullewrll, aad
0.45a.m., 12.46, 6.06 and til.16
p. m. Snamb
Wiaifcrap. aad l.aka
•Wuruuueuuk. 7.00and H.30 a. m„ and 12.40
p. in. Varaiaim .la l.ewiaiaa, 1.30 am.
aud 12.40 p. m.; ria Hr.,a.wtrfc 0.46 a m.

Oaaul after

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rated to

783-HJylldtf

Mail ('40

All Hall Line for Bur Harbor, Ni.
John, and all pari* of 71 a Inc
unti Ihe Jlaniliue Province*.

St., Md Qaoot FmI of India Stroot.

Euhanga

Panada,

in.

K. N.

York.
sell
Seh
S h

Blake.

35

For East End, Great Chebeague, and *Orr’s
Island 9.30, a. 111., 6.00 p. m.
For Harpswell 9.30 a. m 2.00,6.00, 0.10 p. in.
Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island 6.00 a.
in,, 1.30 p. in.; leave Harpswell 6.16, 6.30 a. in.,
2.00, 3,4o p. m.; leave East End 7.00 a. in.. 2.30
p. in.; leave Jeuks’ 5.50,7.16,11.06 a. in., 2.45,
4.20 p. in.; leave Hope Island 6.55. 7.20,11.oo a.
m., 2.50, 4.25 p. m.; leave Little Chebeague 6.06,
7.35, 11.2(fa. m., 3.05. 4.35 p. m.; leave Long
Island 6.25, 7.66, 11.40 a. m., 3.26, 4.65 p. m.;
arrive at Portland 7.00, 8.30 a. in., 12.20, 4.00,
б. 30 p. m.
•6 o’clock trip will not run through to Orr’j Island Saturday nights only to Harpswell.
SUNDAYS.
For Long Island, Little Chebeague. Hope Islaud
and Jeuk’s 9.46, 10.15 a. m.. 2.UO, 2.45 p. m.
For Harpswell 9.46,10.16 a. in., 2.00 p. m.
For East End, Great Chebeague, 10.15 a. m„

p.

SATURDAY, Aug. 20.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via ICastport lor ltustou.
Seh Electric Flash,
-milt., Bay St Lawrence,
will) 120 hbls mackerel.
Soli A C Watson Starkey, St John, NB, for New
York.
Seh Henriet ta, Hutchins, Baugor for Gloucester.
Sell M B Mahoney. Hodgdou, Bangor for Neiv

Coyle.

_

Return (or Portland, leave Harpswell 11.30 a.
m., 12.00m.,8.30 p. m.; leave East End 12.30,
4.00 p.m.;
arrive at Portland 1.30,2.15,6.30

James Warren,

Ar at St Jelin. NB, 19th, sebs Lady Ellen. Clark
Bostou; E M Sawyer, Watts, Salem; Burpee C,

AHHlVAI.lt.
Pruau L.wUlaa and Auburn, 8.36 A 0.
13.06, 3.16 and 6.85 p.m.
flarbaoi, M.26a.m.. 13.06and 6.46 p. m.
frmmt Chicago and Moairrul, 13.06 aud
б. 46 p. m.
Prana 4|arbec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland aud
Montreal.
TICMBT OPPIAIi

Oa Bad after Juae 30, 1881, Mleamrrs
llardsa aad Alice will leave Alastem
Haase Wharf, Torllaad daily as fallaws
via:
For Long Island Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jeuks’, 9.30,10.00 a. in., 23)0, 6.00, 6.10
p. in.

Foreien Ports.
Sld fm Yokohama previous to 8th inst, ship A G
Ropes. Bivers, Tacoma,
Sld fm Calcutta 17th iust, ship C C Chapman,
Hichbnru. New York.
Ar at Liverpool 18th, ship S P Hitchcock, Nichols, Sail Francisco.
sld fm Klo Janeiro July 2Cth, ship St Joseph,
Nichols, Port Eads.
Sld fm Turks island Btli iust, brig Rachel Coney

Portland.

9.30 a. m., 1.80 and 5.87 p. m.
fltairrnl *uU ( hintVt, 9.30
and 1.30 p. m.
■c«r 4|urbrr, 1.30 p. m
Uaataa, 7.10 A m. aud
l.SO p. m.

m.

Delightful

—.

Baltimore.
Sld fm Halifax 18th, barque Alice, Kair, for St
Margaret’s Bay, NS.
Ar at Sackvllle 17th, sch Clifton, McLeau.from

1.16

rates

Tlie benelit of (lie Free Surgical
Hospitul for Women .sup ported by

150 FREE

m.,

£•"*

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

It has astonished most of the
skilled Physicians.
While it
cures the Cough it strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.
Price 10 c., 35 c., aud 75 c.

mttde,

f-ewlataa,7.10A

in.

а. m.

m.

Tclcphaac

Botanic
Balsam.

IKM,

DKPAKTAKKM.

12.60. 2.66. *3.46. 6.00.8 40. 8.00 n. m.
Leave Portland fur Long Island *9.00,10.30,
а. m.; 2.00, 6.45 p. in.
Leave Long Island *9.45,11.15 a.m.; 2.45, 0.30
p. m.
Un stormy and foggy weather starred (*) trips
will not be run.
No lumber over 100 feet carried. Coal must be
In barrels and headed up.
Special rates for excursions and deep sea Ashing
can be made at the office.

WEAK LUNGS, SPITTING of
FLOOD, anil the early stage of

after MONDAY, May Id,
traiaa will run aa lallawai

*•*

m.

8.80 p.

Coughs

*»'

and 6.37 p.

Leave Portland for Little. Great Diamond, Tre
fethen'sand Evergreen 7.30, 9.00, 10.30 a. in.,
12.16, 2.00, *3.15,4.30, 8.10, 7.30 p. m.
Leave Little Diamoud 8.10, 9.40, *10.10,11.40
a. in.; 1.06, 3.10, *3.66, 5.10, 6.60, 8.10 p. in.
Leave Great Diamond 7.60, 9.20, *10.06, 11.36
a. in.; 1.00, 3.06,*3.35. 4.60, 6.30. 7.60 p. m.
LeaveTrefetben's7.66,9.25, *10.00,11.90 a.m.;
12.66, 3.00, *3.40. 4.65, 6.35, 7.66 p. in.
Leave Evergreeu 8.00, 9.30, *9.56, 11.25 a. m.;

Severe

In udditiou

Uu and after Saturday,July 10, uutil further notice, boats uf this Hue will run on the following
Time Table:
Leave Portland for Peaks’ Islaud 6.45, tl.45,
•8.00.9.00,10.00,*11.00 a. in.: 12.10. *1.45, 2.16,
8.00, *3.45, 4.00,*4.46, (1.10, 7.30, 8.00,*8.30, 9.30

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

FROM

Operations
patients

*»■

DAYS:

Leave Portland for Peaks’ 7.30, 9.00, 10.00,
*11.00a. in.; 12.16, *1.46, 2.15, 3.00, *3.45, 4.00,
•4.46, 6.10, 7.30 p. m.
Leave Peaks' 8.30. 9.30, 10.30, *11.30 a. in.;
1.10, *2.10, 2.40, ».30, *4.16, 6.00, *6.10, 6.30,

Sufferers

were
came—

WEEK

Leave Portland fur Long Island 7.16, 9.00,
10.30 a. m.; 2.00, 6.45 p. m.
Leave lamg Island 7.66,9.46,11.16 a. m.; 2.46,
б. 30 p. m.

Smith. Elizabethport.
LUBEC—Ar 19th, sch Chas E Sears, Allen, from
Portland.
BANGOlt—Ar 18tb. barque Vldette, Tuuuell,
Portland; sch Nina Tlllson. Grecu, uo.
BATH—Sld 19th. sells Ella M Slorer, Staid, and
Nellie A Drury, Wilsou, Baltimore: Clara Leavitt,
Lotubord, Philadelphia, Mima Bell,Chase,

—

86|,ilsuwal*r j

MM CENTRAL RAILROAD

MIJPIKK AKKAMUEiHEIUTS.

p.

lingers.

LYNN—Ar 18th, sell Mary A Cushman, from
Ellsworth.
PLYMOUTH—Sld 18th, sch Hyena, Gardiner,
St George.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 19tli, sell Annie T Bailey,
Marson, Philadelphia: sells Mary J Elliot, [rout

Wielaud.New York..Hambujg... Aug
Aurauia.New York. Liverpool. ..Aug 27
Helvetia.New Y’ork.. London.Aug 27
Auclioria.New York..Glasgow
Aug 27
Kulda.New York..Bremen
Aug 27
Baraloga.New Y’ork..H vaua
Aug 27
La Champagne
New York.. Havre.Aug 27
Clarlbel .New York.. Port Union. Aug 20
Wyoming.New Y ork.. Liverpool... Aug 30
Saale.
New York..Bremen —Aug31
Alps.New York..Haytl
Aug 31
Santiago.. .New Y'ork..Cienfuegos Sept 1
.New
York..Havana
City Washington
....Sept 1
Klmtea.New York..Hamburg ..Sept 1
York..Havana
Cienfuegos.New
—Sept 3

..

«RAMl TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

TIME TABLE.

__

eod&wnrmly

Magnet, Fanny Hodgkins.

HYANNIS—Ar 19th. schs Everett Webster,
Kennebec for Philadelphia; N H Skinner, aud
and Hattie M Crowell, do for Baltimore.
Passed west, schs Wui T Donuel. aud
Haynes
BOSTON—Ar lU'h, sells Jos Wilde, Bellatty,
Amliov; 11 J Cottrell, Haskell, Hoboken; J Warren, Btlnsoo, lieer Isle; Bloomer. Brown, Mt Desert ; M L Crockett. Lowell, Bangor.
Cld 19tb. sens Lone star, Church, Cutler; Lizzie
S James. Johnson. Kennebec.
Ar 2(ith, brig Mary T Kimball. Gilley, Philadelphia; schs Celina. Adams, do: David Brown, Jr,
Barbour. Deer Isle; Sarah Hill, Robinson. Rockport: Emily A Staples, Cotton, Deer Isle; Globe,
Adams, Bangor; Mary J Cook, It. Uses, and Jos
Souther, Waits, Port Johnson; I da Hudson, Collins, Rockland; Fannie Elint, Warren, Weehaw
ken.
Cld 20th, barque Hancock, Guptill, Barbadoes;
brig Goleonda, Hall. Gluco Bay.
Sid 19th, brigs L F Mu sini. Waubun; schs

26
26
26
25

12 43
i is
I.. 10113m
!.. 10 It 1 in

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO'S

Leave Peaks’ for Portland 6.15,7.16,*8.30. 9.30.
10.30, *11.30a. in.: 1.10, *2.10. 2.40, 3.30, *4.16,
6.00, *6.10, 8.30. *8.00, 9.00, 10.00, 10.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little, Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and Evergreen 6.45, 8.50, 7.16, 9.00,
10 30, 12 00 a. in., 2.00. *3.16, 4.30, 5.46, 8.10,
7.30, *9.30 p. in.
Leave Little Diamond 6.20. 7.30, 8.20, 10.10,
11,40a.m.; 1.06, 3.10, *3.55, 5.10, 6.60, 8.10,
•10.00 p. 111.
Leave Great Diamond 8.15, 7.26,8.15,10.06,
11.36 a. m.; 1.00, 3.06, *3.3o, 4.60, 8.30, 7.50,
•9.6<l p. m.
Leave Evergreen 8.05, 7.16, 8.05, 9.66,11.25
a. m.; 12.50, 2.65, *3.45,6.00, 6.40, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s 6.10,7.20, 8.10, 10.00, 11.30
а. in.; 12.65, 3.00, *3.40, 4.65. 8.36, 7.65, *9.56

try Pearline.

feb28

Minquiut

hard. Weehawkenfor do.
Passed the Gate liltli, brig Ellen Marla, from
New York for Bangor; sens Ida, fm do for Millbridge; Douglas Haynes, Hoboken for Boston.
On Hart’s Island 17th, schs Flyaway, from New
York for Augusta; Emeline G Sawyer, do for
Jonesport; Idaho, aud Fleetwiug, do for Rockland; Alma, Hoboken for Boston; A W Ellls.Kondout for Portland; 1. M Strout. do for Boston;
Frank Maria, do tor do; Capt John, Elizabetbport
for Providence;
Fred Smith, Port Johnson for
Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 18th, sch Lizzie Chadwick,
Chadwick, Fernaudlua; A U Crabtre, Bickford,
Sullivan.
Also ar 18th, sch Lucy A Davis, Dyer, Norfolk.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, barque Paysan Tucker, Hurlbert, Norfolk; seb Carrie S Hart, Southard, Baltimore.
SUI Kith, eclis J S Gilmore, Hale,aud Marias,
Knowlton, Now York.
HUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 19lh, schs E
G Sawyer, Rogers, New York for Jonesport; Clias
Heath, Pendleton, Port Johnson for Salem; HU
King. Brown. Hoboken for do; Josephine. Barber, do for Narragauset Pier; Chase, Mills. Providence for New York ; Gem, Wallace, do for Phila-

to

JAMES PYLE,

Meservey,

Alaska.New York..Liverpool...Aag 23
Trave.New York..Bremen
Aug 24
Germanic.New York.^Llverpool... Aug 24
Philadelphia.New York I.aguayra... Aug 24

Sim rises.4 02
Sunsets..G
1343
Length ol day.
Moon sets
8 40.

BAILBiABA.

p.

Bold Everywhere.

fnr lt:itli

Glbara ; sebs Royal Arch, Hawley,
Sea Pigea, Young, Steuben; Diadem, Hunt, Tbo*ij;
mastou.
Ar 20th, soli Mar* A Hall, Brunswick.
A1- IStb, schs A Hauini ,nd, Stony Brook, das H
Gardiner; SarDeputy,ami Irene K
dinian, aud Cervo, Rockland; Hattie Nickerson,
do; Anna Shepard, ltockport; Robert Dorlty, fm
Spiuce Head: Julia S Bailey
Sedgwick;
Pall River.
Cld 19th, baiqne Onaway, Crlokett, Valparaiso;
Corypliene, Gross, Buenos Ayres: Antonio Sala,
Pierce. Havana; sch Josephine B Knowles, Nickerson, Baltimore.
Sid 2010. barque Viola H Hopkins, San Diego.
PasseOtbe Gate lbtb, sells Maggie J Chadwick,
WHIdrd, New York for Portland; Samuel B Hub-

are worn

by washing than wearing. It is

AlsoarlWth. bartfBQ iJonoy Doou, Burgess, fm

Percy,

Paint, or Woodwork,

I

KOB

Oregon...Quebec.Liverpool.. .Aug
Bcytlila.Boston.Liverpool.. Aug
City of Puebla... New York..Havana.Aug

NTKA31KRN.

KAII.KO % DM.

INI,AND

oW
|

,C"n*ib«1'
DO-Ar
19th, sells Calvlu E
Baker. Baker* Feuobscut; Kate Markee, Allen,
Kennebec.
Cld 19tb, 9cb Andrew Adams, Adams, for New
GEORGETOWN,

SAILING DAY3 OF STEAMSHIPS.
KltOM

ANEOCm.

VIIM€EI*I

Davis. Hodgk us. for Portssld°iuui, sells Grace
S

Bryant,

European Markets.

...

tonsoltt..lOuVa
S iv.
‘i
IUV4
Vuiiou I’ttClfiC jlst...114
;ks
«ir>n

usli; corn 161,000 bu; oats 211.000 bu; rye 2,nush: barley, 3,000 bush.
shipments-Flour, 10,000i bbls; wheat, 62 000
bush:k'oru, 31.000'bush; oats, £36,000 hush; ;rye
10' 0 bush, b*rley 1,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Aug * 0 1887.—Flour Is steady but
very quiet; XX hi 2 00*2 20; XXX at 2 25a
2 36. Wheat steady ;INo 2 Red 69*69346. Corn
firm at 38* 39c. Oats are at 2434 @2434 c. ltye
steady at 4434 c. Whiskey steady at 1 05. Provfs
ions firmer Pork irregular, new at 16 00.
Lard
at 6 20*6 25; dry Salted Meats boxed shonders
at 5 50: long clear 7 75; clear ribs at 8 00; short
clear 834. Bacon— shoulders at 6 00*034; loug
clear at 8 75*8 80: clear rib 8 75*8 80; short
clear at 9Jlo*9 16. Hams steady 12*14.
It cmpts I'lour, 5.000 bbls; iwfiear, 75,000 bu;
Cora. 20,000 lush; oats, 48,000 hush ;| rye, 0,000
i'i'Sh, barley 8,0031 nush.
Shipments—Flour 5,000 bbls; jwheal 7,030 bu:
torii444,iMJO bush; oats 4,038) hush ;lrye oOOO bu;
; al ley 0,000 bnsli.
DETROIT, Aug.20, 1887.—Wheat—Not White
7834c; No 2 Red at 7334c. Corn at 46c. Oats—
No 2 at 2634c.
Receipts— Wheat, 36,100 bush.
t

000

..

..

s

1 10.

CHARLESTON—c|4.Ujth, sells Jas A Garlield.
Woodbury. Boothbay; Ringdove, Marston, NewCreek.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 13th, sch Delhi,Green
Kennebec.
RICHMOND—Ar 18th, sch Susan P Ttiurlow,
Look, Bangor.
NOKEOLK-Sld 18th. brig Harry Smith, Weeks,
New Bedford; sell Kdw Stewart, Harlow, do
Ar 18tli, sells Georgia L Dickson, llardiug, from

town

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 22.

[by Telegraph.]
1(,« lottowtug
da'.,*:
Bell Ve eyhoun

ordhuu-y *12**14: East swale at 10**11. Bye
straw, choice, 1400**16 00; oat straw *8*8 60.
bbl. i
Potatoes—Jerseys 2 26*2 3734
Domestic Markets.
|By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK. Aug. 20. 1887.—Flour marketreceipts 22,878 packages; exports 8108 bbls and
8417 sacks; sales I2,4o0 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 10*2190; superfine
Western and State 2 60*8 26; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 16*3 60; good to
choice do at 3 60*4 86; commoujo choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 40*4 60; faucy do at
at 4 do*4 85; common to good extra Ohio ai 8 16
*4 33; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 16*
4 85; paten' Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 25 * 4 40; choice to double extra do at 4 50 «
4 85. including 1,100 bbls city mill extra 4 10
4|35. latter iu new pkgs; 1300 fine bbls do 2 10*
2 10;
760 bbls superfine at 2 60a3 26 ; 800
bbls extra No 2 at 3 16a360; 3700 bills winter
wheat extra at 3 16*4 85:4,200 bbls Minnesota
extra at 3 16*4 76.
Southern) flour quiet; common to fair extra 3 80*3 90; good to choice do at
4 00*4 90. Rye flour firm liut aulet. Wheni—receipts 206,560 bush; exports 232,002 bush: spot
lots firm, and on spring 34@lc higher, Isales 168,000 bush spot; No 2
nieago 80c delivered, 79ef
0 b; No 2 Red at 79340 111 eiev.SOc f o b. 81 <i 8I 34
delivered; No 1 Red nominal at85c;Nol White
nominal 85c. Rye dull. Hnrley neglected. «om
is higher and weaker—receipts 46,900 bush; expons 55,224 bush; sales 162,000 hush spot; No 2
at 4934c f o b, 49*4934c store, 6034c delv. Ohis
uncliaiiged;'receipts 39,000 bush; exuorls 3!I5
bush; sales 98,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 3034c;
While do at 3334C -, No 2 at 3134c; No 2 White at
3434@34%c; No 1 White 37c; Mixed Western 2
« 33c; do Wliiie at
35®41c, White State—. Of
fee—fair Rio lirm at 19c. Nugnr dull; refined is
C
quiet; 4*4 ti434c; ExtraC at 434*4%c; White
Extra C 6*5 l-16c; Yellow 434 *434c; off A 6%
*534c; Mould A o%c; standard A 634*5 9-16;
granulated at 634c; Confec A at 534*5 13-l«c;
cut loaf ami crushed 6 1 16; uowdered 6*6 1-16;
Cubes at Oe. Petroleum—united 6034c. Tallow quiet hut firm with small sales at 334. Pork
in moderate demand ;mess quoted at 15 00*16 25
for old; 16 60*16 00 for new. Lard lower, dutl
and heavy; Western steam 6 80; city steam 6 65;
rellned quoted at 7 10 for Continent; 8 A ill 7 46.
Ktxier unchanged. 1 ibeeoe quiet and steadily
held; State 11 a 12c, latter for colored; Western 9
® 10% c.
Freights to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. Aug. 20. 1887.—Flour is firm;
Wilder Wheat at 3 90*4 36; Spring! Wheat 3 -to
*4 25; Spring patents 4 00*4 6o. Wheat is dull
ami 34c lower: No 2 Spring at 6734 *6834c; No 8
Spng Wheat 6534c biu: No 2 Red 7134c. Corn is
lower—No 2 at 4134c. Oats unchanged—No 2 at
2434c. Kye>t 4434c.Harley nominal. Provisions—
Mess Punt 16 Oil: Lard 6 4234 ; dry salted shoulders at 5 50*5 60; short clear 8 30. Whiskey at

Mackerel V bbl—
Hams tflb....l2@12%
Shore Is. 18 00®2000
do covered. .14a 14%
Shore 28.14 00®16 OO
Oil.
Med. Is.10 OOgli 60 Kerosene
Kef. Pet. 6%
Large ..11<X>«1260 Po
Produce.
I Water White. 7%
Cran perries—
IPratt'sAst’l.iPbbi. 10
Maine.... 8 oo®lo oolDevoe’s Brilliant. 11%
CapeCodll 00S12 oojLlgouia. 7%
Pea Beans...1 90*2 OOiCasco White. 7V*
Medium....1 90*2 OOiCentennial. 7%
Herman tnul 80*1 851
Kaisina.
Yellow Eves.l 6o*l 66IMnscatel_ 1 00*2%
Potatoes.bhll 85®*2 0"lLoudonLay r 1 85* 26
St Potatoes 4 60*5 OOiOndura Lay....
8*9
Spanish omons2 6d*,2% |Vaieucia. 0%®;
Basket onions3 75*4 001
isugai
Turkeys.22it24|gnm;:lated t»it,.6%
lExtraC. 6*/*
Chickens.23*26
Fowls
Meeds.
.16® 16
Ueese.00a00 Ked Ton ...$2 (s)*2%
apple*.
Timothy 8eed2 05®2 10
Clover. 8%*12%c
Choice eating 3 00®3 50:
Cheese.
Common
260*3oo Vermont.... lo @isys
Baldwins
IN.Y.
Fancy
factory 10 (g 13%
Evaporated ♦>it, 16*. 19c I

Opening.

Cheese—Northern choice 11 Vi .it 12c ;< llilojebolee
1034&1 lc; off lots 8*1 oc; Northern sage 11c;
job prices 34c higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh 19c; do firsts 1634@17c;
choice Canada atlBc; pood to choice Western
16S1634C; Michigan choice 16®Hi34c; Nova
Scotia at 1634 "17c. Jobbing prices at 34@lc
higher.
Beaus—choice small N Y hand picked pea at
1 90»2'OO
bush; choice New York large hand
picked do 1 00a 1 95; small Vermont .handpicked
2
at
pea
10*2 10.
Hay—Choice prime 18 00*18 50; fair to good at
*16 00**17 00; Eastern line *12;a*16; poor to

00| Middlings. 30 00*24 00
60ldo bag lots,21 00®2G 00
I
Provisions.

Winter Wheat
Patents.6 00®6

ia_

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Aug. 20.1887,-Tbe following are to
day’s quotations 01 Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 17 00@17’50; short cuts 17 60
Jjl8.U0: backs 17 6081800; light backs 18 50;
lean ends 17 60@18 00; pork
tongues at 16 00
®$15 60; prime mess at 817 0(>®17 60; extra
prime at 16 60; mess, at 17 00® 17 60
Lard—choice at 7 V4@7 Vic V lb in tierces; 7%
@8c lu 10-tb pails; 8®8Vic in 6-lb pails; 8Vi®
8Vic iu S-lb pails.
Hams at 12®l2Vic U lb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders M Vi A9c; pressed hams at
llVi@12c.
Choice city dressed hogs 7Vic IF lb; country do

Superfine and
iHIgbMxdCorn. 66*66
low grades.2 75*3 76,Corn, bag lots....67*68
X Soring and
Meal, bag lots.. .64$ 06
XX Spring. .4 16*4 36 Oats, car Tots
38*40
Patent Spring
41 *42
Oats, bag lots
Wheats.0 00*5 25 Cottonseed.
Mieb. straight
car lots.. 25 26*25 60
roller .4 50*4 76
do bag... 26 00*27 00
clear do.... 4 * « 7; 4 fo, Sack’dBr’n
stone ground* 26*4 60
car lots. .19 00*20 00
lift I»f4ir

sal.
™
7

Union Con.gi/a
Yellow Jacket.
444
Potosl. 5ya
Con.Cal. & Va. 17LI
Best s Belcher.... gr?

PORTLAND, Aug. 20,1887.
The following are today’s closing quotations of
Grain. Provisions, 4tc.:

St LOUIS st’irL
roller.4 7,>®6
clear do....4 2o@4

8
8 50

Nevada.
Kureka.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

I

4#/

Ophlr.7
Sierra

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

Flour.

4Y
jiu,

SCurry.""

Gould

life?
Mr. Yearst—Yes, very good, indeed.
Mr. C.—And look at {he tali. It really looks as
though it might brush flies.
Mr. Yeast—Yes; but then, women always were
good at drawing conclusions.

are

paper.”

Mexicau.
Hale & Norcross.

as natural as

*■

There

SAN FKANC1SCO. Aug 20. 1887.—The following are closing official quotatious of mining stocks
to-day:

Mr. Crimsonbeak—What do
you think of that
drawing by my daughter? Doesu’t that cow look

ne nau receiveu

from a friend of liis.
Madeline smiled, then
looked quite sad and sighed.
“Poor fellow! I am sorry for him, but lie
will get over it, he probably lias already.
What a mistake he made.”
Of late Madeline and Karl had both got into the habit of going over the day's conversation by themselves when alone at night.
“No, no; that was not love,” Madeline
would say to herself, as she thought over
some look or speech of Karl’s.
While Karl
would light a cigar and sit down before his
grate, smiling to himself, and say:
“Site is charming, though,” and then lie
would drop away into a happy reverie. Very
soou it got to be a daily struggle with each,
not to let the other think that—that—well,
that they might be in love.
So the winter
and spring passed.
One day Karl said, “Well, Madeline, next
week 1 suppose we part, for 1 return to the
west, you know.”
Madeline gave a little start, turned a little
pale, but said nothing.
“Some might part as
lovers,” laughed
Karl, ‘but we will part as artists, won’t we?”
“\es,” replied Madeline, as she gave a little hysterical laugh, but could say nothing

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

A True Balsam—Du. Wistau’s balsam
of Wild Ciieuuy is truly a balsam. It contains
the balsamic principle of the Wild Cherry, the
balsamic properties of Ur and of pine. Its Ingredients are all balsamic.
Coughs, colds, sore
throats, bronchitis, and consumption speedily disappear under its balsamic influence.

said

different he is from most men. He
never flatters nor looks that I-adore-you
look which some men cast at every lady they

California

"Oh, mother, what do you think!” remarked
the high-school girl, “our minister has an amanuensis.'
••You don’t say so!” replied the old lady, with
much concern. “Is he doctoring for it?”

to-morrow, then,”
Madeline, as Karl was leaving.”
•'Ves, and bring you something to do.”
£
was g°nc, Madeline thought—
How
come

to ca’y mel-

Tiie well known strengthening properties of
Ikon, combined with ottier tonics and a most perfect nervine, are found in Carter’s Iron l’ills,
which strengthen the nerves and body, and improve tlio blood and complexion.

begin?

over

slowly

sliu! I isn’t (wine to take de trouble
ons down to you’ bouss no mo.”

Nashua, W ludham and lipping al ».3*
a. as. and U U p. m.
Per Maacbe.ier, t oacerd, and pol.cs Norw
at il ll p. a.
Per Keebe.le
Sprlag V ale Alfred, t% alet.
barb, aud Mace Hirer al Mil a. ai.. W.SH
and (mixed) al S..1II p. os.
Per Her bam at MO a. u>.. I1.1J. 3.IMS,
*•*«. at d (mixed) al 0.30 p. H
Per aarcarappa, ( uabrrl.nl .Hlllr, W. .e
break Juai liea aud Wendlerd’. al».Jk
and I o.imi a. m., n.ll, J.IIO, S.1S *i e
(mixed) M1..1I1 p. m.
Per Perm Avraee (Peering) IS US a. at,
.TiOOaud tf.'H* p- m.
The 11.11 p. m. train (rom Portland comieela al
I uanr! Iteale lot
Ayer Jaaci. with Meeeair
W brce.ser, (in
the West, aud at A’aiea Deans,
New kerb rla Nerwlek I.iae. and all rail
N,
V•
with
Ai N. K. H. K.
also
Yta
(“Steamer Maryland Koute ) tor
Haliiasere, Waehiagtea, and the Hanib, ind
with He»iea * Albany K. H. lor the Wees.
Close connection made at Weeskreek Jam
Ilea wltu through tramsot Marne Ceutral K.K. ane
at Grand trunk Transfer, Pert laud, with through
trams of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all poiuts West and souui
may be hau of «. If HKLLRN,Ticket Agent, Port,
laud a Rochester Depot at toot of Preble Street.
__

HprlagAeld,

Philadelphia.

Railway.

•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
.J. W. PKTKKS Bum.

juneliSdtf

Na%i

!,g

Till',

C. A. R.

i m; 1
The National

MONDAY

MORNING, AUG. 22.

ORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NEW

!’«■*>**.

AOV«KTIi»K,UKN'l'»

AMUSEMENTS.
Excursion—Boothbay and Squirrel Island.
Forest Oily Pavilion—Peaks island.
Greenwood Gulden Opera 11'use.
NEW AHVEKTISEMENTS.
Wanted—Sewing Machines.
For Bent-Brick House.
Notice- Wm. H. Libby.
Bines Brothers—2.
Owen. Moore & Co.

Wauled—Woman.

For Sail—Boiler.
Sale.
Farm

Wanted—Boy.
AUCTION SALES.
Administrator's Sale—Heal Estate.
TWENTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
Bhoadway. N. Y.,(March 17, 188«.
I have been using Allcock’s Porous Plasters for 20 years, and found them one of the
best of family medicines. Briefly
summing up my
experience. I say that when placed on the small
of ihe hack Alcock's Plasters nil the
body
with nervous energy, and thus cure fatigue, brain
exhaustion, debility ami kidney dlfflcultles. For
women and children I have found
them invaluable. They never irritate the skin or cause
the
slightest pain, hut cure sore throat, crotipy
coughs, colds, pains In side, back or chest, Indigestion and bowel complaints.
C. D. Fredricks.
A

770

Advice I« maskers.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used wheu
children are cuttlug teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child Irom paiu, aud the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
fnv filoiwli/ca

Other

uihaikan

wi1..

r......

Twenty-five cents

a.

eaust

..

a

A-AX-

x_

bottle.

AugoNiurn Billers were prepared by J, U.
B. Slegcrl for Ills private use. Tlielr reputation
Is such to day that they have become generally
known as the best appetizing tonic. Beware of
counterfeits. Ask your grocer or druggist for
the genuine article, manufactured by Dr. J. a.
B. Slegert & Sons.
eod&wlw
aug22
F. E. Barnes, 344 Fourth Ave., New York,
writes: “Ihave used Adamson’s Balsam,as have
also some of my personal friends. Wc found It
the best remedy to be had for coughs and colds.”
Trial bottles 10 cents.
aug22
eod&w

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others

whose

occupation gives but little exereise, should use
Carter’s Little Liver rills for torpid Liver and
biliousness. One is a dose.
augl6
d&wlw
Harper's Bazar—This beautiful weekly pub-,
lieatlon is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been re
celved by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street

SUPREME

JUDICIAL

COURT.

REFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

Bath, Aug. 20.
SATURDAY.—Levi S. Beal vs. Silas Bailey ct als.
Actum of assumpsit to recover $103, and $80 Interest. The .plaintiff was a member of the crew
of the "Floral Wreath,” a fishiug vessel scuttled
and sunk by the rebel cruiser "Tallahassee,” durThe vessel had at the time 200
ing the war.
quintals of fish aboard, one-half of which belonged to the crew.
The plaiutilf alleges that the
owners of the vessel have received from the
United States, through the Court of Alabama
Claims, the money for the fare of fish belonging
to the crew, and this suit Is for his share. The defendants claim that each man put in his individual claim, aud that this plaiutilf. with the rest of
the crew, received his share directly from the
United States.
Plaintiff claims that was only
for lus personal effects aud not for Ids fish. The
failed
to
show that the defendants had
plaiutilf
received pay for the crew's share of the
fish, and
a non-suit was ordered.
W. Gilbert, for p lilf. c. W. I.arrabee, for d'ts.
Frauds W. Weeks vs. Oliver Moulton. Action
of assumpsit to recover $82.(18 for w
Imrfage. Defendant claimed that the price charted, ten cents
pci uioumum, ior iimurr per mount, is exorbitant.
After the evidence was out the case was with,
drawn from the Jury and a default entered for
#50.
A. N. Williams, for piUI.
Spear & Clayson, for deft.
Arthur E. Tribon paid $100 and costs on a
search and seizure complaint, aud $30 and costs
ou a complaint tor a
single sale.
...

_

_

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Encampment and the
Encampment.

State

Arrangements
44th

Department Commander Gatley of Maine
informs comrades that the -vote from Portland, Lewiston and Auburn to the National
Encampment at St. Louis will not exceed
S2(i.25 for the round trip, and the comrades
will leave Portland on the
morning train
September 23d and reach St. Louis the 25th.
The department headquarters will be at tlie
St. James Hotel, where the cost will be for
all the delegations who
stop there, $2.50 per
day. Comrade George H. Poor of St. Louis
has been appointed special aide on the department commander’s staff, and can be addressed at American Brake Co., St. Louis,
for information.
Tickets to the fair grounds and camp lire
at the State Fair at Lewiston September 7th
will be issued to all posts for sale. Headquarters will be at the DeWitt House. All
assistant inspectors will report to Inspector

Cambridge Canton, on Thursday

Mitchell will serve one of his famous bakes.
The party will return to the city about 3
All the officers of the Grand Enp. in.
campment of Maine have been invited and
will probably he present.
Among other invited guests who will be iu attendance are
Major General O. B. Whitten of this city
and Brig. General H. M. Sprague of Augusta, Col. Wm. S. Frost of Lynn, Mass.,
Gen. Perry of New Hampshire, all of the
Patriarchs Militant.
Boston Encampment will bring as guests
me uiami rutriarcn oi
Massachusetts and
several of the prominent officers of the Patriarchs Militaut of that State, as follows:
Major General E. liurritt Palmer, commander of the entire division of the
East, P. M.,
Col. J. B. Smith of tlie First Regiment, and
Lieutenant Colonels Daniel E. Frasier and
C. Belden Smith, Major Fred Alford and
other dignitaries of the Patriarchs Militant.
Grand Patriarch Francis Q. Merriman, who
is also Inspector General of the United
States, will also accompany them with other members of the hoard.
A large delegation of ladles are also expected to accompathe
visitors.
Boston Encampment will
ny
have as escort Grand Canton Cambridge,
No. 2, ami tlie two commands will probably
number 100 strong.

produced in the August number of Art Age.
Gen. Casey, of the United States Engineer
Corps, is in the city, and will remain several

days.
oi

by, tfowdoln Uollege,
lias been elected principal of the Gorham
High School.

W. L. Anderson, artist, of Edinburgh,
is at the St. Julian Hotel. He is
among the islands of Casco Bay.
Dr. Clarence A. Baker and Mrs. Baker
will make a trip to Europe, leaving by the
Parisian from Montreal next Monday. The
Doctor will study abroad for a year.
Capt. Lawrence of the U. S. Fifth Artillery has been promoted to Major of the Fourth
Artillery, aud will soon relieve Gen. Graham
in the command of Fort Preble.
Gen. Grahain will be transferred to the Pacific coast.
Orlando Smith, of Cincinnati, manager of
the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, was a
guest
of Mr. A. F. Gerrish at the Portland Club
dinner Saturday, and Mr. William
Doherty,
secretary of the Massachusetts Club, Boswas
the
ton,
guest of Mr. W. H. Looney.
Joseph Chadbourue, the oldest man in
Lewiston, died last Thursday night, lie
was born in Lewiston.
He was a fanner,
one of a large family.
He lived off the Sabatis road, about four miles out.
He was a
jolly, social, good-hearted man, a good neighbor, aud a ready hand at neighborly help.
He was a master hand at “buskins.” Everybody liked him. He was honorable and
upright in ail his dealings. His age was »9
years; older it is said than any other man in
Lewiston.

Scotland,
sketching

PULPIT AND
FIRST FREE

Services

Island.
There were 52 arrests last week of which
35 were for drunkenness.
The steam roller was hard at work on
Temple street Saturday ^mocadamizing that

this season, but tlie announcement that a
man who was a born
missionary, whoso
childhood’s playfellows were heathen children, and whose whole life, except a few
years passed in this country .to secure an
education, had been spent in India, and especially for the memory of his venerated
father who was nearly half a century in the

opening

thoroughfare.
A workman at the forge shop, East Leerhis hand badly crushed by a rock on

ing, Lad
Friday.

The 7th Maine Regiment Association will
begin the reunion at Camp Connor, Lon$ Island, today, and spend a week there.
The members of the Cumberland Association of ministers will meet at the Preble
house, on Tuesday, September 13th.
William Gray, Orren L. Lord and Jairees
Talbot were drawn as jurors Saturday for
the September term of the Superior Court.
Mr. Ernesto Ponce will erect a hotel, four
stories high, with French roof and containing 100 rooms, on Long Island.
Miss Mamie Logue’s friends presented her
witli a handsome gold pen and penholder,
Wednesday, the occasion of her twentieth

birthday.
President How of the Commercial Travellers Association entertained the members
and their ladies at his cottage on Peak’s Island Saturday night.
Tlie collection in the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception for the benefit of suf-

fering

poor in the Maine

General Hospital

9200 this year.
A kite, line and reel, went ashore at Hog
Island, Friday. The kite, which had escaped from the city, had been kept aloft by
the reel dragging in the water until the island was reached,

was

y. m. c. A.

nwarcea at ine
uog snow.
The dug show at Greenwood Garden ended
Saturday, when the following prizes were
t-rnes

awarded:
flue Tree Kennels, Portland, best display of
Hound Dogs. 1st prize—Silver Cup.
G. A. Crockett, 1st prize for fug and Fox Ter-

Henry
runaway

Pennell
nurse

bravely attempted

on

itrac

Kou

to stop a

street

Friday

Ilia soot slipped and he was thrown
down the wheels of the wagon passing over
him and bruising him quite badly.
The Portland Company, who now employ
350 hands in their shops, have done a large
business during the past few months in supplying the corn packers of New England
night.

with steam retorts.

The United State Army recruiting office at
42i Exchange street, continue to examine applicants. Many have been disappointed.
The many cases of rejections are attributable to a want of weight and chest measurement, and from imperfect eyesight.
The value of exports last week was $25,242.50 and they included 809,783 feet of lumber, 109,916 staves, 4,506 shooks and heads,
5,815 headings. Among the imports were 610
tons of plaster, 1399 cases of canned
35 cases canned salmon, and 080

lobsters,
quintals

dried fish.
Nlr. Thomas at the Court of Sweden,
At, last accounts Mr. Thomas was still so-

journing upon the west coast of Sweden, although be had moved his headquarters from
Lynekil to the island of Mar strand. On the
fifth of August the
King of Sweden gave a
dinner party on board the
royal yacht I)rott.
Mr. Thomas was the honored
guest of the
occasion. The King escorted
him to the
table and gave him a seat on his
(the King’s)
right hand. During the banquet the

toasted

King

townsman and treated him with
marked attention.
Had Mr. Thomas still
been the American Minister to Sweden such
consideration would be nothing to be wondered at, but that the King should bestow
such marked attentions upon a private
American citizen is extraordinary, if not unour

precedented.
Dyer—Burpee.
The Manchester Union says that the pleasant residence of Col. Benjamin P. Burpee,
No. 417 Central street, in Manchester, was
the scene of a happy marriage last week,
the parties to the union being H. L. Dyer of
Portland and Col. Burpee’s daughter. Miss
Hattie E. Burpee.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. C. W. Heizer, pastor of the
Unitarian church, only the members of the
family and immediate friends being present.
Many congratulations and gifts of beauty
and utility greeted the
worthy couple who
left on the afternoon train to take
up their
residence in Portland.

rier—Whip

prize—Collar.
W. It. Nash, Black and Tans, 2d prlze-Collar.
Thomas Lee, Skye and Scotch Terrier Pups, 1st
prize—Whip.
Samuel Baroahy, Coach and Spaniel, prize—
Whip.
Benny Sawyer, English Terrier, prize—Collar.
H. B. Perry, Pointer, 1st
prize—Sliver Cup.
Mr.
Geo. Elwell, Cocker Spaniel, 1st prize—Collar.
Mandy Mathews, smallest number of Black and
Tan Pups, prize—Collar.
Henry w. Jordan, largest number of Pups,

prize—Collar.
A. G. Sterling, Largest Black Bull
Dog,

evening to fill engagements in the West.
During their say at Peak’s Island they have
formed many pleasant acquaintances. They
are engaged with Messrs.
Murray & Mur-

Whip.

The Death

Diseases.

Apoplexy.
Consump. of bowels.
Cholera Infantum

i*

a.

a.

MUUB

arrested

i
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J
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i
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The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Kegistry of Deeds:
East Deering -Janies K. Lunt et al. to F. W.

Merrill.
James B. Lunt et al. to F. H. M. Wells, 81 and
other con-iderations.
Cape Elizabeth- Alfred Thrasher to George
Stevens. 8300.
Gorham—Albion P. Shaw to William H. Martin.
81000.
Falmouth—David Wyman to H. M. Stone. *20.
Harpswell-W. H. Slnuett to C. K. Fox. *50.

Probably

a

False Report.

A report was circulated on the streets yesthat the John Brooks hadgoneashore

kliC airt-

Boone Island, hut Manager Coyle said
that no such accident had been reported at
the company’s office.

found n check payable to Coville
and signed Edwards & Walker. It is not
known that any attempt bad been made to
pass this check.
was

Empire

man

who

intended to

drive up Mechanic street, Woodfords, made
a mistake, and entered the front yard of
Mr. Chenery who lives oi| the corner of
Mechanic and Deering streets.
Mr. Chencry’s lawn is some three or four feet higher
than the street.
The man ascended to the
terrace, over the stone-steDS and aero ss the
walk that leads to the back door without
tipping over. lie next ran into and knocked
over a vase which stood in the centre of the
lawn, and drove over quite a large evergreen tree, sacrificing several of its branchIn making the steep * descent into Mechanic street his carriage was turned bottom side up, and his horse thrown to the
es.

The horse

was

raised,

the

Crove

Camp

Ground

[Correspondence of the FnKss.j
East Poland, Aug. 18,1887.
To the Editor of the Press:
The old “Empire Grove” camp ground
never looked more gay or attractive than at
the present. Its heavy growth of beech, maple, pine and hemlock, forms one of the
most perfect shades of any encampment in
Muitie. Upon this ground are located between thirty and forty cottages, many of
them of very line appearance, and all of them
cozy, comfortable and home-like.
A majority of these cottages are occupied,
and some of them have been for weeks.
Three new cottages have been erected the
present season, and they all rank among the
best upon the ground. They were built by
J. K. Whitman and Mr. Willis, both of Paris,
and Capt. L. F. Walker, of Yarmouth. Besides these, there are about as many family
tents ns cottages on the encampment.

A Remarkable Turnover.
a

oars

on

LADIES’TRAVELING SUITS

the

and offered the newsboy a dime for a sixcent paper.
The newsboy handed him a paper and
fumbled for the four coppers of change.
But the newsboy didn t have four coppers,
and informed his ardent customer of the
fact.
“Well, give me back my ten cents,” said
tlie man who had chased the train, as he
handed back the paper.
"There,” said a disgusted brakeman who
had witnessed the performance, “is a man
wbo thinks less of riskiug ids legs than of
losing four cents. He is just the sort of a
fellow for my business.”
THE STATE.

An ancient and rusty axe, with the handle
shrunken by the ravages of time, is on txliilvltinn

in

If

A...torn

....

Made to Measure or Ready Made for
SI 0.00, SI 1.00 and S12.00.

by bov while swimming in Two Mile Brook
above the city. The youngster stubbed his
toe against it, and pulled it from the mud.
The axe is of a very remote pattern, and antiquarians say it was probably dropped by
Benedict Arnold’s men.
A soldier, who is a member of the force at
the Kennebec arsenal at Augusta, will complete a term of military duty there amounting to thirty years, the last of this month.
He proposes to leave the service and retire
to a snug little farm he has purchased.
a

<

to visit our Suit
wish to purchase or not.

strangers

carriage

and without a visible scar or strain I
new uuut nnu uuici iijqirovciiienis
nave
the stranger passed on up the street. The ! been made in tlie dining.hall of the boardis
i
which
kept by Mr. Emmons, a
scaring of the evergreen tree was the only ing-house,
well-known, popular restaurant caterer from
damage done.

righted,

New Patterns. Fall Styles out.
Very best 30 ct. 5 quarter Coverings, 25 cts.

Very best 40 ct. 6 quarter Coverings, 35
They are warranted best in the market.

Hayes

Hayes

Truck.

:

A stock company, made up principally of
friends of these grounds, has erected a large
and spacious lodging house, containing twenty rooms, nearly all of which are already en-

hook and ladder truck arrived from Boston Saturday night, and was
gaged.
Upon these grounds is another "Poland
placed in the India street house yesterday. i
Spring," whose pure waters gush up through
A description of tne truck was published in
a seam in a ledge almost precisely like those
Its main ladder
the 1‘kksb some time ago.
at tlie Poland House, and by analysis have
can be raised from the truck to the top of
been found as pure. These waters are distributed over tlie encampment by an acquethe highest building in this city, and other
duct, and arc highly esteemed for their meladders can also be raised branching in va
decinal qualities.
rious directions.
wheels are
The hind
Excellent board can be obtained at the
steered by a man at a wheel on the rear.
hoarding-house at $4 per week, and ministers in the regular work at $3.50 per week. A
Four large colored lamps and two side lights
stable is also upon the grounds, kept by
.Ruminate the truck by night. It will be good
Mr. Emmons. The camp meeting proper
drawn by two horses.
commences August 22nd and closes the 29th.
The railroads connecting witli tlie grounds
Labor Day.
have all reduced their fares one half. A
ticket from Portland and return can be had
I
The Press some time
ago stated that Resat anytime from tlie 15tli to the
olute Assembly K. of L., had issued circu- for $1.10
29th inst.
lars to the order suggesting that the
known as the "Empire
A corporation
6th of
September be observed as Labor Day in Grove Campuieeting Association” hold these
grounds, containing about 40acres of land,
Maine, with a clambake at the islands and
under a lease for ninety-nine years. They
speaking in City Hall. The committee on i have managed to make the necessary improvements and keep out of debt.
arrangements
recommend
Monpreliminary
Everything indicates a very large and sucday, the 5th day of September in place of 1 cessful
meeting. Tlie meeting last year was
the 6th, as first appointed, as that is the day a remarkable success, acknowledged by all
j as tlie
great campmeeting of the season for
which will be observed in all other States, j
; Western Maine.
Equally glorious results
and as a legal Labor Day observance in i are
conlidently expected the present year.
Maine Is probably only a question of time.
ItEl’OUTEIi.
|

The

new

HAVING

cts.

Cl)

B. THURSTON &

yard.
yard.

CD.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

C.

SMITH,
Agent,

WASHINGTON,

C.

D.

carefully prepare claims for arrears o! pay,
bounty and pensions. Superior facilities for specify
will

settlement of claims.

je22dtim

WM. M.

a

riuuimu

wifli tiw.

light

Book, Card
AND

K.

I., aged 3 months,

10

t •'£

Hot

Days

Have a weakening effect, causing loss of
strength
and a languor of mind as well as body.
This condition permits the development of affections and
diseases otherwise Inactive.
In such cases the
system readily rallies under the influence of
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which purities the
blood,
tones and strengthens the digestive organs, and
Infuses fresli life and energy. Try it this season.
“My wife and myself were both generally run
down. Hood's Sarsaparilla brought us out of that
tired feeling, and made us feel like young people
again. It has done more for us titan all other medicines together.” ItK'HABU llAWKHUKST, Alllityville, Long Island, N. Y.
“When I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla that hcavness in my stomach left; the dullness in my head,
and tlie gloomy, despondent feeling disappeared.
I began to get stronger, my blood gained better
circulation, the coldness in my hands and feet left
me, and nty kidneys do not bother ine as before.”
<1. W. Hum., Altorney-at-law, Mlllersburg, O.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists, f l; six for *5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD A CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

Jly4

KXCHANfiK,

Having secured

convenient and desirable

more

M 57.'* l-*L (•agre«a Street, ( oi un of
CSrrea Mtreei, 1 have moved my office to the
rooms
same.

XB-l

Tit ANT K ©— 1 wish to Inform the ladles of
TY
Portland that I have nicely turulshed
rooms and am prepared to cut and make dresses
In a first class manner. 1 cut by Prof. J. W. LlvIngston’s improved method ami guarantee a perfect fit. MRS. A. J. PKAY, oil 1 Vi Congress street
30-4

HAKHKI.S WANTED-20 cents
further notice. UOUDY A

wli> be paid until
FI.Ol'K
KENT

r-earlSt._19-tf_

STATES ABUT.
for the Army wanted. Able bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and
36 years.are wanted for the Cavalry. Artillery and
Infantry; good pay, rations, clothes and medical
attendance; hearty young men are especially
wanted for the Cavalry regiments both white and
colored. Apply at 42Vi EXCHANGE STICEKT,
Portland, Me.
augl338(W13w

particulars and

secure

a few hour.’
UI.MI

Oalr

Teirltory In

your
nlleuliaa each
“Hi.

■-

”■

tabllsbed will be lasting and Income constant as
this commodity Is In daily use. This Is the Imst
offer ever made to Lady Agents. Keferenees givBkm.mo.it & Bla.vkk.vbi'H
en and exacted.
i.f.k, Zanesville. Ohio.augl7eod3ni
■IMILUNMCI.
KD to ladles who wear Ane shoe*.
We
We have the most desirable lines In French
Kid and Doogola baud sewed common sense Nsits
that can he obtained. Call and see them at .1. I’
WELCH’S new shoe store, 421 Congress street.

VUA

2iM

visiting cards hv
mall during June, July anil August only
and 50 cards (or (1.00, Including
Engraved
postage. Plate good (or 10,000 impressions, satisfaction guaranteed. Kemlt by postal noli-. Send
W. W. DAVIS CO., Wedding
for sample sheet.

Enobavbd
plate

Stationers, 41 West Street, Boston.

my30eod3ni

HOARD.
HOkKD-lnd
Painting and

Instruction in all branches of
PLKAAANT
also French and

koonih.
UKT—Two

Drawing,

furnished

at

rooms

15-1

Herman by natural
method, Elocution and voice Training music
(piano and violin) If desired. For further particulars address Mlsars M. B. A S. P. BTEV F.Ss, New
27-4
Gloucester, Maine.

EUR WAI.lt
I.OSI

story frame dwelling No.
20 Boyd 8t„ southerly lualf of
FOK
block of two
11 finished

ami

roooms besides unhouses, containing
finished ell; in good repair, sebago water and
inty of sun and air; reuts for |22.; price $1800.
quire of HARRIET K. ATKINS, on the premises any Monday, or of M. P. PRANK, Middle 8t.

BERRY,

K'

(qcwL

AND FOUND.

-On Congress street, between Si hloli. rbeck’s apothecary store and City building, a
pocket hook, containing a sum uf money the Ami
er will be suitably rewarded on leaving It at No.
27 QUINCY BTRELT.17-1

LOST

_80-1

HEADQUARTERS

ha UR-A heavy express wagon; also
work harness. Enquire of C. B. HAL I ON,
27 Preble St., or GREEN & CROCKETT, Woodfords. Me.20-1

HOLLANDS stable.
load of horses,

one car

9 to 13 cwt.
20-1

FARM FOR SALE.

her locality.

Salary about 830

Thomas

homestead of the late Captain
and modTHEcommodious
Morse, in Gray, Maine; house
all in
barn and out

If KNT-Three story brick house No. 10
Park Place, having just been thoroughly repaired ; contains nine rooms, with good sire front
hall connecting with each room on drat floor: a
sunny ami pleasant house; $300 iter annum. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V4 Exchange street.
22-1

new

FOK

buildings,
three minutes walk from post ofK. It. Station; the farm
contains about loo acres, nearly equally divided
between wood, pasture and tillage; all excellent
ern

;

condition;
goodand
Maine Central
ce

for

would make a splendid
and larm crops;
slock farm, or country place for a man
business in the city.
many trains each way on the Maine Central

hay

dairy

NALE-A Boilers feet high, 32 diameter new head and tubes two years ago. good
for 80 to 100 working pressure, too small for our
work.
Inquire at 3 Custom House Wharf.
MAINE CANNING CO.
22-1

FOK

or

doing

The
It. K. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all potuts

east and west.
For particulars and terms
AKA
or on

machines

Inquire of
(tUtSHMAlir, Auburn, Me

the premises.

WANTED—Sewing
repair in superior
a

give satisfaction

aug22eod&wtf

at 645

manner

of all kinds to
and warrant to
22-1

wanted

NOTICE !

part
cash, balance on tune. For particulars, call on L.
TAYLOK, 385 Congress street, Portland. 20-1

ire You Familiar with the Plans

Commercial Street.

from 16 to 18
BEOS.,
22-1

and after

or

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

you realize that this old and sterling company Is a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws ot Maine?

DO

Dress Goods

you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

-FOK-

calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.

AKE

has

than SIX

MILLION

IN ASSETS, and
THREE
IT LARSto-day
DRED THOUSAND DOLLAR8 IN
more

over

DOL-

HUN-

SURPLUS,

For FACE, HECK, ARMS mil nvvns,
It is Pearl-like and Peerl si Overcomes Heat,
Sunburn, Tan, Freckles,a d every kind of
Skin Illemlsli. Harmless I C n't l-c dctcctciL

jelb

J. M. DYER & GO.,

W&M3iu-nrm

MU and BOYS’

IN

Andtf

SILK MITTS

Night Shirts!

SALE.
100 dozen Pare Silk Mitts in Colored and Black, worth 65c a pair,

PAIRS.

RINES
aug20

25 Cts.

a

dst

by

MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information In regard to the Company
and Its plans.
NEW

Will find the goods and style they
are looking for, at the lowest
nrice. at

HAUK-No. 87 Winter Street, westerly
FOB
half of the block, 3 story brick bouse, modern
style, arranged for two families, (or ouej, contains
13 rooms, perfect drainage, good central location,
near horse cars, good neighborhood, at a bargain.
N. S. GAUDI.NEK, 4U Exchange St.15-1

BROWN’S

FOB

DOB HA UK-Second-hand furniture, baby
J; carriages, carpets, crockery and glass ware,
preserve jars and one barrel more of those good
kidney beaus at only 3 cents a quart, at TAYLOR’S, 209 and 213 York Street.
15-1
INOK HAUK -Five 13 and 15 foot tables,
J; chestnut frames and black walnut tops, suitable for clothing or dry goods business; also 2
large counter packing cases. ALFRED HASKELL, 372 Fore Street,15 1
HAUR—Stock and fixtures of
FOB
goods store In neighboring city, at

A

to

COMPANY,

a

age,

experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.

Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
IIon. Percival Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. K. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Ueoroe L. Dbblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rubik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOS1AH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

WILLIAMS,

Manager for City Agency, Portland.

eodlf

nov6

Beal Table and
offered to the

for

Dairy Wall

I

ufacturing, being handy

HOWES,
Portland,

|lyl»_dtd
FOR SALE OR LEASE.

k Desirable Surburban Residence.

Tw»|

Hanses

For

Male

jun3_Ask

ONE

HILP.

FI.1ULK
A

—

PIANO!

W. W. WHIPPLE &
augl

CO.,

for Pratt Manufacturing Co.
Agents
^

J

dim

spending their vacations In Portland and vicinity
should not lone sight ol the fact that

WYER GREENE & CO.
keep

BOOTS
as

as

One a line ut

si

ml SIIOI S

Is to be lounil Hast ol Boston, and their charges
are moderate, willing to live and let live.
We keep ad the Latest Styles In

Ladles’, Bents’, Boys’and Hisses’ Boots,
Shoes and

Slippers.

We are

sure we can Dave
money on Fine Hoods

girl for general housework

at
cook and

a

JL

The sole agency oi ,thls world renowned instru-

general housework In
children.
Apply at
Street, up one lliglit.
19-1
a

Per 4'rai

on

11 you will call at

youi

330 « o\Hiti:ss aiKEcr.

situation In

to
Address

woman

huh room nil

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
H,-A.l. i.r the Bt'HDETT ORIUN
dtt

TUNING TO OK11EK.

corns

LET-House
Danfortli,
TOstreet;
eight rooms, bath
lar, good neighbors.
STKEET.

We

save

u

very

Work!
choice

line oi

and would invite the Ladies oi
Portland and Vicinity to call und
examine before purchasing; elsewhere.

MISS FAIRWEATHER,
Hfo. 8 Elm Street.
dtt

Vaurfan

near

cemented cel20-1

KENT—Flats in the new bouses on
Grant Street, Unbilled mostly In hardwood:
the rooms are admirably arranged with six rooms
and bath room ou each lloor and an additional
bed room ou top floor; sunny exposure, good
drainage. BENJAMIN S11AW, 48' a Exchange
St.19 1

ISOK

KENT
FOK
city: gas and Kebago.
ti

rooms

In

central part ol the

Inquire

TO

I.ET

$11

a

at 26

QUINCY
16-1

Kents In western section of city;
month and upward.
Inquire ol C. p
40 Exchange street.
16-1
—

WALDKON,

mo l,ET—One more rent In the Thoimison
X Block, No. 117 and lilt Middle St.; ground
floor and a good, dry, and well lighted basement
on three sides, making It one of the most
desirable
rents In the
city lor Jobbing or wholesale business
K'

fuf^'&tsT1
THOMPSON,^,.
LET-Furnished rooms, with
without
1IO
at
43
board,
HANOVEK ST. Also stable.
B

The W.I made Wheel. I, the aearhei.

CHS AVII SfOKTlMi SIMMS.

G. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle Street.
eodtf
my30_

UNION CAMPMEETINC.
The Portland and Lewiston District M.
E. L'ampmeetinir at

MARTHAS GROVE,

and continue, one week.
The Annual Business
Meeting of Martha's drove Canipmecllug atAssociation will be held on the grounds
Normal ilall, Wednesday. August 31. at l JO |>.m.
Reduced ran

iS-tf

street._

cottauea to tet—two
with four sleeping rooms, one with two. all
furnished except linen, wilh kitchen .in<1 dining
room; furnish all wood. For further Information
inquire of JOHN CLOUDMAN or JOHN M.
13 tf
ALLEN, Prout's Neck, Scarboro.

Beach

LET-House 21)1 Spring
boarding house; oecupar.
June 1st; stable attached. Appl
HUNT, lliy Commercial S

TO

suitable for

given

a

about

OKOKGE S.
26-11

F. * O. R. R-

a—M4w

Portland, Aug. 1,1887

(OI.I'IHII RlCVn.HR.
Bur One if You Want the Boat!
They lead In workmanship,ease
for climbing hills, speed, strength
of material and for durability >n
everyway. Every Columbia Bley
cle and Tricycle is fully was

I

I

T0A!FM?

■■

For further particulars enquire of
UEO. L. KIMBALL, Sec'y.

or

Ur' Sturtevant place at Oak
Hill, Scarboro, with one, six or one huuored acres ol land. Possession
given Aug. 1st.
Enquire ol SFITH L. LAKKABEE. 336 Congress

FRYEBUrtG. ME.

t,wa.icn Tue.du. A .gu-i .W.

_

_____28 4

BICYCLE,

ROYAL MAIL BICYCLE.

iiliu millions;

Inquire at 387 DAN FORTH

STKEET.___

Fancy

REACH’S BASE BALL GOODS.

those solid comfort

your

eodtf

FISHING TACKLE.
NEW MAIL

LET.
room

PORTLAND.

„u

jy28

a

15-1

LET—Plenty of
siloes

wyer ureene & uo„

228 Vs

ou

SAMUEL THURSTON,

my 17

The tirnuine Oil for sale by

SUMMER VISITORS

sensitive feet carefully fitted; siloes soft and ecrvlceble.
Bring yonr troublesome feet to J, l“.
WELCH S NEW SHOE STOKE. 421 Congress St.
30-1

FANCY WORK

ASTRAL OIL!

197 Middle Street.

WANTED
52 Bowdoin street; must tie
good
Mrs. JOHN CALVIN 8TKV-

mo

Wole

aMcTpRATT’S

Fessenden

ea

Mtreel, Oakdale, Deering.
of said houses contains fifteen rooms and
bath room. Is steam heated; piped lor hot
and cold water and has a commodious and extra
finished stable connected. The other contains
nine rooms and In arrangement and style ol hnish
is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mile of Market
Square, Portland, and convenient to the horse cars
and are among the most desirable bouses on
Deei log Land Company's property.
Also Tor sale one nuudred or more house lots—
Prices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire o(
ROLLINS A AliAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
F. O. BAILEY A CO., No. 18 Exchange St.. Portland.
Je21dtt

TO

ever

HARRIS,

HITTER1

T II K

J. J. Gilbert’s, East
Deerlng, Corner Veranda and Forest Sts.;
house contains 12 finished rooms, Scbago water,
Cemented Cellar. Good Furnace. Large Rtable,
Four Stalls and pleuty ot Carriage-room. The lot
contains about 26.000 feet, 73 shade and fruit
trees, Pears, Apples, Plum, Goosberrles, Strawberries, Raspberries, etc., all In One order; ten
minutes ride from City Building. For further particulars call at 189 High St., Portland Me.
A. J. PETTENGILL.
au20dtf

property lormerly

—

A|cau far dlaine.
your grocer tor it.eodSm

—

to Railroads and Steam-

Middle
street, MRS. PALMER'S Employment Office; also
men and women cooks wanted for hotels In and
16 1
out of the city; good wages given.

Jyl6

Dryness, Whitness, Purity & Strength,

An Immense assortment ol Mens anil Boys
Straw Hats, selling very cheap.

PATRICK McGLINCHY.

boats.

capable girl
WANTBD-By
private family.
Apply at

public.

HILTON &

u-fl

ivr.u,

i>uai

room,

-AT WHOLESALE BY-

POB'ri.Ann, ns.

a.

ROOM 3,

eodfim

Unequalled

Personal attention given to all sittings.
e2
eodtl

o.

Portland, Monday. August 22,1887.
SHALL sell at public auction, the Brerwey
known as Casco Brewery, with the land, containing 26,000 feet, with all the machinery. Cop
per Boiler, large Refrigerator, Mashing Poney,
two Pumps, Water and Uas Piping, Boiler and
Engine, Cooling Colls, shafting. Belting and Pullies ; also two Iron Kilns, Huges’ latest improvement This Brewery Is in a good location for man-

to do

order to introduce our highly flni.hed Cabinets
we will make lor a short time our very best $6.00

The

NO. 514 CONOR ESS STREET.

iiicmisrs.

tl/ANTED-Ali experienced girl or
TV
assist In the care of children.

and person-

Straws!

church, school aud depot. Inquire

a

In

employed,

Straws!

Enquire of

P. O. BOX 1437, City.

THE HURON
Table and Dairy Salt

Photography.

near

518 1-2 CONCRESS STREET.

hut lluisheit workmen

Straws !

a

WAINTKO—Girl
family without
No. 180 Middle

PHOTOGRAPHER,

al attention given to each customer at

*

well recommended.
EN8.1»-1

WRIGHT,

CABINETS

STORE,
Congress Street, Clapp’s Block.
eoiltt
aug!3

461

ac-

a

Jell

Fine Portrait

buildings,

SINKINSON

eodtf

WRIGHT’S.

The Heated Term.

and trade.

CHEKKRYBCft

THE

DIBBCTOBR.
Edward R. Seccomb West Newton. Mass.
Hon. Johiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.

Mo. 463 Congress St.

jy2(>

price; good location

NEW

a fancy
moder-

a

residents of

appeals
Maine for their especial patronage, because
THE
HOME
and because of Its
It Is

Superintendent of Agencies, Eastern Department.

Kid Glove Store,

SPECIAL Town Meeting will beheld at tlie
Town Hall, Cape Elizabeth, ou NATCK1>AY, Aug. 27,1887, at three o’clock In the afternoon, to act upon the following article!, to wit:
Art. 1st.—To choose a Moderator to preside at
said meeting.
Art. 2d—To hear the report of the special committee chosen at the last annual meeting to confer
with the Portland Water Co., as to the Introduction of the pipes of said Company into the villages
of Cape Elizabeth and acMSeleon.
Art. 3rd. To see if the **>wn will instruct its
Selectmen to make a cotiMaM with the Portland
Water Co., for a supply of pure water for tire aud
other purposes.
Art. 4th.—To take any rtdifcf action in relation
to the introduction of water into said Town, or
appoint any Committees tig* mav be deemed expedient by said Town.
Given under our hands
thirteenth day of
August, 1887.
Selectmen
C. A. TILTON,
)
of
M. J. I’KAlsBlVrtH.
A. E. SKILLIN',
) Cane Elizabeth.
dlw
au20

STRANGERS

HA UK—in Gorham, Maine, a two story
bouse, ell and out buildings; contains nine
finished rooms, water In house, about twenty fruit
trees; near eburcbes, normal, high school and
depot; good reasons for seliiug. Address W M. H.
18-1
UsHE.fi, Gorham. Me

acres

unques-

THE
THE

properly

FINE GOODS A SPECIALTY.

City.

or

uu me

JAMES

TOWN MEETING.

are

wise provisions of the Maine Non-Fortetture Law apply only to the policies Issued
this Company, and under Its workings extended
Insurance Is provided for In case of lapse.

BEN

DARRAH’S

BROTHERS.

fitted.

a

are

ability

integrity

cers,
tioned.

OFFICER!*.

Pair.

and have them

Dl'N-

to

__18-1

a

-AT-

One pair Men’s 75c Shirts for
$1.18
“
«
“
80c
1.50
“
“
2.00
Fancy made for
“
Boys’ extra 75c Shirts for 1.18

are in

UNION MUTUAL

Congress St.

511
mav9n

Bring yonr troublesome feet to
BROWN’S, 401 Congress St.,

13-3
pays
promptly. Its policies
IT contestable
after three years.
HAUR—I will sell at
bargain (on
FOB
count of 111 health), my farm situated In E.N.
has liberal plans. Its affairs
carefully
Yarmouth, coutalulng 100hundred
of wood
IT managed
by its Board of Directors and Offiland, upland and Intervale.
Running water to
and
whose
Its losses

We have closed out an importer's stock of Dress
Goods, new this season, all desirable colors. They are
sold everywhere for $1.00 and considered good value
at that price. We shall sell them for 50 els., and are
positive no such bargains were ever offered before.

1

SALE-One-ball Interest In
strictly
cash business;small capital required. Call
FOB
address at No. 8 MOULTON ST
18-1

ate

50 CENTS.

Apply

rooms.

from

the

I

pbaetou, Thompsons make;
1 harness all In good order; l bouse to let
fNOK
6
No. 226 Oxford St.
K.

l

THE

OF PORTLAND, .TIE!

arrival of the noon train of the Portland &
Ogdensburg, Instead of the night train.
aug22d2w*Wm. H. LIBBY,

on

1NOK

11AM, Peering, Me.

>>i

29th, Stage leaving
ON White RockAugust
to North Windham, will leave

SALE Some of the best flttiug shoes
that can be found in Portland; shoes for tender feet a specialty at J. P. WELCH’S NEW
SHOE STORE. 421 Congress St.
20-1

for all the latest styles and uoveltles in Ladic9% dents’. Misses’
and Children’s Fine

S4LE-1

—

CONGRESS ST.

WANTKD-Boy
BOVyears
of age. Apply to CHISHOLM

625

53500;

U. Pais-

aug22dlawM4w

the

near

ENElt
business in
Perper month.
our

maueut position. Uelcrences exchanged.
bkiduk, Manager, 30 lteade St., N. Y.

One of

best in Deering,
RESIDENTK
Woodfords; cost 87000,
but to close the estate will sell for

WOMAN OF SENSE

WANTED—A
GY ami respectability for

I*.

FM&WlSt2d4tpcF

I

Address, No. 94 High street.

EOR sale

InO iroBtion and Too
ilcarty Eating. A perfect remedy Tor Dimners, Nausea, Drowsinet’s, Bad Taste in the
Mouth. Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Bide, Ac,
They regulate the Bowlels and prevent Constieasiest to take,
pation and Piles. TheBurJlcstand
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purdy Vegetable!. Price 25 cents. 6 vinlsby muilforfUtt.

jyl6

once

ing

for full

own city.
illir sail

Scholars In painting; plaques,

NOB SAI.E—At H. I.
No. 11 Silver street,

npTI JT
I I

pounded.

or empilre at JAMES PENNELL’S STOKE,
Baccarappa, Me,18-1

SUtini-.K

ment.

ever com-

WANTEDvicinity

422,

good worker: and drivers, weight

IvAnltRO

invigorator

A 44KNTN WANTKD-Tosell nursery stock
ii—new roses, shrubs and small fruits a specialty ; no experience necessary; successful men can
make good pay: write for terms. 0. 1- VAXES,
auglddst
Rochester, N? Y.

A small rent of live rooms, in the
ot the Post Office. Address BOX

I

nunc

is the finest system

children.

no

FOB

j

suffering.

care

eod2m

-AT-

It

AUKNTN V48TKD.

for six months
careful usage;
Address 1IIU SPRING St.
11M
use

or

TO 100 PARK 8T.connecting

Over 30 new anil heautllul changes of scenery;
I no pains will he spared to please each individual;

are

the Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
KZKA HAWKEs, City Marshal.
Portland. July 13. 1887.
Jyl4dt!

A piano for Its
WANTED
and
longer: good

DK. OSCAK B. BRANN.
Jly26

$3.75 A DOZEN.

lassitude from which you

By order of

RECKUIT8

d&wlvnrm

ative will remove that feeling of debility and

matter.

UNITED

NOTICE.

DENTAL.

No. *7 Plan Btr—t.

IOO Doses One Dollar.

Dr. R. C. Flower’s Liver and Stomach San-

any person found guilty
depositing on
shore of Back Hay, any Blth. garbage, dead carcasses, excr 3 incut or any kind of offal or offensive

60 cents.20-1

Portland.

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

fob

days.

[Boston and Providence papers copy.
Ill North Brid ten, Aug 18, Hou. Luke Brown,
aged 70 years.
In Bath, Aug. 17, Lucy K„ wile of
Charles E.
Boyd, aged 29 years 8 months.
fn Pliipsburg. Aug. 17, Eva Blanche,
daughter
of Thomas and Eunice A. Butler, a tied 6
years 11
J
months.

for Information

above reward will be paid
THE
which will lead to the detection and con vie lion
the
of
of

a

[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Woodfords, August 20, Sumner C„ Jr

videuce,

he

a

that Mrs. Dr.
South St., In
treatment of corns, outgrowing Joints and Ingrowing nails; corns 25 cents, outgrowing Joints

—

STEPHEN

In Path, Aug. 18, Henry P. Gilman and Miss
Cora K. AVerill.
In Brldgton, Auc. 18, Jerry J. Maynihau and
Miss Ada li. Dalton, both of Oxford.
In Damariscot a Mills, Aug. U, Chas B. Baud of
Jefferson and Miss Leltie W. Murry of Low, 11.
Iu Kaudolpb, William W. Cowen of Falmouth,
Mass., and Carrie H. Chapman of Kaudolpb.

youngest child of Sunnier C. and Katie M. Tl.omi^
son, aged 2 months 6 days.
[Funeral services this Monday at 2 o'clock.
Occiui street 3
In South Portland, Aug. 21, Stephen
Hubbard,
aged 80 years to months 21 days.
[Funeral on YVedn silay allernoon at 2 o’clock,
at Ills late residence, Stanford street. South Portland.
In Scarboro, Me.. August 20, Susie
May, inlaut
daughter ol Peter P. and Susie T. MulleD, of Pro-

D-Situation

SAI.E-A two

MARRIAGES.

In this city, Aug. 18, Elisha Keen, of Auburn,
aged 71 years.
In this city, Aug 20, Mary, only child of Michael
A. aud Bridget Bweetman, aged 9 months.
In this city, August 21, Lieut. Jas. H. Kellogg,
aged 62 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city, August 21, Roscoc W„ youngest
child of J. D. and Mary E. Mulrenan, aged 9
months 7 days.

IEN DOLLARS REWARD.

Is
by young man;
WANTE
Industrious, honest and obliging; good adunderstands the

—

All orders by mall or telephone promptly atnovlleodtf
tended to.

foam, suds of Index Soap.

DEATHS.

CITY of PORTLAND, MAINE.

18-1

ion.

streets, over A. P. Hill, and am still able to make
custom suits ami overcoats cheaper than any tailor In the city. M M. NANSEN, Merchant Tallor, 602 Congress street.
17-1

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

light catch between East

as ocean

i'lTV AOf EKTWXNlSTk.

104) LADY AGENTS
My customers to know that 1 WANTPn
II nil I b U for the sale of tli«- Hr.iMellWANTED—
have removed to
Congress and Brown
Write at
. .. ia the World.

MARKS

Job Printer

Prettier than ever and cheaper, too, are the new Handkerchiefs which
being being brought out in the Fall importations. Never in the history of the business has so much value been offered for the money and never before was so much art, taste aud skill
employed in the design and
manufacture of Handkerchiefs.
All this has tended to make an increased demand w|ih*h has induced a greater production aud, in
consequence,
lower prices *o that to-day for twenty-five cents you can
buy two Handkerchiefs of fiuer quality, prettier style and better every way than, the
single one that twety-tive cents paid for a short time ago. Therefore,we expert that the lot of fifty dozen full
size, hemstitched, fancy bordered
Handkerchiefs, which we have put on sale this morning at iiibee for
twenty-five cents will not last the week out.
Our Handkerchief department is receiving additions nearly every
day
and the stock was never more attractive than it is at present;—besides
we always make it a point to have some
unlike
novelty
anything
special
to be seen in other stores,—our Handkerchief specialty is worth
seeing.

c. w. uujff

14

eorner

BROS.

Point and Port flood, no catch for three
weeks. By many it is thought mackerel
have left tile bay, vessels now going home.
In two weeks more there will not be 25 sail
of American seiners in the gulf. Any vessels
now thinking of coming must bring bait and
hooks.”
As

mar

Barclay St- N. Y.auglSlawM
hostler, one that lias had some
experience. A. K. P. LORD, West Bux-

NOY'EH, of Boston.

are

Exchange Street,

Salesroom 18
r. a. m aii .*%.

can

U. 8. Claim

son.

have hpp.n frnm SviImpv tn

Auctioneers and Coiniumion Werrhantx

TED-Parties to know
WANSherman,
tie found ot42
the

eodtf
_

of the fishing steamer Novelty with 600 barrels of salt mackerel and 100 barrels fresh,
the largest and best trip brought in this sea-

exception of

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

;

scythe; none
PLUM STREET,

WANTED.

feb9

a.

‘aL^Ud11"' Tyr,n<l?.AaMEAHKK.Adn,r.

excellent references;
grocery business. Address SITUATION, Press
Office.18-1

87 1-2 Exchange St.. Portland. Ms.

The most important feature of the fish
market in Boston Saturday was the arrival

summer’s work. The crews are discouraged
and threaten to disband as soon as they
touch home ports.
The Novelty’s success
and the report that large schools were seen
recently by vessels courng from the south
have caused a breeze of excitement and inspired a hope that the fish may yet strike in
on our coast, but so far the catch is a decided
failure.
Total landiug to date is only 26,941
barrels, as made up by the Boston Fish Bureau, against 34,978 barrels same time in
1886, 186,872 barrels in 1885, 185,142 barrels in
1884, and 76,837 barrels in 1883. A late dispatch to the American Fish Bureau from
Souris, P. E. f., says: "Thirty-five seiners

our

use a

WANTED—A
Me.

3, at 10 o'clock

SATUUDAY.

rhael Sisk, rear
house arranged f«» r six lone me nis, and will let for

some-

harvest grain

SA

—

September
the hoiii»*Htcad of the UU* MiON m. I shall ofsell VII
Uauforth street: large

;hlng new, idee and nobby; we can please your
tye and your pocket, at J. P. WELCH’S NEW
(HOE STOKE, 421 Congress St.
20-t
to

or

AUCTION.

IIY

dress;

Mackerel.

The fish were caught a few days ago
off Block Island, where there was a fleet of
about 35 vessels, all of which had some
mackerel on board.
The Novelty's salt
mackerel were not disposed of at last accounts, but they were held at about $15 per
barrel, and must be worth iu the vicinity of
$8000. The fish are said to be the finest seen
in this market for years, and will inspect
half extra No. 1 and half fine No. 2. The
100 barrels of fresh sold quickly at 11 and 17
cents each for mediihu and large.
The catch of mackerel, aside from the
Novelty’s cargo, continues very small, and
the market has been quite bare of stock all
the w eek. The North Bay fleet has met
with very poor luck, and the vessels are returning home with insignificant fares, some
without a single barrel to show for their

Voting getits to call and see
WANTED—
late styles shoes when In want of

AUCTIf
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(look

as

W
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who was found drowned in the
Sebasticook, near -the Eel-weir bridge at
Pittsfield, was Tom O’Brien of Sebec, unmarried.
He had been at work on his
brother’s place in Sebec, and was made temporarily crazy by drinking old cider.

either

ANTED -A MAN OP TEMPERATE ANI)
moral habits, seeking employment, to represent an old established house In his own secloo per mouth. Keleren;ion. Salary R7I» to
Am. Manvvactuhino Hoisk, 1«
:es exacted.

OblNTERH’

SOMERSET COUNTY.

position,

a

teeper, conltdentlal cleric. or any poslllon of trust
md responsibility. Itest ot references. Address
I*. O. BOX 154<’., Malden, Mass.
20-1

3d
good men need apply;
Sty.
__19-1

—

man

—

ANTED—A young married

jut

QUICKLY.
IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

clearing up of Odd Sizes before arrival of large
purchases.
$1.75, $2.00 and $2.50 quality, now $1.00, $1.25
and $1.50 to make room for new goods.
Just as good quality as you will pay more for later.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The Dirigo Kural, hitherto published in
has
been absorbed by the New EngBangor,
land Farmer, the oldest northern agricultural paper, and oue of the best. Its grange
edition, "Our Grange Homes,” is the only
distinctively grange paper in New England.

W
would like

•

ADMINISTRATOR’S

npMlH*

SITUATION
man
~

men

WE WILL DO IT
WK WILL

RUBBER GOSSAMER WEEK.

RINES

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

KIT ANTED—Salesmen anew Invention, neeilvv
ed in every house; 3(><> per cent commission,
ir a good salary to
Address
right parties
vitti stamp, for terms, tue WEAVER MA.NU'ACTUKKJt, 34 N. State sleet, Chicago, 111.

Two good
WANTED—
they must know how to

M.

Lewiston.

The

permanently associated myself with
B. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my friends In the .State of Maine at
iny new quarters.
My twenty-five years experience in the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter f.. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me In believing that I can till
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction Assuring you that wc have one of ttie
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets aud parlor
lulls In the country to select (rum, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.
dti
OCtSO

Department whether they

TABLE OIL CLOTHS.

Dunn & Elliott launched Saturday noon a
three-masted schooner of 748 tons register,
named the Phineas W. Sprague.
She will
be commanded by Capt. John Strong of
Thomas ton.

The

CAKD.

These prices are from $3.00 to $5.00 less than
regular price. We respectfully ask customers and

A

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

on

tion.
City Marsha] Guptil of Lewiston
arrived Saturday noon and returned with
his prisoner on the night train. On Cham-

Saturday night

observation

terday

a

kU

2

I

Real Estate Transfers.

When the train arrived In
Officer llanson arrested Chambera

1

-----

Total.

his way here.
1- l.l

_

Measles...i.
Old age.
Water on brain.

Chamberlain went into the store of Mr.
Coville at Lewiston and purchased a trunk
and satchel, tendering in payment a check
for $25, purporting to be eigned by John
Tracy, a merchant on the same street. The
check was accepted and Chamberlain departed with the change. Fearing all was not
right, the clerk stepped over to Mr. Tracy’s
store and showed him the check, which was
at once pronounced a forgery. The Marshal
was at once notified, but Chamberlain was

earth.

...

Kidney.

ing tliat J. C. Chamberlain had passed a
lorged check and had taken the train for

....

As the train of

Old Orchard Beach railroad was nearing Bay
View Hotel on one of its trips yesterday, a
man was seen running at the top of his speed
towards the train. He ran right at the engine first as if to dive through one of the cab
windows of the novel machine. 'I'heeugineer
warned him off; and he jumped for a car,
only to be dragged from his feet by the speed
of the train. Conductor Fisher, with a fortunate combination of presence of mind and
muscle, collared the man and hauled him
aboard.
"What do you mean by jumping at a train
of cars that way ?” said the conductor as
soon as he had landed him.
"1 want a Sunday paper.”
“A Sunday paper! Are you willing to
risk your leg's for a Sunday paper,” asked
the astounded conductor.
“Yes, sir,” said the runner as he turned

-------

Consumption.

A telegram was received at the police station from Lewiston Saturday morning, stat-

berlain

-WAllDS-,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total.
1
i

Indani. of bowels_

be

Not Let a Newsboy

Would

ACCTION

DIALS HELP.

BUMNKMM CA BOB.

causes:

Forgery.

a

Rate.

The whole number of deaths in the city foi
last
week was 12, from the following

the season.

that he

1st

prize—Collar.
Dr. G. E. Dow, Shepherd, prize—Collar.
C. J. McCann, Black and Tan, 4 Pups, 1st prize
—Silver Cup.
Samuel K. Seely, Coach Dog, 5 Pups, 1st prize—
Silver Cup.
Mrs. G. E. Holmes, Irish Setter, 1st prize—

phy’s company and will visit Portland next
January and appear at the theatre.
Manager Normon has arranged for a first
class entertainment at thePavilion this week.
Miles Nelson’s large company has been engaged. There will be an exhibition of
trained
animals and birds, songs and
dances. Prof. Boos and orchestra will continue to furnish fine music.
This will be
the closing week of entertainments at the
Pavilion and it promises to be the best of

1«;«

and Collar.

Harold Foss, 2d prize for Coacli Dog-Collar.
Geo. W. Tennant, Yorkshire Terrier, 1st prize—
Collar.
Dauiel Leavitt. Skye Terrier, 1st Prize—Collar.
Walter Wood, Water Spaniel, 1st prize—Collar.
T. H. IJemiy, English Water Spaniel Pup, 1st

July, departed Sunday

asking

Men’s

afternoon.
Rev. Mr. Short of Montreal
made an admirable address at the Association rooms in the evening. Mr. Wells of the
Foxeroft and Dover Y. M. C. A., was also
present and spoke briefly.

parties. Many of the visitors remained on
the island over Sunday.
Mr. E. W. Ayer aud Mr. C. W. Mace, su-

Portland,

Young

Christian Association preached at the Congregational church, Cumberland Mills, yesterday morning and conducted religious services at tlie Maiue General Hospital in the

Uwn.
Another excursion, numbering upwards of
BOO persons, came from Mechanic Falls and
towns along the Grand Trunk road.
In ad;
dition to the regular excursion by rail there
was a number of society and
family picnic

on

avanues
was

The general secretary of tlie

same

and

au-

churches and sects of our own land. Dr.
Phillips spoke in the evening of the work in
India, and the special means which gave it
success.
Among these he emphasized the
power of the press and medical treatment.
He closed by urging his hearers to make
these various factors the subject of earnest
prayer.

the day of excursions at
One hundred and twentyfive people, accompanied by the
Gray Cornet
Baud, 17 pieces, came over the Maine Central road. The G. A. It. Post of Gray Corner
was represented by «0 members.
Tliete
were also a number of members of the
Maine Veteran Association of 18B1 from the

Portland,

an

for commercial enterprise,
doing for a knowledge of tlie
and tonography of other lands,
geography
and of its unifying influence upon tlie

was

in

sufficient to draw

of what it

Peaks’ Island.

opening

was

dience in Portland at any season. Mr. Phillips is an easy, graceful speaker, going at
once to his subject and telling in a clear and
concise way just what tlie people fare interested to hear. He spoke in tlie morning of
the home influence Of missions, how it was

Island Notes.

since its

BAPTIST CHUCH.

were

foreign fields,

He

ADVEKTIMEnBNTE.

KNOX COUNTY.

PLATFORM.

conducted by Rev. J. S.
Phillips of India. Mr. Phillips expressed
some surprise to see so large an audience at

perintendent iu Messrs. S. D. Warren &
Co.’s paper mills, with their families spent
Saturday uud Sunday at Peak’s Island. Mr.
Saturday— Edward Harrigan, Richard Quig1 and Mrs. Ayer have been stopping at Old
ley. Intoxication. Each tinea $3 and costs.
James Brogan, Thomas Conley. Intoxication.
Orchard for two weeks.
Fifteen days in county Jail.
Thomas Conley. Larceny. Fined $3 and costs.
««< MID
UIIMCJUIIU CUUHgC,
Martin Malloy. Assault.
Fined $10 and costs.
has a copy of tlie Maine Fanner in his posession dated December 13, 1849.
Ii. Eaton
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
was proprietor and E. Holmes editor.
In
the editor’s comments on the Postmaster
The Fraternity Cadets will meet at their
General’s
hall on Free street tonight.
report, he says: “The people call
Little Corinne with her company will ap- for a reduction on letter postage to two
cents. They will ultimately have it.”
pear at City Hall shortly, in “Arcadia.”
Mr. James fteilly and Miss May TempleA Universalist Grove Meeting will be held
ton. who have appeared before the public at
at Sebago Lake August 26th, 27th and 28th.
the Pavilion every afternoon and evening
Mr. E. P. Chase has purchased the Pool

Chebcague

Friday

Ridgtey In full uniform, acting as escort.
They will be escorted to their headquarters
at City Hotel. Ii is hoped that the Brockton Baud will give a short concert in Congress Square in the evening.
On the morning of the 2tith there will be a parade througli
some of the principal streets to Custom
House wharf, where steamers of the Forest
City line will be taken for Long Island. On
arriving there, base bail, foot ball and other
games will be in order until 1 o’clock, when

BEFORE JUDOE GOUI-D.

e-tate on

and

But

NEW

_

_'

_

Make Enormous Profits.

at Congress street station on the afternoon
of Thursday the 23th by the Portland Patriarchs In full eucampment uniform, Canton

Kearsarge House, Norib Couway.
B. W. Counce of Thomaston, Commissioner of Fisheries, was in town Saturday.
Mr. Eben Nutter is improving in health
rapidly.
C. K. Grant’s ’Young Sailor” has been re-

Saturday

the

The visitors will be met upon their arrival

Miss Leila Farrell is in Paris.
Mrs. Elbridge Gerr.v and Miss Gerry were
in Baden-Baden at last advices.
Judge Nathan Webb and family are at the

class

Celebrating
Anniversary.

uext:

PERSONAL.

oewan,

for

The following arrangements have been
by the Odd Fellow Canton and Encampment committees for the reception and
entertainment of Boston Encampment and

arms.

LECS,

HE RISKED HIS

made

E. P. Hill, in full uniform, at headquarters,
at 10.30 a. m., September 7th, without side-

it. it.

1aul6_F'M&W&wly

I. O. O. F.

_,

HASTED. For speed the Columbia
record bas never been beaten.
177 .Middle *M
c. H. LA.ilSOV.
drf

jp2o___

To Vessel Owners.
Marine Railway has been thorI
rebuilt, and la now in readiness to
take out all vessels Ur ueed of repairs
All work
dlspatelied quickly and satlslm in n guaranteed.
C.
W.
Address,
RTlMi'aCl.s, Jm.,
fllflK Port

oughly

decltfd tt

Clyde

Port Clyde. Me.

